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Contents

The Handbook

The Main Stuff

The DungeonWorld Adventurer's Handbook is
designed in such a way as to be flexible and
easy to customise. You can organise the pages
in any order you wish. We can send you new
pages when we need to. Your rulebook can
grow as the game grows!

Containing an overview of the play-by-mail hobby, an overview
of the game and discussion of the actual mechanics, scale and
play method which govern the game. You should read this section first.

TM

What You Should Receive
This package should have included a binder, a
colour map of the Kingdom of Bereny (in the
back cover of the binder), a colour cover page
(in the front cover of the binder), a Guidebook
Checklist and a complete set of all the current
Guidebook pages. Rulebook revisions (extra
pages) will occasionally become available at a
small extra charge.
E-Mail Play
These rules are also available in E-Mail format
as a PDF file and can be downloaded for free
from our website.
Budget Rules
A Budget A5 format of these rules is also
available for a lower-cost start in the game and
for use with special promotions. The Budget
Rules are not modular. You will still receive
new pages automatically but will have to
arrange the management of them yourself. We
do recommend players purchase the modular
rules for ease of use rather than the budget
rules, but that is, of course, your choice.
Supplements & Merchandise
DungeonWorld is a big game and as such it has
already spawned supplementary books and
merchandise. No doubt, as time goes on, even
more will become available. The list of what is
currently available will also be included on your
Guidebook Checklist along with prices.
Supplements are *not* essential to play. They
are simply provided as a service for people who
are interesting in knowing more about certain
aspects of the game world, or who enjoy such
additional products.
TM

Organisation
The Adventurer's Guidebook is split into several
'sections' to make it easier to find what you are
looking for and to organise your rules. These
sections are shown on the right hand side of
this page.

The Game World
Containing information on the World of Myriad, the Kingdom of
Bereny, and the overall setting of the game, including a little historical
background, the Laws of the Land and a brief discussion of magic and religion.
The Characters
Containing a rundown of all the standard adventurer classes available for
play, including armour/weapon restrictions and special abilities.
The Orders
Containing a detailed description of all the major orders in the game,
examples of their use and comments provided by actual players of
the game for flavour and assistance.
Skills & Talents
Containing an explanation of the Skill system used in the game and charts
showing all skills currently available. Since you start the game with
no experience points consultation of this section will not be needed
immediately.
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What Is Play-By-Mail?

A Great Tradition

The Rulebook

The Budget Rules

In every play-by-mail game's rulebook there is
the obligatory ''what is play-by-mail?'' section
and being a strong believer in tradition... here's
ours! If, of course, you know *exactly* what
play-by-mail is and have played such games
before, please feel free to skip this page
entirely. If not... well, you are in for a whole
world of fun! I hope you love it as much as I
did when I played my first play-by-mail game!

All the rules you need to play the game are
presented in this rulebook. If there's anything
not covered, it's probably because we don't
*want* you to know it! (Many things are meant
to be discovered as you explore the game).
However, if you feel something is unclear or
have any questions you should feel free to
contact us... we are here to help!

As you can probably imagine, a rules system like
this isn't cheap to produce and we charge for it
accordingly. Some players cannot afford
extravagant rules like this though and we don't
want to alienate people just because they aren't
as rich as others! Consequently, we produce a
''budget'' set of rules, which still has all the
pages, but shrunk down to A5 size and stapled
into a little booklet. If you are holding one of
these then you should still be able to use them
just fine, but you may want to consider the
larger-format rules if/when you decide you can
afford to invest in them, if only for the fact that
rule revisions will be easier to add!

Play-By-Mail
Play-By-Mail, known as PBM for short, is a
hobby which allows people to play games with
groups of players from all over the world! You
can choose when to play, without needing to
worry about matching up times with the other
players and you get the flexibility to enjoy your
game when you want to do so. Gaming at your
convenience! This is how it works:(1) You send your ''moves'', in the form of coded
orders, to the company who are running the
game (in this case Madhouse.)
(2) On a set date Madhouse 'run the game',
producing personalised printed reports for all
the players and mailing them out to them.
(3) The players peruse the reports they have
been sent and it's back to (1) (above).
There are essentially two different ways to playby-mail. The original and still very common one
is the postal method (for which you do *not*
need a computer). Turns are sent to you by mail
and you return your orders the same way.
The other method, becoming increasingly
popular, is to play-by-email. There's no
difference in the game itself at all, just in the
medium for sending and receiving turns. It
doesn't matter which you choose, you will still
be in the same game playing with the same
rules and paying the same price to play.
You can mix and match these up too, if you
want to. For instance many players send their
turns by e-mail, but like to receive them back as
hard-copy turns in the post ("it's nice to get
mail that isn't bills" is the common lament)!

None of the rules in this book are going to
make much sense to you until you receive your
first personalised results for your game position
(called a turn report). When you do, you'll be
able to cross-reference the report to the rules in
this book and work out how to play! Each Turn
Report has an Order Form attached to the back,
which you fill with the coded instructions for
your characters and return to us.
Of course... nothing is for free! DungeonWorld
costs you money each time the game is run
(which will be once a fortnight for the normal
game, although some variant games are faster
or slower.) Please make sure you understand
the current prices for the game before
proceeding to play. Please also make sure you
have read our 'House Rules', since your
agreement to them is a condition of your taking
part in the game.

TM

Flexible Rule System
DungeonWorld is a growing game. A team of
staff are working constantly to add things to it,
to give the world depth and to improve the
system. As such there are often new rules being
added, which is why we came up with this
flexible rules folder. The advantage here is that
we don't need to constantly make new
rulebooks and revisions, when a new rule or
element of the game is introduced you will be
sent the rules pages to be added to this folder.
TM

You will also notice that pages are not
''numbered''. This is deliberate, allowing you to
organise the rules in whatever fashion suits you.
When you join the game you will be sent a
complete set of all the current rules pages. You
can check that you have all the pages by
referencing the 'page index chart' if you are
worried that something might be missing.

About Madhouse
Madhouse are one of the world's leading playby-mail companies. We have been established
since 1991 and have run games for thousands
and thousands of satisfied players!
The Madhouse Head Office is based in the
United Kingdom, which is where the games are
designed. We are one of the only UK-based
PBM firms who are actually designing new
computer-moderated games for worldwide play
and are proudly carrying the British flag for
PBM-design.
Madhouse are also represented by our licensed
partners, Madhouse U.S.A. and Madhouse OZ,
based in the United States of America and
Australia. Both of these branches are run by
experienced and highly-qualified Games
Masters who bring our particular brand of
madness to a new audience in their own parts
of the world.
Madhouse do not run our PBM firm like a
company... we run it like a club! We do it
because we love it and because we want *you*
to love it. We always welcome constructive
critisicm or suggestions of any kinds. We can't
promise you'll love everything we do... but we
can promise you our best attention and the
craziest brand of insanity ever seen in the
games world...or under a full moon!
Yours from the Darker Side,
Steve Tierney - Madhouse Chief Surgeon
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What Is DungeonWorld?

The Heart Of The Game

The Nexus Engine

DungeonWorld is a fantasy adventure game. It
is set in an epic world full of monsters, mayhem,
swords and sorcery. It is deliberately 'pulp' in
style, going for the high-fantasy swashbuckling
approach rather than the more sombre and
moody fantasy found elsewhere.

DungeonWorld was designed from the Nexus
Engine, the powerful game-design tool which
was created by Madhouse UK for the purpose of
making elaborate and innovative PBM
adventure games. The Nexus Engine is also the
father of Steel Fury (another of our games) and
will probably be used even more in future.
Should you ever play another Nexus game you'll
find that a familiarity with some of the basic
mechanics learned from DungeonWorld play is
very helpful, while each game designed from
the system is still quite different and therefore
a new challenge to play!

TM

DungeonWorld is a character-based game.
Each character you control in the game is an
*individual*. Perhaps they travel together, or
perhaps they don't even know each other and
have entirely separate adventures. That's up to
you. It's all down to how you use your orders.
New Players who have tried other sorts of PBM
games often assume that their characters are a
'group'. This is a misconception. Your
characters are only a group if you *play them
that way*.
TM

Goals and Achievements
Players of DungeonWorld set their own goals.
This is not a game you can 'win' in the
traditional sense. There are no game-defined
victory conditions to achieve. You decide what
your character's objectives are and then try to
achieve them within the game.
Almost anything is possible in DungeonWorld .
Maybe you just want to become a famous
warrior with a lot of 'kills' to your name?
Maybe you want to learn a lost magical spell,
the scroll torn from the claws of a dying
dragon? Maybe you want to become the leader
of an influential guild? Or a High Priest? Or a
King? Anything is possible in DungeonWorld ...
but the grander your schemes and plans the
longer it may take to achieve them! And once
you DO achieve them... well then it's time to
decide what to do *next*!
TM

TM

Open-Ended

TM

TM

The Biggest World - Ever!
We made DungeonWorld into a *vast* game. It
really is absolutely huge. We believe it is the
most immense and comprehensive game PBM
game of its type ever made... but we won't rest
on our laurels! We are constantly adding to and
enhancing the game so that it *remains* the
biggest. This isn't a game that you'll outgrow in
a year or two and become bored with... because
DungeonWorld is growing *with* you!
Heroic Adventure
In general, DungeonWorld is a Heroic Adventure
Game. By which we mean most of the normal
player positions are ''good guys''. Certainly they
are played in various shades of grey, but the
basic premise is that adventurers are on the side
of light and the monsters... aren't. There are
special DungeonWorld positions whereby
players can take control of the darker side of
the game too. Players interested in such things
as ''monster positions'' and ''Darkwalkers''
should let their GM know! In general it is
recommended that you play the standard
adventurer position for a while before trying
one of the other types, which are usually more
suitable for experienced players.
TM

This game has no 'end' as such. It keeps running
forever and players can continue to take part
for as long as they want to! The game has been
specifically designed to be a long-term actionpacked adventure game. Anybody who thinks
they are gong to achieve power and recognition
over night is likely to be disappointed. Then
again... you could get lucky. As we keep
saying... anything is possible!

DUNGEONWORLD
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Your Starting Position
When playing the normal DungeonWorld '
adventurer position you will probably start with
two or three characters. You get to choose
which character types to start with (from the
'characters' section in this guide.)
TM

The important thing to remember is that all of
your characters are individuals. You may
choose to have them work as a team or travel
together, but there is absolutely no reason why
you have to. Neither does the computer see
your characters as 'allies'. If one is being
attacked, the others will simply stand around
and watch unless you have written orders to
instruct them to do otherwise. You have total
control!
New Players will normally be started in a
Dungeon courtyard (a relatively safe area in a
Dungeon from which to begin your adventures.)
As soon as you walk through one of the doors
into the Dungeon itself your adventures have
begun. Alternatively, you could choose to go
up the stairs to the surface world and adventure
on the overland, although we normally
recommend new players try the Dungeon first!
(The game is called DungeonWorld after all!)
There tends to be more treasure and more evil
things to fight underground.
TM

Characters & Orders

Actions In Sequence

Orders By Post

DungeonWorld uses an innovative and
powerful phase-based system for processing
orders. Your orders will be processed *exactly*
in the order you wrote them. The way the
system works is to process *all* characters first
orders, then all their second orders... and so on
until the final (fifteenth) order phase. During
each individual phase, all orders for that phase
are shuffled randomly. So while you never
know who's first order will go first, you *do*
know your second order will come after all the
first ones.

When sending your orders by post or fax you
should be sure to write in clear bold letters. We
cannot be held responsible for input errors
made by GMs because of scraggy handwriting
or unclear text. If you make a mistake on your
order sheet and need to redo it, a blank piece of
paper with all relevant player and character
details will be okay.

TM

The phase-based system allows for some very
complicated interaction between chartacters,
but it does mean careful planning is needed to
avoid mucking it all up! Once you've played a
few turns it will all seem second-nature to you.
For instance, a priest could hand a wand on his
first order to his ally the enchanter, then heal
his other friend the warrior on the second
order. Meanwhile the warrior fires his bow on
both orders (while being healed on the second)
and the enchanter casts a spell on the first
order (while receiving the wand) and equips the
wand he has now been given on the second
order... ready to zap the bad guys!
Writing Orders

Telling Us What You Want To Do
You have control over your characters as
individuals and you can do a lot of different
things with them. However, DungeonWorld is a
computer-moderated game and as such you
need to issue coded instructions for your
characters to tell us what you want them to do.
Each turn you will receive an Order Sheet which
you should fill in. All the codes for different
orders are shown in the 'Orders' section of these
rules, with detailed examples to help you get
started and avoid errors.
Each character you control will get a certain
number of orders, shown by how many lines
they have under their name on the order sheet.
You cannot issue any more orders than the
number of lines they have. Most main
characters have 15 orders and sub-characters
(like Guard Dogs) have 10 orders, while
summoned characters or other special
characters can have fewer orders, depending on
their purpose in the game. It is important that
you write the orders in the correct slots, which
are clearly marked with the character's name
and ID number on your Order Sheet.
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Order lines have three columns. Some orders
use only the first column, some use two while a
few use all three columns. Again, please refer
to the section headed 'Orders' for full
instructions on how to write the various orders
in the game.

marie

Orders By E-Mail
When sending orders by e-mail we encourage
players to visit our website where you can make
use of our order entry program which
automatically sends your orders to us in the
correct format. Alternatively, there is a
standalone order-entry program available for
PCs which can be downloaded from our
website, if you prefer to work out your orders
offline, but you will then have to e-mail us the
file the program creates.
If you are not using the standalone or the webbased order entry program then there is only
one format we will accept e-mail orders in and
that is as a *plain* text message. We do not
accept file attachments of *any kind* unless
they are produced by our own order entry
software. A simple, plain ascii text message
produced in almost any internet connection
package is all we need. The message should
include your full name, game name, module
number, *player number* (very important!!) and
then the character IDs and names followed by
their orders.

DUNGEONWORLD

Life In DungeonWorld

An Adventurers Life

Booty!

Magical Storage

While you explore the game, the first thing
you'll notice, particularly in Dungeons
themselves, is that far from being a lonely place
the underground world is full of life.
Essentially, that life comes in two forms. You.
And Them.

Many monsters carry gold, equipment, weapons
and armour. If you defeat them they drop
items they are carrying to the floor. You can
then take the stuff as booty. If it's good stuff
you can use it yourself or trade it with other
adventurers. If it's not so good you can always
sell it for a few extra gold pieces.

For the purposes of the game an Adventurers'
Backpack is assumed to be magical. It is not a
real 'item', it is simply a part of every character.
Backpacks can carry far more than is actually
physically possible for a real backpack... due to
their inherent magical nature. It's quite
possible to be carrying a Pike, a Goblin Head, six
Daggers, a Suit of Plate Mail and a Rocking
Chair all stored in your backpack and still have
empty slots! While not entirely realistic, this is
a fantasy game and some allowance must be
made for adventurers to tow around all the cool
stuff they find!

Of course, there's more to it than that, but
essentially the characters that wander the game
are either adventurers (the good guys) or
monsters (the bad guys). Adventurers are out to
explore, sometimes to fight evil, often to get
rich! At least... that's the plan! The Monsters,
on the other hand, have their own diabolical
goals, many of which involve expediently killing
adventurers who cross their paths or delve into
their homes!
Danger!
The world of Myriad is a very dangerous place.
Creatures and characters of wildly varying
power levels can be found there. So be careful
whom you pick a fight with. They could turn
out to be far nastier than you!
Monsters!
There are literally thousands of different types
of monster roaming Myriad. You'll often find
they live in small 'communities' where races
that work well together or compliment each
other can be found in certain areas. For
instance, when you find Goblins, you'll often
also find Hobgoblins, Giant Goblins and possibly
Midnight Elves and Orcs nearby since those
races interact in the game world. All monsters
are fair game for an adventurer so don't be shy,
if you feel confident you can beat them... clear
them out! Unless, of course, there's some profit
in keeping them alive...
Some monsters in DungeonWorld are player
controlled (Monster Positions are a different
way to play, available to experienced players
who are interested) and these are particularly
dangerous because although the computer's
intelligence for monster movement is quite
sophisticated, another player is always going to
be the most dangerous opponent. It's not
always easy to spot a player-controlled monster,
although if they have a name as well as a race
name this can often (although not always) be a
clue.
TM
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A Devious Plan
You may also find treasure laying about as you
explore. Monsters 'scatter' this treasure
deliberately. The devious plan is that loose
'items' and gold are likely to attract greedy
adventurers, whom they can then waylay, rob,
murder (and quite often eat!) Of course, this
often works against them when they are the
ones who end up getting killed, but nobody
ever said the monsters were smart.
Gear & What To Do With It

Gold Pieces
The standard currency in DungeonWorld is the
Gold Piece (GP). Everything you buy from a
normal trader will usually be for GPs. When
you sell things you will receive GPs. When you
buy things you will pay GPs. Money in
DungeonWorld is not handled as normal items.
It does not take up any sort of equipment slot.
Instead it is separately stored in your characters
'purse'. (Shown as 'Gold Carried' on your
turnsheet.) Most main character adventurers
start the game with 50 GPs to spend.
TM

Take a look at one of the character pages on
your turn report. You'll see that each character
has an area which shows what they are wearing
(called 'body slots') and what they are carrying
(called 'backpack slots'). For instance there is a
body slot called 'attack hand' which shows the
currently equipped weapon.
There are various slots for the different body
areas. It is important to note that only ONE
item can be equipped in each of the body slots.
You may notice there is only one slot for
'finger'. Yes, this does mean you can only wear
one ring, despite having ten fingers (for most
adventurers). This is simply a part of the game
you will soon get used to.
The other type of slots, 'backpack slots', are for
storing items you aren't currently using. If you
defeated a monster and it dropped a sword, you
could store it in your backpack to sell or trade
later. Or you could be carrying weapons,
armour or other items that aren't immediately
useful but may come in handy for special
situations.
Your backpack slots are a little different from
your body slots. In these you *can* carry
multiple items, although all items in any one
slot must be the same type. To find out how
many of an item can be stored in a backpack
slot you need to investigate the item. When
you pick things up or gain items they are
automatically sorted to the *first available
space* in the backpack.

Signing Up Extra Adventurers!
To sign up additional adventurers you can fill in
the form that comes with every turn report. If
you want more than one extra adventurer you
can write additional instructions on blank
sheets of paper and attach them to your order
sheet. New adventurers can start in any known
Dungeon courtyard or they can start at a
magical trader that is within the field of vision
(on the printed map) of one of your existing
main characters.
If you sign up additional adventurers they will
also start with 50 GPs and their first turn's
orders will usually be the buying of equipment.
Please note that there is a fee for signing up
new characters. Make sure you know the
current prices before signing them up and that
you have enough money in your game account
to cover it.

DUNGEONWORLD
Combat & Injury

One Order Is One Attack

Sooner or later every character is going to be
involved in combat. Usually sooner! As such, it's
important to understand how the combat
system works. Every character (and remember,
monsters are characters too!) in the game has a
unique ID number, which is shown in brackets
after their name on your turn report. There are
many ways to attack characters (see the
''Orders'' section for full details on the different
orders which initiate combat) some of which
target specific IDs and some of which just hit
the nearest bad guy!

The most common mistake beginners make
when writing combat orders is forgetting that if
you only write a single attack order you will
only attack once... and you might miss! If you
want to attack multiple times... you must issue
multiple attack orders!

For a successful attack you need to be within
range of your target. Each weapon has a range
and if you can't 'reach' the target the order will
fail.
Remember, in DungeonWorld everything
happens in 'real time', meaning that as your
characters move and attack, their enemies are
moving and acting as well! It's possible that
even though a character was in range at the
start of the turn, by the time you issue your
order they will have moved out of range, died
or taken cover to avoid missile attacks.
TM

Reply Attacks
Every time you attack a monster, the monster
gets a free 'reply attack' upon you, as long as
they are within range with their own weapon.
So, swing a sword at an Orc and he'll swing his
sword back at you again. But fire an arrow
from across the room and the Orc can't reach
you with his sword and so does not get a reply.
All adventurers are allowed up to two reply
attacks per order phase. Some monsters get
more than 2 reply attacks per round due to
their speed or multiple attack forms. The Reply
Attack works for all characters. So when
monsters attack you, you get the free reply
attack as well! You always get a reply attack if
you can reach to do so... up to the limit of TWO
for most characters.

Combat (1)
Even if you have your hostility set to 'passive',
or you have reached the limits of your Fear
Factor (see the ''Orders'' section for information
on these two settings) you will still always get
your reply attacks and attempt to defend
yourself when somebody takes a swing at you!
Hostility Attacks
Every time you move, the computer quickly
scans around your field of vision to see if there
are any enemies within range of your currently
equipped weapon. The computer knows whom
to consider enemies according to your current
Hostility Setting. If the computer finds an
enemy you will issue an automatic 'Hostility
Attack' upon them. If there is more than one
enemy the computer will choose one randomly
from the pack. Like the reply attacks, this
attack is also 'free' (it doesn't prevent you
actually issuing an attack order that phase.)
Once again, the same rule applies to all
characters. So monsters have just as much
chance of triggering hostility attacks upon your
character when they move. It is only 'Move''
orders which trigger hostility attacks. If you are
standing still and doing Bodybuilding or Eating
Rations you won't get any hostility attacks.
Masses Of Combat!
Taking all these things into account you can see
that a single order phase can actually result in a
lot of attacks being thrown. For instance, a
monster might be using the follow and attack
order to chase after you. When it arrives in
your square it gets an automatic hosility attack,
which you then get a reply attack to. Then the
monster actually issues its attack order at the
end of the Move and Attack and once again you
get a reply attack. Finally, your own order gets
processed... an attack on the monster... and it
gets an attack on you. That's *three* rounds of
combat in a single order phase! If there were
several monsters involved the whole thing can
get quite complex as you can imagine... and a
lot of damage can be dealt in a short space of
time!
The main thing is not to worry too much about
the exact mechanics of what is going on and
just to enjoy combat. The results are quite
graphic and very varied!
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Combat (2)

Combat Mechanics

Other Combat Factors

Damage Alterations

Your characters have a few statistics that are
important for determining how they fare in
combat. While many players are happy to play
the system without really knowing how it works
mathematically, this section is presented for
those people who like to know the numbers!

Your character starts off with an attack score
based on their character class, but this score is
amended by various factors. Special or magical
weapons and other equipment will sometimes
alter your attack score. Special terrain types or
magical areas can also have an effect, as can
skills or talents you learn as your character
progresses through the game.

Another sort of increase you can get through
items, skills or other in-game effects is a
Damage Boost. Just like attack and defence,
your damage can be adjusted by magic
weapons, armour, skills etc. Most commonly
this takes the form of an increase to your "Max
Damage", which simply widens the range of
damage you can do. Some special things give
you additional points of "Total Damage" in the
same way strength does.

When trying to attack, the attacker's percentage
chance to hit is calculated by comparing their
active attack score with the defender's active
defence score. The formula is as follows:-

(A) - (D) = C
where
a = Attacker's active attack skill
d= Defender's active defence skill
c= chance to hit

Some Examples
If the attackers Attack Score is '20' and they are
trying to hit an enemy with a defence skill of
'- 45' then their chance to hit is 65%.
If the attackers Attack Score is '0' and they are
trying to hit an enemy with a defence skill of
'-10' then their chance to hit is 10%.

The same applies for the various defence levels
and in their case armour is one of the most
common forms of alteration. Your Dexterity
statistic also plays a part, giving you an
'invisible' bonus (you don't see it calculated on
your statistics, but it is there) of 5% 'normal'
defence per point of Dexterity above 16.
Combat Damage
Once a successful hit is scored in combat the
damage is calculated. This is handled
differently for Melee (range 1 or 2) and Ranged
(range greater than 2) weapons.
The damage you do with Ranged weapons is a
random amount from 1 to the max damage.
The max damage is whatever damage the
weapon can potentially do. So, if you are using
a short bow, which has a max damage of three,
then your damage will be a random number
from 1 - 3.

Just to confuse matters more (and we've
probably only got the real mathmaticians still
reading!) ''Damage Reduction'' is the reverse of
a "Damage Boost". It is possible in the game for
monsters to have, or adventurers to gain, the
ability to reduce damage done to them (called a
'buffer') or to reduce the damage they do
themselves (a cursed item or simple weakness).
Goblins, for instance, have a 1 point Damage
Reduction because they are so pathetic, so with
a short sword they do 0-6 instead of 1-7... they
can hit you and still do no damage! With
''Buffers'', if you had a 1 point buffer and took
a 7 point hit, it would be reduced to a 6 points.
Very useful!
Death (R.I.P.)
Every character in the game has a health stat.
If their current health is ever reduced to zero or
lower they are dead. Death in DungeonWorld
is a very permanent thing... so try not to get
killed! As soon as a character is reduced to
lower than 1 health they are unable to do
*anything*, all orders will fail thereafter. But
that character is not actually dead until the
very end of the turn.. so if another character
heals them that turn after they were killed and
brings their health back up above zero again
they will still be alive. Once the fifteenth order
phase is done, death takes the character from
the land forever. You will see their name and ID
no. with 'R.I.P.' after it on your turn report to
show they have been killed.
TM

If the attackers Attack Score is '42' and they are
trying to hit an enemy with a defence skill of
'+7' then their chance to hit is 35%.
Minimums / Maximums
Unless ''damage immunity'' (complete immunity
to a certain type of damage) is in force, no
chance to hit can ever be lower than 5% or
higher than 95%. If it is, the computer
automatically amends it.
Types Of Damage
In DungeonWorld there are six different types
of damage. ''Normal'', ''Cold'', ''Fire'', ''Magical'',
''Chemical'' and ''Mental''. You will see from
your turn report that you have a defence score
for each of these types of damage. The Defence
score you would use in the combat formula
(above) would be the one that corresponds with
the type of attack being done. So for normal
weapon attacks you would use ''normal'', for a
poison-gas breath attack it would be ''chemical''
and so on. Some monsters are totally immune
to damage of certain types.
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Melee weapons are a bit nastier, since you get
to add your ''natural'' damage to the random
range. "Natural" Damage is your standard bare
hands damage for your character class (it's '2'
for most classes except Monks.) So, if you
attack with a short sword, which has a max
damage of 5, you will do 1 - 7 damage (unless
you are a monk who will do more because they
have a higher natural damage than most
classes.) With Melee attacks you also get a
strength bonus if your strength statistic is
higher than 16. For every point above 16 you
get an extra point of "Total Damage" added to
the calculated total. So if you had a strength of
18 with the short sword you would now do 3-9.
Note: strength damage is not part of the
random range in the same way natural damage
is;, it actually gets added to the final total,
effectively increasing the 'average' damage you
will score as well as the maximum possible
damage.

Dead characters drop everything they were
carrying to the ground at the beginning of the
*next* turn. (So you can pick it all up on phase
1 even though it was not showing as items on
the ground at the end of the turn they died.)
However, each square can hold only 12 items
'laying on the floor', any further items are
permanently lost.
When a character is killed during the course of
the game through combat with monsters (*not*
other adventurers) you can replace them for
free (the usual new character fee is waived) as
long as you do it on the *next* turn.

DUNGEONWORLD

Maps & Vision

What You Can See

Vision Alteration

The Map Is A Guide!

Every character can see an area about them,
which is shown on your turn report by a map
and further text information. Because
DungeonWorld is a play-by-mail game it is
possible for you to see everything in your field
of vision (usually). Even if it is on the other side
of a wall and your character would not
normally be able to see it! In a PBM-format
game you need to have some information to
properly plan your orders and so a certain
amount of unrealism is necessary to make the
game play well! Of course, seeing a monster
behind a locked door and attacking them are
two different things! While you can see them
on your map, you do not have 'line of sight'
which is important for attack orders.

Your characters can have their vision reduced or
increased by terrain they are standing in.
Underground this is relatively rare, but on the
overland different terrain does affect your
vision, but only for the square you *end the
turn* standing in. For instance, if you end the
turn standing in hills, you will gain an extra
point of Vision there. If you end the turn in
deep forest you will lose two points of Vision.
When terrain is affecting your vision you will
see this shown on your turnsheet by a modifier
next to your Vision score. So, for gentle hills,
where you Vision did say '7', it will now say '7 +
1', or for deep forest where it said '7' it will now
say '7 - 2'.

It is important to remember that the map that
is printed on your turn is a visual guide only. It
should not be considered the source of all
vision-related information. While the map
looks nice, it misses some vital information.

TM

Hidden Characters
Your Character's Map
The size of the map which is presented on your
turnsheet is based on your 'Vision' statistic. If
you had a Vision of '1' you would only be able
to see the square you were standing on! A
Vision of two allows you to see your own
square, plus one square in every direction
around you. Each additional Vision point grants
another 'band' of vision, one square wider
around you. Most adventurers have a starting
Vision of '7' which lets them see seven squares
in every direction... a very healthy-sized map.
Certain skills, special or magical equipment or
other in-game events can affect your Vision
score.

Characters and Monsters can be 'hidden' by
certain sorts of terrain. Any terrain which has a
vision modifier of -2 or lower (deep forest, for
instance) will 'hide' your character. The
characters' map icon will *still* be visible on
peoples' maps, but their name and ID number
are not shown while they are standing in the
'hiding' terrain. This represents that your
character knows 'somebody' is there, but not
exactly who. Specific attack orders can't be
written because no ID number is shown... only
generic attacks will work! If you are standing in
the same square as hidden characters their
names and ID numbers *will* be shown.

For instance, you may come across a terrain
icon and not have a clue what it is. The only
way to find out about it is to walk onto the
square! Or you may see a single goblin icon and
not have a clue that there are actually twenty
goblins on that square! You would need to
check your 'other characers I can see' section
for that information.
It is also possible for monsters to be 'hiding' a
valuable terrain icon, like stairs down in a
dungeon or the location of a magical trader. All
these things are part of the game. You need to
be aware of their presence in the system and
work out ways around them! The best way of
all, of course, is diplomacy with other active
players!

But Where Am I?
Your characters is *always* in the CENTER
square of their map. The map shows the visible
area around them. You will find your character
right in the middle square of the map.

marie
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Dungeon Symbols

Terrain Symbols

Things You Can't See

There are many map terrain symbols on the
game maps which can mean many different
things. We could not possibly list them all (nor
would we want to spoil the fun by doing so).
So if you find one you don't recognise, you'll
have to 'look around' the room it's in (if you are
in a Dungeon) or walk onto the square and see
what description you get! But for your
assistance, these pages list a few of the
common graphics and their effects (if any).

Remember, the map is a representation of
certain things only. It's there to help you plan
your movement and combat orders. For a full
description of the room you are in, including
many features like decor, atmosphere, audible
and olfactory components and hidden features
you need to issue a ''Look'' order. Look orders
seldom change, though, so once you've looked
around a room you normally need not Look
again until you reach a new room.

Guild House
This square is the guild house of one
of the in-game guilds. Walk onto it for
a description. Issue an 'L 2'order on it for
more info on the guild.

Courtyard/Market
This square is part of a courtyard
or market area. Buy and Sell
orders can be issued here as shown
in ''Courtyards'' in this guide.

Shallow Water
Waist-deep or shallower water fills
this square. Some combat modifiers
and low damage are possible. The square
can be moved over as if it were 'open'.

Locked Door
There is a locked door here. The square
cannot be entered or passed until a
rogue has unlocked the door.

Bottomless Pit
A terrible black pit fills the square.
This terrain is impassable and
should be treated like a wall.
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Magical Trader
One of the enigmatic Magical Traders
is here. Magical Traders very seldom move.
All Buy and Sell orders can be issued while
on a Magical Trader.

Portcullis
A stout iron portcullis is here. Normally,
these are open and can be treated as an
open square. Rarely, they are closed.
Look around the area for more info.

Wall / Sheer Rock
This square is completely blocked by
a wall, or sheer rock and cannot be
entered or passed through.

Bed
There is a bed in this square. See
the rooms 'look' description for
the state of the bed. The square can
be moved over as if it were 'open'.

Unlocked Door
This square is filled with an unlocked
doorway. It can be treated exactly like
an open square for movement and
combat purposes.

Stairs Down
There is a flight of stairs leading down.
See the rooms 'look' description for more
info. The square can be moved over as
if it were 'open'.

Crawlspace
This corridor is a rough low crawlspace.
It can be treated like an open square,
although hidden combat modifiers
with long weapons do apply.

Stairs Up
There is a flight of stairs leading up.
See the rooms 'look' description for more
info. The square can be moved over as
if it were 'open'.

Treasure Chest
There is a treasure chest here. You can attempt
to open it using a 'Z 60' order, although this can
be very dangerous for the untrained. The square
can be moved over as if it were 'open'.

DUNGEONWORLD

Surface Symbols

Using Move Points

Vision Adjustments

When calculating what Move Points you are
going to use entering and leaving a terrain
square you should bear in mind that the Move
Points for a square are charged *before you
enter it*. If you do not have enough points to
pay the cost of entering the square, your
movement will fail and you will stay in the
square you were moving from.

Some terrain types adjust your vision, but this
only happens if you end your turn in that
square. Steep Hills, for instance, increase your
vision by 2, while Heavy Forest decreases it by 2.
Also, Heavy Forest hides the identity of
characters in it. You can see a graphic for them
on the map, but their names and IDs will not
appear on the 'other characters I can see'
section of your turn, because their identity is
hidden in the gloom and undergrowth.
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Private Land
This square marks the edge of some
private land owned by a noble or lord.
It costs 2 Move Points to cross. Issue an
'L 2' order for info on the owners name.

Light Forest
This terrain type is woods or light forest.
Hunting/Foraging is usually good here.
Vision is reduced slightly if you end your turn in
Light Forest. It costs 2 Move Points to cross.

Road
This square is a road. Travel on it
costs 1 Move Point. Roads are useful
for faster travel between cities
and places of interest.

Steep Hills
This terrain is tough going. Steep Hills
make for slow progress, but do increase
your vision when you end your turn on them.
They cost 4 Move Points to Cross.

City, Castle or Keep
This square is a city, castle or keep of
some kind. It costs 1 Move Point to
cross. Some of these can be entered.
Issue an 'L 2' order to do so.

Gentle Hills
Pleasant rolling hills which slow
progress a bit but increase vision
when you end your turn on them.
Gentle Hills cost 3 Move Points to cross.

Dungeon Entrance
This square is a Dungeon Entrance.
It costs 1 Move Point to
cross. Issue an 'L 2' order to
enter the Dungeon.

Heavy Forest
This sort of terrain is hard to travel and often
teeming with danger. Heavy Forest decreases
vision when you end your turn in it. It costs 3 Move
Points to cross and can hide IDs of characters in it.

Magical Place
This square is a magical place of some kind.
It costs 2 Move Points to cross.
Issue an 'L 2'order on it for
more info on the magical place.

Mountains
This terrain type is impassable. To cross a
mountain range you must first find a pass
of some kind.

Broken Land
This terrain is a harsh open area
covered in cracks, pits and ravines.
It costs 3 Move Points to Cross.

Open Land
Can be fields, farmland, wasteland
or just about any other sort of open
area you can imagine. Open Land costs
2 Move Points to cross.

Town or Village
There is a town or village here. This square
costs 1 Move Point to cross. Some of these
squares act as limited traders. A few (but
not many) can be entered using the 'L 2' order.

Body of Water
Water comes in the form of streams,
lakes, shallow and deep rivers. It costs
4 Move Points to cross, although some
types are impassable without a bridge or boat.

DUNGEONWORLD

Player Interaction

Interaction

Unofficial Guilds

Interaction Rules

DungeonWorld is a very social game. You can
play it alone and it'll work fine, but for the
maximum enjoyment and success you'll
probably find a need to contact and interact
with other players, or more specifically, their
characters!

An unofficial guild is any sort of organisation
being run by players without anything official
being agreed with the GMs. Please note: there
is *nothing at all* wrong with an unofficial
guild. They are not 'disallowed' by the GMs.
Players should feel free to roleplay however
they want to within the contraints of the game
system. Quite often, running an unofficial guild
is a good way to start off, since it has none of
the obligations of an official guild. Many
players carry on running their own
organisations which they have established
through roleplay without ever needing to go
'official' and there is a lot of fun to be had both
running and being a member of an unofficial
guild.

There are a great many forms of interaction for
DungeonWorld players. There is the e-mail
discussion list (for those who have e-mail, you
can sign-up for this from our website.) The
player noticeboard on your turnsheet. The
various game newsletters and other support
publications. Player-designed newsletters
which are produced by many guilds. The official
DungeonWorld website. Player-designed websites. Or you can use the most popular methods
of all... good old-fashioned phone calls and
letters.

TM

IC and OOC
There are two terms which you need to
understand when interacting with other people
in DungeonWorld . IC and OOC stand for INCHARACTER and OUT-OF-CHARACTER. When
you talk to somebody 'In-Character' you do so
from the perspective of one of your characters...
you 'roleplay' how you think they would talk
and act. When you talk 'Out-Of-Character' you
talk as yourself, the real person in the real
world. When first talking to other players it's a
good idea to stay OOC so they don't think
you're totally weird! Once you have established
that you are talking about the game, feel free
to write and contact each other 'In-Character'
as much as suits you. This is part of the fun of
player interaction! But it is almost never a good
idea to mix the two up. Make it clear if you are
talking IC or OOC at any given time.
TM

The Player Noticeboard
DungeonWorld provides a Player Noticeboard
to assist players in making announcements. To
send a message to the noticeboard you just
write it in clear block letters on your turn report
with a header ''for the noticeboard''. Each
player is allowed just *one* message per turn, up
to a maximum of 35 words (not including
contact details.) Messages should generally be
written In-Character (IC), with the exception of
your contact details of course!
TM

Factions & Groups
There are a great many guilds, alliances, orders
and other structured forms of organisation in
DungeonWorld , the vast majority of which are
player-run. Guilds which are looking for new
members (most of them, usually) will regularly
post messages to the player noticeboard with
contact details for the guild leader or
recruitment officer. A quick note to them will
usually get you a comprehensive response and
will start you on your way to being a dynamic
guild-member. However, you should not feel
pressured into joining a guild. You can play
perfectly well as a complete independent. There
are, essentially, two-types of player organisation
in DungeonWorld . "Official" and "Unofficial"
ones.
TM

TM
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TM

TM

You should make the most of diplomacy and
player-interaction since these are the things
that set play-by-mail games and
DungeonWorld apart... that make them special!
There are only a few ground-rules to bear in
mind. (1) Some people don't like to roleplay.
That's up to them! You should not treat them
any differently in the game. (2) You should
always be polite and friendly. While it's okay to
roleplay some aggression In-Character, you
should never ever do so Out-of-Character. If
any player contacts *you* and is rude or
unpleasant you should let your GMs know and
they will take immediate action, possibly even
removing the person from the game entirely!
TM

Official Guilds
"Official" guilds are run by experienced players
who have set up a guild within the structure of
the game. The GMs of the game help these sort
of guilds by providing them with special orders,
scenarios and plot-lines and other assistance to
improve their potential for roleplay. These
player guilds are set up in such a way that they
improve the game as a whole, not in order to
give an individual player undue power or
influence. They are one of the best things
about the game and are part of what sets
DungeonWorld apart from the competition!
Any player can run an official guild so long as
they fulfill a few basic requirements; (a) they
have been playing for at least 10 turns, (b) they
are prepared to handle the extensive
communications necessary with their members
(this can be a lot of work!), (c) they have an
original guild idea which the GM agrees fits in
with the game, (d) they have at least TEN
players controlling at least 30 characters
between them ready to join the guild.
The GMs will *not* under *any circumstances*
even *look* at a potential guild until you meet
the player minimum requirements for starting
up. This presents the potential guild-leader
with a quandary. You need to promote a guild
based on roleplay alone, without promising
special items or orders (because you don't know
if the GM will agree yet). When you have the
minimum membership you send the list and the
guild proposal to your GM, who will offer
advice and assistance to set it up *within the
bounds of the game system*. For more
information about setting up an Official Guild
please ask your GM for the 'Guide to Setting Up
An Official Guild' which goes into the matter in
depth. There may be a small charge for the
Guide, so ask your GM how much it is!

You should never be offended by anything
anybody writes to you In-Character. When
roleplaying a huge brutish barbarian a player
may well threaten to chew your bones and spit
out the bits! Don't worry about it. They are
just playing the game and are almost certainly a
very nice person too, so just play along and
enjoy it!

DUNGEONWORLD
The Legal Bit!
The following House Rules are official rules
under which you are participating in the game.
Your understanding of and acceptance of these
rules are conditions of playing the game. These
rules are binding in all situations. Any player
not wishing to play by and be bound by these
rules should send in their resignation from play
and drop out immediately. Your continued play
is only allowed under the conditions supplied
herein:(1) Madhouse decision in all game-related
matters is final.
(2) If you wish to drop out and receive a refund
of turn credit you should send your most recent
game order sheet and a note to say so. A fee
equal to the value of one current turn will be
deducted from your refunded credit as a
management charge. No refunds are available
unless required as stated here. Cash sent in
payment of any form of game special offer is
not available for refund at any time. If you
wish your cash to be available for refund, do
not purchase special offers. Your statutory
rights are not affected.
(3) Mailed turns should be sent allowing plenty
of time to reach us before the return date
shown on your turnsheet. E-Mailed and Faxed
turns must be sent at least TWO DAYS BEFORE
the due date or they may not be accepted.
(4) Madhouse take all possible precautions to
be sure of reliability of post. However, we
cannot be held responsible for any lost
turnsheets or missed turns resulting from postal
failure (or machine failure in the case of faxed
or e-mailed turns). Games will be run on time
and if a turn is missing the position will still be
run and updated with the usual fee charged.
You will receive the turn update as usual.
Orders sent late will not be used for the
following turn except in the written instruction
that they should be.
(5) Players must keep their accounts positive at
all times. While Madhouse reserve the right to
allow accounts to go into the red you should
not count on or expect this. Your GM may
decide to drop your position if your account
does not hold sufficient funds to process the
turn.
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(6) If you wish to drop out you must inform
Madhouse in writing, remembering to quote
your name, account number, player number,
game name and game number. Failure to do so
may result in your *not* being dropped out and
the resulting red account will be a legal and
valid debt in your name which you will be
expected to pay in full. The easiest way to drop
out is to send us back your order sheet, blank,
with 'dropping out' written across it in large
letters. If you decide to drop out and your
account is in the red, you are required to clear
your overdrawn account balance within 7 days.
(7) Players are encouraged to contact each
other in the spirit of friendly rivalry or good
diplomacy. However, all contact between
players should be in the spirit and good-nature
of the game. Players acting irresponsibly or
unpleasantly will be immediately removed from
the game without refund.

House Rules
(12) Madhouse have the right to make
amendments to your characters at any time,
should they deem it necessary. This includes
changes in item specification, character
statistics, outlaw status or anything else that
the GMs consider important or necessary. While
we try not to use these powers very often, the
game is a dynamic one in a 'live' environment
where such things can occur.
Madhouse welcome player comments and
contributions of all kinds. We're here to help
you. If you have any queries of suggestions of
any kind then drop us a line! We'll be looking
forward to it!

(8) All cheques or postal orders should be made
payable to 'Madhouse'.
(9) Madhouse cannot accept payment by credit
or debit cards. Sorry.
(10) As an *emergency service* players can call
their orders in by phone during the publicised
helpline times. However, there is a charge of
£1.00 for this service. Fax and E-Mail orders
have no supplemental charges.
(11) If you think Madhouse have made a
mistake with your turn... contact us and let us
know! We'll try to put it right or compensate
your position in some way if we believe it is our
fault, or explain where you want wrong if we
feel you are mistaken. However, Madhouse
have a strict policy of *never* re-running a
turn. Whatever had happened we would not
ever do so at any time unless *all* players were
affected by the problem.
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DUNGEONWORLD

Myriad & Bereny

The Setting
DungeonWorld is set in a fantasy land of epic
adventure and high fantasy. The setting has an
atmosphere which owes a little to the 'dark
ages' but is certainly not directly comparable to
any time period of Earth. The whole world,
most of which is fairly unknown, is known as
Myriad. The majority of the main game is based
in a specific kingdom of that world, known as
Bereny.
TM

The Kingdom Of Bereny
The Kingdom of Bereny is a complex kingdom
with a rich history and is probably the most
'civilised' nation in the world (of those known at
least.) Nevertheless, outside of its city walls or
busy towns the land is rife with monsters and
fell creatures preying on those foolish enough
to fall into their clutches. It is ruled (currently)
by King Mark III of the line of Tredach, known
as 'Lord of all the known lands' as his hereditary
title. It is a land of law and order, where the
King's royal armies enforce a fair rule. It is also
a land of great danger, where grizzled
adventurers brave the inhospitable regions to
keep the ever-growing tide of evil races at bay.
The Wards

The Scope Of The Game

The Adventurer's Charter

Bereny is a huge kingdom which is separated
into five 'wards'. These are the freezing 'Frost
Ward' in the far south, the chill 'Winter Ward',
the arable 'Home Ward', the hot 'Summer Ward'
and the enigmatic 'Moon Ward' which reaches
to the Great Forest in the far North. The King's
armies do their best to police those regions
where cities or major towns lie and also the
roads between them, but there are many
desolate areas in between where darkness lurks
and lawless types hatch their evil plans.

For the most part the neighboring lands are not
reachable in the 'main game' of DungeonWorld,
which concentrates on Bereny alone. Most
players should find ample adventure for many
hundreds of turns within Bereny's borders (and
beneath the ground!) However, occasional
'other modules' of the game are available or will
become available allowing adventure in other
regions of the world of Myriad. These modules
will run on their own turn cycles and have their
own accounts. Players can play in these
modules when they are available instead of ... or
as well as ... the ''main'' game.

The Adventurer's Charter is a royal document
that makes the profession of adventurer both
honourable and respectable in the Kingdom of
Bereny. While other people of the Kingdom
have high taxes to pay for the upkeep of the
armies and royal forces, the Adventurer's
Charter makes adventurers exempt from these
taxes. It is this freedom from taxation that has
proven so popular amongst those people who
have become heroes and champions in the
pursuit of adventure. Effectively, the King
encourages adventurers to be a kind of 'civil
militia' and to assist him in ridding the land of
the evil below.

Neighbouring Lands
To the North-East of Bereny lies the Kingdom of
Kyr, an allied nation of exotic peoples and
strange animals. To the South-East lies a great
stretch of almost-impassable wasteland before
the distant and hostile place known as the
'Savage Frontier'. The Southern Glacier can be
found to the far south, home to the glacier
barbarian peoples. South-West is the Broken
Lands, a place of desolation and death. NorthWest passage is blocked by the legendary Spirit
Mountains, beyond which lies the Province of
Derwent, sworn enemy of Bereny.
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Dungeons & Deep Places
The most mysterious, dangerous and potentially
profitable places in DungeonWorld are the
Dungeons themselves. The word 'Dungeon' is
used as a generic term for caves, mines, keeps,
tunnels and other massive underground
labyrinths. The monsters of Bereny, driven away
by the powerful royal forces, lurk in such places
and do their foul deeds. Many adventurers
choose to venture underground in an attempt
to vanquish these evil creatures (and to make
themselves rich and famous in the process!)
This is assisted by the Crown who sponsor the
'Adventurer's Charter' to encourage them in
their pursuits.
TM

The Adventurer's Charter has a long and
interesting history which we do not have space
to fully detail. An additional volume, known as
the ''Legends of Bereny'' covers this in great
detail along with much of the rest of the known
history of the Lands of Bereny. For availability
and pricing of the "Legends of Bereny" you
should speak to your GM.

DUNGEONWORLD

Religion

What People Believe

The Church Of Bereny

Dark Religions

The people of Bereny have just one faith, which
the vast majority of the population believe in.
The religion of the land teaches that there are
six Deities in the pantheon, called the Gods of
Light. These six Gods support all the noble races
of the land and the cause of Good in all its
forms. They are at constant odds with ninehundred and forty-seven Evil Gods, called the
Gods of Darkness. These evil ones are far lower
in power than any of the Gods of Light, being
mostly just powerful demons and not gods at
all, yet together they represent a force of dire
consequence. It is lucky, then, that they find it
impossible to work with one another because of
their dark and chaotic natures. Nevertheless, all
good folk must constantly be on their guard for
their insidious tricks... and for their earthly
minions... the monsters!

Hundreds of years ago the King formed the
'Church of Bereny' which was a body born to
unite the Crown and the Worship of the Gods
of Light. Almost all priests are ordained by The
Church of Bereny and swear alleigance to the
crown as well as their service to the Gods. In
this way the religious and hereditary leadership
of the Kingdom is assured. The King, in return,
swears to do his best to follow the teachings of
the Gods of Light in his rule. A Royal High
Priest is appointed, who is head of all religion in
the land. There are a few wandering priests
who are not members of the Church of Bereny,
but these are few and far between and are not
as respected or trusted as full priests.

Since DungeonWorld is a Heroic Fantasy game,
it is not possible for players to have their
characters worship the Gods of Darkness as part
of the system. However, some players choose to
roleplay this. You can play your characters
however you want to but anti-crown or darkreligion type characters should consider being
'careful' who they admit their loyalties to and
how loudly they roleplay. In a Kingdom of
strong law and enforced order it is necessary to
play such things 'quietly' and behind-thescenes. There are many secretive organisations
with dark plans out there, but they are not
foolish enough to openly declare their devious
ideas.... for fear of the wrath of the Crown and
the good people of the land!

The Gods Of Light
The six Gods of Light are;
Selador, Father of the Gods, Emperor of Light
Marial, Queen of Healing
Bethseline, Queen of Love
Cambron, King of Justice
Merl, King of Fair Trade
Shanna, Queen of Nature
Each of the Gods of light has a bible, called
their 'Book of Words', which expresses their
teachings. The purpose is to guide the common
folk of the land into goodly behaviour through
their wisdom and teachings.
The main problem with the worship of the Gods
of Light is that while all six of the deities are
united in their opposition of darkness and evil,
they have drastically different laws and
viewpoints in their Books of Words, which can
leave the reader confused and puzzled as to
what is correct.
For this reason, Priests exist. It is the Priest's
task to help each man and woman to
understand the teachings of the Gods, how they
fit into their own lives and in what context the
words should be taken. The truth is that all of
the God's words are true, but each of them
applies to certain situations and certain peoples.
Each person takes the words that best apply to
their lives and attempt to live by them, but
always with the wisdom that even the Gods, like
the people they shepherd, do not always have
all the answers. This is why each of them has a
different field of influence, to give all kinds of
people a Book which applies to their lives, yet
other Books for when they need a fresh view on
the way to behave.
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The Role Of Priests
Misconceptions
Priests do not worship any of the Gods of Light
above another. Their role specifically forbids
them to do so. They worship all six of the Gods
equally for they understand that all six Books
must be studied to enable them to best serve
the needs of the common folk. There are no
specialist priests in DungeonWorld .
TM

The Gods Of Crusaders
Crusaders are brave and noble fighters who
swear an oath to the Crown, to the Church of
Bereny and to one specific deity of the Gods of
Light (although the other deities are also
worshipped). Each of the Crusading orders
study the words of their God and have a specific
task in the land. They are the Church of
Bereny's sword arm, used in the most dire
circumstances. To a Crusader, nothing could
possibly be worse than being 'cast down',
becoming a 'Fallen Crusader' due to a loss of
honour. Each Crusading arm has a Lord
Crusader who commands it.
Other Gods
There are no accepted ''other Gods'' in
DungeonWorld . Anybody who claims to
worship some other deity is considered a
'heretic', a madman or a fool. The Dwarves,
Elves and Barbarians initially 'seem' to worship
another deity, but their Gods are simply other
names for one of the existing six Gods of Light.
The Barbarians worship Volsun (another name
for Selador). The Dwarves worship their own
facet of Selador, while the Elves worship an
aspect of Shanna. It is not generally known
what strange religions are worshipped in other
lands outside Bereny.
TM

Since players of DungeonWorld have often
come from a roleplaying background or have
played other PBMs, there are many
misconceptions about Priests from those
sources. In DungeonWorld , priests are *not*
the same as in other well-known fantasy
systems. Priests do not cure disease, have
'spells', or 'turn undead'. They are simply holy
men who preach the word of the Gods and have
a good foundation of combat training to enable
them to better spread the word in safety.
TM

TM
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The Time Of Thunder

The Time of Thunder
Most of recent history dates back to the
foundation of the Kingdom of Bereny. Before
that, the Kingdom had no ruler and was
controlled by a number of self-proclaimed lords
and barons who were little more than leaders of
feuding bands. Then came the Time of Thunder,
during which Lionel of Tredach emerged and
made himself the first King of Bereny. Of that
time, the Royal Archives has two records. The
first is a missive written by a human scribe
called Josua some hundred years ago following
his research. The second is the official Hall of
Records report.

Essentially, by some magical means, a horde of
Demons led by a very powerful Demon Prince
entered Myriad from another dimension, turned
the skies black and began systematically
remoulding the world more to their liking.
During this time many hundreds of thousands
were slain to feed the Demon's dark appetites
for chaos and slaughter and the light of good
was nearly extinguished from the world. Only a
clever plan and great heroics by King Lionel and
his followers succeeded in defeating the
demons, driving them back from whence they
came and liberating the people of Bereny.

Josua's shorter version is shown below in its
entirety. For the full official version you should
read the supplemental booklet ''Legends of
Bereny''.

The Royal line of Tredach dates back to the Time of Thunder, before which there
was nothing save chaos and darkness amid a world of anguish. In the Year
106 a valiant champion who is known to us as Lionel of Tredach came forth
from the wastes and declared himself King Of All Known Lands of Myriad;
and with him came all his followers who were of family and of staunch alliance
and of brave heart.
The foul demons and their monstrous slaves who ruled by claw and tooth laughed
and strove against Lionel and his band of followers expecting to destroy these
weak upstarts that were human men. But they reckoned not of the courage and
camaraderie; or of the power of the Gods of Light who looked upon the efforts of
Clan Tredach with great favour.
So it was that the beasts and evil things were driven from the land; their dark
master the Demon Prince brought low by the new King's enchanted blade; the
Demons Gate closed by a lover's alliance of holy warrior and necromancer. A
new time of light and prosperity dawned on Bereny. Henceforth would the line
of Tredach rule over the land and stand as Kings of its peoples. A dire warning
was proclaimed by seers and prophets and wisemen alike; given to them by
Selador, Father of the Gods and it was this; should the family Tredach ever be
desposed, the Times of Thunder will come again!
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The Legal System

The Laws Of The Land

Most often, the Royal Courts won't be bothered
with accusations of 'Speaking Ill', unless you
have been stupid enough to insult a Duke or
The High Priest strongly enough that they
decide to ask the Courts for a ruling. The
Courts reserve the ''Speaking Ill' law for difficult
and tense situations. Players who have
managed to gain control of a powerful
character and begin complaining ''so and so
called me a name... I want them made an
outlaw'' will usually be treated by the courts
with contempt since a certain amount of insult
does tend to ''come with the territory'' of being
a powerful or leading character.

Notes:-

The Laws Of The Land

Murder Most Foul!

The Laws of the Land is a historic set of papers
laid down by a King of the Line Of Tredach,
giving the people a set of rules to live by. The
papers are many thousands of pages long, but
for the purposes of this handbook you don't
need to know about the laws pertaining to
farming, land-owning or any of the hundreds of
other 'commoner' laws the papers cover. There
are really only a few things which directly
affect an adventurer and these are covered here
in brief (but clear) detail.

In most cases, if a character kills another
character within the Kingdom of Bereny (which
includes Dungeons) they are considered a
murderer.

3/ It is legal to kill a character who has the
word 'OUTLAW' after their name. (Indeed, you
have to do so to claim the reward in most
cases.)

DungeonWorld , unlike other multi-player
adventure games, has very little problem with
''PC-Killers'' or troublesome players who only
enjoy killing other new players... usually when
they are weaker than themselves. This sort of
antisocial player is discouraged in
DungeonWorld by use of a clever system.
However, it is NOT actually *against the rules* to
attack and kill another character. In a fantasy
world like Myriad life is harsh and danger lurks
at every corner! However, those who indulge in
the murder of Bereny citizens should expect to
pay the price!
TM

TM

Adventuring Theft
Items and Gold laying on the ground in 'public
areas' including Dungeons and other monsterplaces and on the overland are considered to
have no owner. The first person to pick them
up owns them. If a character is killed and
another character picks up their things before
one of their actual companions can do so this is
not theft. If a character fights a dozen
monsters and then has their treasure picked up
by a sneaky thief before he can reach it, that is
not theft. Loose items and gold are fair game.
If a character kills another for 'stealing my stuff'
when referring to things laying on the floor
they will be still be charged with murder.
Speaking Ill
There is Freedom of Speech in Bereny to a
certain limit. It is not legal to attack another
character simply because they ''said something
bad'' about you. Although a duel is usually a
good way to deal with this, if the character has
the nerve to fight you of course! However,
words of treason against the crown could mean
you wind up as an outlaw (see below) as could
''matters of extreme offence'' to the nobility or
powerful characters. This is quite unusual, but
when roleplaying you should bear in mind that
it *could* happen.
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In order to be convicted of the murder the
matter only needs to be reported (on the player
noticeboard) *on the turn after the one in
which it happened*. The Royal Court then uses
scrying magic (the GM looks at the turns) and if
the murder is true the killer has the word
OUTLAW placed after their name for all to see
and a bounty is placed upon their head. This is
quite often fatal!
It is important to understand that while in a
Dungeon, City or on a Road *no character needs
to actually see* the murder for it to be
considered a murder. It only needs to be
reported on the player noticeboard. On the
Overland but *not* on a road, however, a
character must actually witness and survive the
attack for their report to be acceptable. (This
makes off-road travel on the overland
somewhat dangerous, since PC bandits and
outlaws can lurk there.)

1/ An agreed 'duel' between two characters is
legal (although frowned upon). If two
characters agree to a fight to the death then
the killer cannot be convicted of murder. For a
duel to be accepted the players involved must
make a note on their turnsheet *before*
engaging in a duel.
2/ Self-Defence is legal. If you kill somebody
who attacked you *first* that turn, you are not a
murderer. However, you cannot carry this
'defence' on to a fresh turn unless they once
again attack you first.

4/ If a sub-character or summoned creature
commits a murder the 'owning' character is
considered to be guilty by association.
5/ It is not considered murder to kill an animal
pet/companion or a summoned creature.
Guild Law
If the Crown sees an organisation or Guild as a
threat to the Royal Family, to the Kingdom or to
any facet of the safety of Bereny it is possible
for an entire guild to be made outlaws. In this
instance, the Leaders of the guild immediately
become outlaws, while the 'rank and file'
members will be given a deadline by which to
quit the guild or become outlaws. It should be
noted that this is strictly 'roleplayed' by the
GMs. If the Courts have no way of knowing
who the members are *in character* they
cannot be made outlaws until they are
discovered.
The Power Of The Crown

The convicted murderer has ONE TURN in which
to write a letter IN CHARACTER to the King (the
GM) to attempt to plead for mercy or clemency.
The Royal Court has the final decision on this
and it is usually 'guilty'! So be warned... if you
kill other PCs it is quite likely you will end up an
outlaw!

The Laws of the Land give the current monarch
complete power over the legal system. Should a
King deem it necessary he can change, vary,
delete or add laws at his wish. He also has
power to grant immunity or clemency in any
case. In other words, the current ruler has total
authority. However, in practice the corridors of
power are more complicated and most Kings
abide by their own laws, using such power
carefully and wisely.

DUNGEONWORLD
Courtyards, Traders, Markets
When you first start the game you will be in a
Dungeon Courtyard. When you start any new
characters they will always begin on a trader of
some kind. While it is possible to find special
traders who sell unusual items, the vast majority
of traders sell just the ''standard range'' of
common equipment. The list of equipment is
shown on this page, including the price you can
expect to pay if you buy, the price you can
expect to get if you sell, and the 'buy code' you
will need (in brackets) for buying the item. For
full information on buying and selling items
and the orders to do so, see the pages in the
'Orders' section of this guide.
Weapons
Dagger (7)
Short Sword (1)
Long Sword (2)
Great Sword (3)
Wooden Club (8)
Scimitar (11)
Short Bow (21)
Long Bow (22)
Battle Axe (26)
Hand Axe (27)
Wooden Staff (28)
Flail (115)
Nunchaku (126)

Buy
5
10
20
40
10
25
25
40
25
10
10
40
30

Sell
2
4
8
20
4
10
10
15
15
4
4
25
20

Magic Weapons
Dagger + 5 (105)
Short Sword + 5 (106)
Long Sword + 5 (107)
Great Sword + 5 (108)
Wooden Club + 5 (109)
Scimitar + 5 (110)
Short Bow + 5 (111)
Long Bow + 5 (112)
Battle Axe + 5 (113)
Hand Axe + 5 (114)

Buy
150
280
450
600
200
600
450
600
600
270

Sell
100
150
300
380
120
400
300
400
400
170

Magic Items
Ring / Protection + 5 (13)
Ring / Protection + 10 (123)
Teleport Home Scroll (31)
Re-Teleport Scroll (165)
Wand of Lightning (127)
Wand of Fire (128)
Sceptre / Holy Might (129)
Potion of Healing (130)

Buy
300
1200
5
20
1600
1200
1400
170

Sell
200
750
5
10
1000
750
900
100

Food Rations
1 Portion (124)
5 Potions (319)
10 Portions (320)

Buy
3
15
30
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Items On General Sale

Armour
Leather Armour (4)
Studded Leather (16)
Chain Mail (6)
Scale Mail (17)
Plate Mail (18)
Field Plate Mail (19)
Full Plate Mail (20)
Wooden Shield (5)
Metal Helmet (29)
Steel Gauntlets (125)

Buy
20
30
50
80
120
175
250
5
5
30

Sell
10
12
25
40
70
100
150
2
2
20

Magic Armour
Leather Armour + 5 (116)
Studded Leather + 5 (119)
Chain Mail + 5 (118)
Scale Mail + 5 (120)
Plate Mail + 5 (121)
Field Plate Mail + 5 (1634)
Full Plate Mail + 5 (1635)
Wooden Shield + 5 (117)
Metal Helmet + 5 (122)
Steel Gauntlets + 3 (734)

Buy
300
500
750
1200
1500
2600
3750
175
175
300

Sell
200
300
500
750
1000
1500
2200
110
110
200

Miscellanious
Shadow Cloak (32)
Woollen Cloak (36)
Leather Boots (37)
Leather Gloves (38)
Healing Ointment (30)
Petty Title (1005)
Sharpen Any Single
Blunt Weapon (500)

Buy
25
2
5
2
5
25

Sell
25
1
2
1
5
N/A

3

N/A

Sub-Characters
Guard Dog (1000)
Black Cat (1001)
Man-At-Arms (1002)
Leopard (1003)
Anaconda (1004)

Buy
25
25
200
300
150

Sell
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Buy
Gemstones
5
Azurite (39)
Banded Agate (40) 10
10
Blue Quartz (41)
10
Eye Agate (42)
20
Lapis Lazuli (43)
10
Moss Agate (44)
10
Obsidian (45)
Tiger Eye Agate (46) 20
10
Turquoise (47)
30
Bloodstone (48)
25
Citrine (49)
50
Moonstone (50)
25
Onyx (51)
25
Rock Crystal (52)
20
Zircon (53)
100
Amber (54)
200
Amethyst (55)
100
Aquamarine (56)
100
Coral (57)
75
Garnet (58)
250
Jade (59)
90
Jet (60)
350
Pearl (61)
200
Topaz (62)
750
Black Opal (63)
Black Sapphire (64) 2500
5000
Diamond (65)
4000
Emerald (66)
3000
Fire Opal (67)
750
Jacinth (68)
3500
Opal (69)
1000
Ruby (70)
7500
Sapphire (71)
Star Sapphire (72) 9000

Mounts
(prices vary - see traders in-game)
Mule (1020)
Pony, Timor (1021)
Horse, Mustang (1022)
Horse, Morgan (1023)
Horse, White Plume (1024)

marie

Sell
2
5
5
5
10
5
5
15
5
15
15
25
12
12
10
50
100
50
50
40
125
45
175
100
450
1500
2500
2500
1900
400
2000
600
5000
6000
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Magic Weapons
Short Sword + 7 (701)
Long Sword + 7 (702)
Great Sword + 7 (703)
Wooden Club + 7 (704)
Scimitar + 7 (705)
Short Bow + 7 (706)
Long Bow + 7 (707)
Battle Axe + 7 (708)
Hand Axe + 7 (709)
Dagger + 7 (735)
Dagger + 9 (710)
Short Sword + 9 (711)
Long Sword + 9 (712)
Great Sword + 9 (713)
Wooden Club + 9 (714)
Scimitar + 9 (715)
Short Bow + 9 (716)
Long Bow + 9 (717)
Battle Axe + 9 (718)
Hand Axe + 9 (719)

Buy
750
1000
1200
400
1200
120
1800
1200
600
450
900
1500
2000
2400
600
2400
2400
3600
2400
1200

Sell
500
650
800
250
800
800
1200
800
400
300
600
1000
1200
1800
400
1800
1800
2400
1800
800

Magic Armour
Studded Leather + 7 (726)
Chain Mail + 7 (727)
Scale Mail + 7 (728)
Plate Mail + 7 (729)
Field Plate + 7(730)
Full Plate + 7 (731)
Wooden Shield + 7 (732)
Metal Helmet + 7 (733)

Buy
1000
1500
2400
3000
6000
9000
1000
1000

Sell
600
1000
1800
2000
4000
6000
600
600

Magic Items
Ring of Protection+12 (720)
Wand of Explosions (722)
Potions of Invulnerability:to Normal Weapons (723)
to Fire (724)
to Cold (725)

Buy
3000
3000

Sell
2000
2000

1500
900
900

1000
600
600

Saddlery
Leather Saddle (653)
Horseshoes (650)
Repair Horseshoes (1636)
Numnah (1637)
Martingle (1638)
Standard Bridle (1639)
Double Bridle (1640)
Hackamore Bridle (1641)
Curb Bit (1642)
Snaffle Bit (1643)
Horse Blanket (1644)
Blinkers (1645)

Buy
90
60
30
20
15
75
125
175
20
10
10
10

Sell
30
20
10
8
5
25
50
75
8
4
4
4
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More Items On General Sale

Barding
Leather (1091)
Studded Leather (1092)
Chain (1093)
Plate (1094)
Field Plate (1095)
Full Plate (1096)

Buy
60
90
140
250
375
500

Sell
30
45
70
125
170
250

Item Descriptions
Magic "+" Weapons & Armour
Weapons like a Short Sword + 9 or a Scimitar +
7 are magically enchanted to grant the wielder
a bonus to their attack score. While some of
these weapons do actually give the attack
bonus equal to the magical plus in their name,
others do not. Generally, you can be sure that a
+9 weapon is going to be better than a + 7
weapon, but will not necessarily grant "+9" to
the attack score. The same rule applies to
armour, although in the case of armour the
magical bonuses are granted to the various
defence levels of the wearer.
Wand Of Explosions
These powerful wands fire an explosive magical
bolt which detonates in an area effect. They
can only be used by one of the 'mage' classes;
Enchanter, or Necromancer.
Potions of Invulnerability
These potent brews grant the drinker a single
turn of immunity to a certain damage type.
While the immunity is not absolutely foolproof,
it's pretty close. To be used most effectively
they should be drunk on the first phase of a
turn, since they will run out at the end of the
fifteenth phase of that same turn.
Leather Saddle
As well as making riding easier and more
comfortable, a saddle also grants a small armour
bonus to a horse. Although a Centaur will also
gain an armour bonus from a Saddle, they are
not usually comfortable wearing them since it
suggests they are a beast of burden rather than
an intelligent race.
Horseshoes
Protecting a horses soft feet from splaying and
being damaged, a horseshoe is vital for a
mount, particularly one who is going to be
travelling a lot on roads or other hard surfaces.
Periodically, horseshoes degrade and need
repair. When this happens, buying a 'repair
horseshoes' service at a trader will have a
blacksmith mend them.

Numnah
A Numnah is a soft piece of fabric placed under
a horses saddle to prevent the saddle from
chafing the horses flesh.
Martingle
This is a piece of tack which functions as a
corrective measure to prevent a horse tossing its
head. A leather strap runs down from the bridle
to the chest and through the girth.
Bridles
A bridle is a central piece of tack, made from
leather, which houses the bit which goes in the
horses mouth. The Bridle has reins attached
which run up either side of the horses body and
are held by the rider to assist steering and
control. A standard bridle is the most common
type. A double bridle has extra straps and a
double-bit for extra control. Often used for
display or tournament shows, the double-bridle
is less comfortable for the horse because it
forces it to keep its chin tucked in and arch its
neck. It is used for appearances, but makes
some horses uncomfortable. A Hackamore
bridle is bitless, it works by applying pressure to
the nose rather than through the bit. Some
horses are more relaxed when using this style of
bit, but other horses need the discipline of a
standard bit.
Bits
The bit is the metal piece which goes in a horses
mouth to which the bridle is attached. Bits are
used to assist steering and control of a mount.
A Snaffle Bit is more gentle and more
commonly used. A Curb Bit has a chain
attached to it which runs through the mouth
and under the chin. It is a harsh, but effective
type of bit.
Blinkers
These leather pieces partially restrict a horses
vision so that the mount can only look
forwards. This can stop a horse from getting
distracted, leading to a calmer and more
controllable ride. Some trainers believe blinkers
are not an effective tool, while others swear by
them.
Horse Blankets
These are important. If a horse is galloped or
worked hard for an extended period they lose
heat quickly through sweating and can get
chilled. Horse Blankets prevent this and also
serve as a winter warmer in cold weather.
Barding
This is armour made specifically for horses and
centaurs to wear.
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Item Descriptions
While some items are obvious in their
application and restrictions there are others
that need some explaining. Before buying items
you should consult this list for additional
information you may need.

Items Explanations

Nunchaku
'Chucks', as they are called, are a pair of heavy
wooden sticks, connected by a length of chain.
They are a special weapon only usable by
Monks.

Ring of Protection
These magical rings grant additional enchanted
protection against attack. The higher the "+"
the higher the protection. Anybody can use
these rings to improve their defences.

Wand of Lightning/Fire
These powerful ranged magic weapons are only
usable by Magic-Using characters, such as
Enchanters and Necromancers. They fire bursts
of their own type of energy at a specific target.
The enchantment that powers a wand can run
out, possibly very quickly if you are unlucky.

Healing Ointment
Made from a secret mixture of herbs and
formed into a cooling ointment, this is the
primary form of healing used by adventurers.
Healing ointment can be used to cure 5 points
of damage at any time using the order 'X 30'.

Sceptre of Holy Might
These Holy Artifacts can only be used by Priests.
They are a ranged weapon that fires Holy
Energy at a specific target. The energy that
charges the Sceptre can run out, possibly soon
if you are unlucky.

Teleport Home Scroll
These magical scrolls are unusual in that they
can be used by anybody... not just magic-using
characters. When read they crumble to dust
and teleport the character back to the Dungeon
Courtyard. Used on the Overland they have no
effect. The order for using a Teleport Home
Scroll is 'X 31'.

Potion Of Healing
This very powerful healing draft can be drunk to
instantly heal up to 50 points of damage. For
most characters this means a total-heal. These
potions are extremely hard and expensive to
make, hence their high price.

Scroll of Re-Teleport
These fairly-recent inventions can also be used
by any character. They teleport a character
*back* to the last place they used a 'Teleport
Home' scroll to teleport *from*. Using a Scroll
of Re-Teleport is done by the order 'X 165'.
Shadow Cloak
Although they are not actually magical, Shadow
Cloaks are made using a secret method that
renders them utterly black, making them
perfect for use in the shady adventuring
profession of Rogue.
Magic Weapons/Armour
Any enchanted weapon grants an additional
bonus in its chance to hit. The higher the "+"
the higher the bonus. Armour, on the other
hand, grants its bonuses to a character's
defences.
Steel Gauntlets
These heavy duty handwear grant additional
protection to the user, but are treated the same
as 'plate mail' for the purposes of armour
restriction. If a character cannot wear Plate
Mail, then they cannot wear Steel Gauntlets.
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Guard Dogs & Black Cats
Guard Dogs and Black Cats are sub-characters
for whom you get to issue orders and move
around as a separate individual. As well as the
cost of the animal's original purchase they also
cost a small amount (2 GPs) every turn in
upkeep. The original character who buys the
animal is considered the owner and pays the
cost. This cost is automatically deducted from
the owner's purse each turn. If there is ever not
enough money to pay the upkeep the animal
disappears (runs off/dies/whatever)
immediately.
Leopards &, Anacondas
Like Cats and Dogs these are sub-characters,
albeit more exotic ones. They also have upkeep
costs of 2 gps per turn. Although they are more
expensive, they are not necessary any more
useful than the cheaper animals. They are
simply rarer and more impressive, which is
reflected in their price.
Timber Wolves
These animals cannot be purchased from a
normal trader. Any player starting a Glacier
Barbarian can choose to start with one without
paying any GPs for it, as part of the class
benefits. If it dies, or they want more wolves,
they need to find some way in-game of getting
them.

Mounts
Mules, Ponies and Horses are also subcharacters, but very special ones. They cannot
enter dungeons, but can be used on the
overland to travel across the expensive (in move
points) terrain more quickly because they have
high move points themselves. A character can
mount a horse using a special order and then
'ride' it (when it moves, the character moves
with it.) Horses are independent sub-characters
in their own right and have expensive upkeep
costs in gold each turn for their owner. Owning
any sort of mount is a status symbol of sorts
and because they are so expensive, it takes time
to earn enough to buy one. Mounts CANNOT
be bought from a normal trader in a Dungeon
but are often available in settlements and cities
on the overland.
Men-At-Arms
Men-At-Arms are loosely-trained basic fighters
who serve as assistants, carriers, guards or
whatever the owning character wants to use
them for. They cost an upkeep of 5 GPs per
turn to control and start with no equipment or
money. It is up to their controller to equip
them as required. Their upkeep is charged
automatically each turn. If you do not have
enough to pay them they leave immediately to
find a better employer!
Petty Titles
In Bereny it is possible to purchase a 'petty title'
from the crown which allows you to use the
honorific 'Lord' or 'Lady' before your name.
Petty titles can *only* be bought on your first
turn or when signing up a new character. If
you try to buy one later some official will still
pocket your money, but you won't get the title!
Petty Titles are for roleplay only. Real nobles
regard petty nobles with tolerant disdain, but
commoners are impressed!
A Note On Sub-Characters
All sub-characters that you choose to control
cost a small amount in *real money* per turn.
For current prices see your GM. If you gain a
sub-character during the course of the game
without issuing an order to 'buy' them, the
character is free (summoned monsters are an
example of this.)
Sub-Characters can *never* be sold. Once you
have bought them they are yours until they die
or you cannot afford to pay their upkeep.
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The Terrain Chart

The Terrain Chart

What The Chart Tells You

At the back of your turnsheet is a section called
the "Terrain Chart". The purpose of this chart is
to show you some of the important basic
information for all the types of terrain which all
of the characters in your whole position (player
number) can see. Although this rulebook gives
you the information for all the generic terrain,
there are instances where the same map graphic
actually represents a slightly different terrain
type, which is when the Terrain Chart is useful.

The terrain chart has several pieces of useful
information displayed. First of all, it names the
terrain and tells you the number which has
been used to identify the terrain on your
character's maps. If the terrain is not a special
one, but simply a generic terrain, it will not
have one of these numbers. It also has a picture
of the map graphic which is used for the terrain
type. After this it lists some other terrain
factors which need some detailed explanations:-

How The Chart Works

Move Points
Abbreviated as "MPs" on the Terrain Chart, this
shows how many Move Points the terrain costs
to move into. Sometimes you may see "Imp."
printed here, which means the terrain is
impassable and cannot be moved into.
Examples of this include Walls and Mountains.
In other cases you may see "Imp.+" printed,
which means that although the terrain is
impassable, ranged weapons can be fired
through it. Examples of this include thorn
bushes or a fenced area.

If any of your characters can see a terrain type,
for instance 'Corridor', the terrain type will
appear on the Terrain Chart at the end of the
turn (just once. It won't print loads of times,
even if you can see loads of corridor squares.)
In many cases this is just a quick reminder of
what is already shown in this rulebook, but it
does allow the GMs to add new terrain without
worrying about a rulebook amendment for it.
Furthermore, on each of your character's
individual maps you will occasionally see
numbers appear in the top left corner of one of
the map squares. This occurs when the terrain
is unique, special, unusual or a feature of
interest. The number is particularly useful when
the unique terrain looks similar to an existing
terrain, because it allows you to identify where
it is. For instance, a 'Whispering Cavern' square
looks just like an 'Open Cave' square, but on
your characters map you might see a '3' on the
top left of all the Whispering Cave squares,
which will cross-reference with your terrain
chart for easy identification.

Vision Adjustment
Abbreviated as "Vis. Adj." on the Terrain Chart,
this shows whether or not the terrain type will
adjust your vision statistic if you end the turn in
the square. Minus numbers will obviously mean
a negative vision adjustment.
Attack Adjustment
Abbreviated as "Att. Adj." on the Terrain Chart,
this shows whether the terrain grants a positive
or negative modifier to a characters Attack
score when in combat from that terrain square.
Any bonus granted in this way will be factored
into combat, but will not be visible on the
character's actual attack statistic on their
printout. When an attack bonus is given it only
works if the target of the attack is NOT in the
same square.
Defence Adjustment
This works in much the same way as attack
adjustment and is abbreviated as "Def. Adj." on
the Terrain Chart. Any positive or negative
modifier given affects all the different defence
types equally. When a defence bonus is given it
only works if the attacker is NOT in the same
square. A good example of this is a fort, which
is very effective when somebody is attacking
from outside, but not a lot of use if the attacker
is in the fort with you.
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Constant Modifiers
A Constant Modifier is a special situation which
can occur with Terrain Attack Adjustments and
Defence adjustments. As explained previously,
if the two combatants are in the same square as
one another, terrain attack and defence
adjustments are not applied to the battle.
However, in some circumstances the terrain
does allow the adjustments to apply. When this
is the case it is called a 'Constant Modifier'. This
is shown on the terrain chart by an asterisk " * "
appearing after the adjustment.
For instance:Att. Adj: -10
Would mean that anybody attacking from that
square would get a -10 negative modifier on
their chance to hit when attacking somebody in
a different square, but that the modifier would
not apply if the person they were attacking was
in the same square as them. An example of this
would be somebody stuck in quicksand.
Alternative:Att. Adj: -10*
The asterisk shows that this is a constant
modifier. This means that the negative modifier
to the attack score is always functional, even if
both combatants are in the same square. An
example of this might be a 'Magical Sanctuary',
where special enchantments existed to
discourage combat.
Combat Tactics
In certain instances, if you should find that your
character is in a situation where several
different terrain types surround them, what
started as a simple battle could take on a much
more tactical aspect. Remember, you get the
combat modifiers from terrain whenever you
attack from that terrain type. So, by making
good use of surrounding terrain it might be
possible to increase your defence, bolster your
attacks and run rings around the enemy.
Monsters aren't as smart as you and clever play
can trick them onto terrain which acts as a
negative modifier to them. This is an element
of play which some people will enjoy very much
and others will prefer to ignore. The beauty of
it, of course, is that both styles of play are
equally valid and usable.
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Character Types

What You Can Play

Character Statistics

In DungeonWorld you can choose from any of
various basic character types (as shown in the
remainder of this section.) Every now and again
new character types become available, but this
happens as the game's overall ''plot'' develops.
Your GMs will let you know when new character
types are available.

Characters in DungeonWorld are defined by a
set of statistics. It is very important to note,
though, that statistics are not the sum total of
the game. DungeonWorld is a roleplaying
game and as such you will find weak intelligent
fighters, strong muscular wizards, fat and fickle
priests, clumsy rogues... anybody who plays the
game for the statistics is missing the point.
Enjoy your characters... help them grow... and
you will be that much more rewarded when
they do!

TM

There are also numerous ''special'' characters
which are not generally available, but are
offered as part of something special that is
happening in the game. Again, GMs will let you
know if any special characters are available and
they are usually given out by drawing names
out of a hat. Please do not write and ask your
GMs for special characters. If any are available
you will hear about it and then be able to apply.

TM

TM

So that you can see how your character's stats
represent them, here is a quick guide to the
'norms' of DungeonWorld .
TM

1-4: Extremely Low. Your character has a real
problem with this statistic.

Position Limitations
Each position in DungeonWorld consists of
anything from one to ten main characters and
however many sub-characters and followers
they acquire through the course of the game.
Most positions start with two or three
characters.
TM

Some people stay at that level and never take
any additional characters. The game has been
designed to be fun to play at the initial level
with no need to take extra characters.
However, for those who want bigger and more
complex turns, more adventure or more
variation, additional characters can be added to
the position. Once you have ten main
characters, unless one of them dies the only
way to recruit more main characters is to start
another position.
Any player can control up to *three* full
positions as the absolute maximum (that's 30
main characters in total) per Game Module.
However, when you take an additional position
there are a few rules. (1) The position must
start in a completely different ward to any
existing position. (Although where they go
after that is up to them.) (2) Each position has
its own 'Base Turn Fee' and its own account.
You must keep all positions in credit at all
times.
It should be noted that these sort of multiposition high-character players are not
common. DungeonWorld has been designed
so that a player cannot 'buy power'. The option
to go for large positions is included for people
who are enthusiastic enough to pay for such
large positions and who like to play a plethora
of characters.
TM
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5-7: Low Average, but acceptable. Your
character is noticably weak in this statistic.
8-11: Average. Your character is nothing
special, but has no problems with this statistic.
12-14: High, your character is impressive in this
area.
15-18: Very High, your character has a true gift
in this statistic.
19-20 Maximum Natural Levels. Your
character is dramatically endowed in this
statistic to the point that their abilities are local
legend.
The following information is provided on every
main character sheet in the game. Here's what
it means:Gold Carried: Represents how much gold you
have in your purse. Gold is not an item. The
maximum amount of gold that can be carried in
one characters purse is 32,767, after which you
would need to convert some of your money to
gems.
Vision: Shows you how many squares around
your character will be included on your game
map (less any terrain modifiers.)
Alignment: This shows you if you are an
adventurer or Bereny citizen (Good), or a
Monster or other bad position (Evil).
DungeonWorld is a heroic fantasy game so most
characters are 'Good' (albeit in various shades.)
Experience: Shows you how many experience
points you currently have.

Current Health: Shows you your max health
and current health if you have taken any
damage.
Damage Range: Shows you the range of
damage you can do with your currently
equipped weapon (not including hidden
modifiers on monsters or terrain.)
Attack: Shows you what your attack rating is.
Defence Levels: Shows you what your defence
ratings are against various different sorts of
attacks.
Appearance: This tells you how physically
attractive a character is in the eyes of other
humanoids of the 'main three' races: humans,
elves and dwarves.
Willpower: This is a rating of how mentally
tough your character is. It shows their grit,
determination and pure strength of will.
Willpower is the only stat which cannot be
increased through training. (Although there are
many ways to increase it in the game... if you
can find them!)
Dexterity: This represents your character's
speed, nimbleness and hand-to-eye
coordination. A high dexterity grants a hidden
bonus to your 'normal' defence level too of +5
points per Dex point above 15.
Strength: This represents your character's raw
physical power. A High strength grants a bonus
to Damage of 1 point per point above 15.
Wisdom: This encompasses street sense and
basic understanding of the world. A character
with a high wisdom is harder to dupe or fool
and is able to judge a situation or other
character well. A high wisdom can allow a
person to see the real truth behind a lie.
Intelligence: This is your characters IQ and
ability to learn and retain information. This
does not represent actual knowledge, which can
only be achieved through play.

DUNGEONWORLD
The General Info Section
At the end of each character's section of the
turnsheet there is a section titled "General
Info". The purpose of this section is to show
various special stats which apply to your
character. The interesting thing about these
stats is that we have no intention of giving you
any clues as to their effect in the game! There
is, of course, a good reason for this. The game
is constantly growing and the GMs regularly
adding new features to it. These stats are the
GMs tools when adding new features and so
their effects can and will vary quite
dramatically as the game progresses. When you
encounter a situation where one of the stats is
applicable for some reason, you will usually be
told with normal use of 'Look', 'View' and
'Investigate' orders as applicable. Of course, if
you are the sort of player who neglects these
orders you're going to miss stuff! In some cases
the possible effects of the stats is rather
obvious.
Marriage & Siblings
Married To:- Actually, this is not a stat at all,
but a status. If two characters want to get
married in the game, the players of both
characters write a note to say so to their GM,
either in a space on their turnsheet (if you are a
mail player) or as a separate plain text message
(if you are an e-mail player.) There is no way to
get married 'in game' using orders, it must be
done as a message to your GM. Any request for
marriage must include careful notes of player
numbers and character IDs involved. A
Marriage License costs 50 GPs for each
character and you must have that amount of
money on each of the characters when you
send the notes to the GM. Marriage may also
cost a small amount in 'Real Money' to reflect
the management time a GM must spend setting
it up. For current costs, ask your GM. Marriage
grants no in-game bonuses or effects and it
does not change the way combat works. It is
purely for roleplay and character depth and
nothing more.
A Note On Political Correctness:- We would
respectfully request that all characters who
wish to be married are of opposite sexes. This
should not be seen to reflect the GMs opinion
on such matters in the real world, but simply to
avoid the implicit complications in our fantasy
world and the heavy 'issues' that come with
those complications. Thanks!
Siblings:- Siblings are brothers and sisters of
your characters. If you wish your character to
have brothers and sisters then the procedure is
the same as marriage, in which you must send
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Other Statistics

details to your GM. Setting up sibling
connections may cost a small amount in 'Real
Money' to reflect the management time a GM
must spend setting it up. For current costs, ask
your GM. As with Marriage, siblings have no
physical effect on the game and this status is
included only for roleplay and character depth.

Church Favour
This shows your favour with the High Priest and
the Church Hierarchy.

Birth & Deity

Mercantile Reputation
This shows how popular you are with the main
Merchants organisations.

Place Of Birth
This is not a true stat and once it is set it is not
changable. Your characters are given the
option of choosing where they were born. In
the main module, this will virtually always be a
place in Bereny. If this stat is not set, it means
you were born 'somewhere in Bereny' without a
specific place named.
Favoured Deity
While all priests worship the six Gods of Light
equally and encourage everyone else to do the
same, still people will occasionally think of one
of the gods as their 'favourite'. This is reflected
in the favoured deity stat. You cannot choose
to set this though, it will become set as the
consequence of something you do during the
course of the game. If no god is named, then
no specific favoured deity has been set at this
time. Contrary to popular belief, Crusaders
should worship all six Gods equally, as taught by
the priesthood, they simply serve one of the
Gods more directly in the actions, not their
faith. They do not see their individual deity as
'better' than the other five at all. (Or rather,
they are not supposed to. Crusaders can have
weaknesses like any other character.)
Statistics Of Favour
There are nine statistics which reflect your
characters favour with certain powerful or wellknown groups in Bereny. 'Favour' is a
complicated stat type. If you have a zero favour
that does not mean that the group in question
doesn't like your character, or that they would
not want to help you or deal with you. It
simply means your character has not done
anything specific to bring them to the notice of
that group.
Crown Favour
This represents favour with the royal court.
Even a highfavour does not necessarily mean
the King himself has noticed you (or even
knows you exist) but rather that your name is
on a list or a chart somewhere with one of the
many advisors and notables in the King's court.
If the King were to ask about you, he would
hear better things depending on your royal
favour.

Military Favour
This represents your favour with the Royal
Army.

Shadow Reputation
This reflects your repution in the 'underground'
world of Bereny, amongst the rogues, thieves
and scoundrels.
Seelie Favour
This represents your favour with the Seelie
court. What exactly the Seelie Court is can only
be discovered through play.
Dwarvish Honour
This represents your favour with the Dwarven
King and his royal court, and with the good
Dwarven nation as a whole. A high favour here
still doesn't mean a dwarf will like you, of
course.
Elvish Friendship
This represents your favour with the Elven
Queen and her royal court, and with the good
Dwarven nation as a whole. A high favour here
still doesn't mean an elf will like you, though.
Vanihiem Respect
This represents your favour with the Barbarian
People of the Southern Glacier. Given the fiery
temperament of these folk, being their friend
can be as dangerous as being their enemy, of
course. Just ask anybody who has spent the
night in a bar with one of them!
Class Reputation
This represents how well known or respected
you are in your specific character class. For
instance, if you are a Rogue, this shows how
well-known or notable a Rogue you are!
Piety
This stat is a reflection of how holy and devout
you are. The religion usually (but not always)
refers to the worship of the Gods of Light. It
does not mean the Gods notice you more (or at
all), or that you have any more power. It simply
shows that you spend more time in prayer, or in
pursuit of holiness. If your character has, for
whatever reason, strayed from the Gods of
Light, your piety is still functional, but now it
reflects your devotion to whatever dark masters
have claimed your soul.
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Human & Dwarven Fighters

Human Fighters
Human Fighters can be male or female. They
represent the classic fantasy warrior who stands
to the fore of a conflict and goes toe-to-toe
with the enemy. They are strong of arm and
tough-bodied, capable of absorbing more
damage than many other classes because of
their high health.
Armour Restrictions
Human Fighters have no armour restrictions.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Fighters have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Human Fighters have no special abilities.
Special Disabilities
Human Fighters have no special disabilities.

Dwarven Fighters
Dwarven Fighters can be male or female. Like
Human Fighters they are the front-line defence
of an adventuring party. Dwarves differ from
humans in that they are a shorter, sturdier race
prone to an excess of facial hair and a love of
fine ale and metalwork.
Armour Restrictions
Dwarven Fighters have no armour restrictions.
Weapon Restrictions
Dwarven Fighters have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Dwarven Fighters have no special abilities.
Special Disabilities
Dwarven Fighters have no special disabilities.

"There was a chessboard puzzle on the floor, a mass of reflecting mirrors and a convoluted laser-beam array,
fourteen goblins with archers hiding behind a barrier, a bridge with a mixture of explosive and safe tiles and a fiery
pit full of imps and sprites. I scratched my head, pondered for a moment, then turned around and went the other
way." - Borris Headbanger, Dwarven Fighter (Dave Thomas)
"If it moves, hit it. If it doesn't move, hit it until it does. If it still doesn't move, it's probably a wall." - Ravena
Quickblade, Human Fighter (Lionel Shepherd)
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Human Rogues

Human Rogues
Rogues are the classic fantasy thief/scout class.
While they are fair fighters, they are somewhat
weaker and not so finely-trained. However,
they have other skills and abilities that make
them very useful. This class can be male or
female.
Armour Restrictions
Human Rogues cannot wear plate mail or metal
gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Rogues have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Pick Locks
This is the ability to attempt to open locked
doors, a very useful skill that can get a group of
adventurers past a difficult obstacle in their
path. (Rogues *cannot* lock doors though.)
Pick Pockets
This skill can be used in any 'market' area for
mixed results depending upon the rogue's skill.
A 'Shadow Cloak' is very useful when
attempting to use this ability.
Special Disabilities

marie

Human Rogues have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
It is a common misconception that Rogues are
evil. They are not. Adventuring Rogues are a
class that have chosen to use their skills for the
cause of good. (Mostly)

Pick Locks - Rogue Order

Pick Pockets - Rogue Order

The order for a rogue to pick a lock is as
follows:-

The order for a rogue to pick pockets is as
follows:-

__U__ __1__ __<Direction Code>__

__X__ __32__ ____

You always put the 'U' in the 1st column and
the '1' in the second. The direction code is
which direction (using the same direction codes
as the Move Order) the door is in which you
wish to try and unlock.

Remember, you have a much better chance of
picking pockets if you are wearing a Shadow
Cloak. This order can only be attempted at a
Courtyard (in Dungeons) or Market (in
Settlements) square.

"You fight them! Can't you see I'm busy? Look at all these dead bodies... it's not like they need their gold
anymore!" - Carter Halfmoon (Martin Renford)
"You've been calling me useless for the last week, you muscle-bound oaf! Now let's see you open the chest without
blowing your hands off!" - The Grey Wolf (Tony Barber)
"No officer! I've never even seen it before! I don't know where it came from, honest!" (various ''innocent'' parties)
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Glacier Barbarians

Glacier Barbarians
Far in the frozen South lies a land of ice. There,
freezing winds sweep over a barren landscape,
fierce creatures stalk the snow-laden
wastelands and tribes of nomadic barbarians
survive even in such harsh conditions.
Sometimes, these Glacier Barbarians travel
North into the warmer Central Region of
Bereny, to use their hardened strength in a
career as an adventurer. Glacier Barbarians can
be male or female.
Armour Restrictions
Glacier Barbarians cannot wear any body
armour or metal gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Glacier Barbarians have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Timber Wolf
Glacier Barbarians can (if the player wishes)
choose to start the game with a Timber Wolf,
which is an animal sub-character. Like Guard
Dogs, wolves cost a small fee in real money each
turn. These wolves are a common animal
companion for the nomadic people of the
South. Timber Wolves are not commonly
available for sale so players must remember to
select them on their setup turn.
Two-Headed Strach
A Strach is a two-headed fierce-looking axe.
Every glacier barbarian starts the game with a
Strach. Only Glacier Barbarians can use a
Strach.
Special Disabilities
Glacier Barbarians have no special disabilities.

"Yo! All you warm-lander mages! I will find your guild and trash it and then I'll eat all your scrolls!" - Togar,
Barbarian Bookworm. (Johnny C. Fay)
"I fight one way only! Gung Ho! Defence is for women and for the sickly! For those that oppose me, their death
comes soon!" - Boromir R.I.P. (David Shirley)
"If it's cold ... and you pay for it ... I'll drink it!" - Inga Icemaiden, Babe of Icehaunt. (Andrew J. Stott)
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Human Enchanters
Human Enchanters are the most common and
prolific magical class in the game! They are the
staple 'magic-user' supporting most
adventuring groups and bands. Although they
are not tough in combat, they more than make
up for it with their various spell abilities.
Human Enchanters can be male or female
(called Enchantresses.)
Armour Restrictions
Human Enchanters cannot wear any body
armour or gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Enchanters have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Spellcasting
Enchanters can cast spells, but to do so they
must have magical scrolls. Enchanters start the
game with eight scrolls, two each of four
different spells. Other scrolls must be found by
playing the game.
Scroll Copying
Enchanters also have the ability to copy their
own scrolls. This costs them gold pieces and to
do so they must have an original copy of the
scroll they are copying (so *always* keep one
copy in your backpack!)
Special Disabilities
Human Enchanters have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
The spells all enchanters start with are Summon
Monster 1, Magic Portal, Fire Sprite and Lesser
Sphere of Protection. Although this guide
covers the subject of magic in the game, to find
out what these spells actually do, how to cast
them and how to copy them all enchanters
must Investigate the scrolls. It is strongly
advised that on an enchanter's first turn you
use the Investigate order on all four different
scrolls!

"Burn! Burn! Burn! Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, haaaaah!" - Pyrominus the Mad, Enchanter (Tony Barber)
"I don't give scrolls away or trade them unless I know I'm getting by far the best deal. Too many upstarts trying to
muscle in. You want the power... do the study! No free rides in this game!" - Gambo Weevle, Mage Extraordinaire
(Rudolf Essenheim)
"So anyway... the others were getting eaten by the Tentacular Cluster and I thought a quiet trip to Safe Haven by
way of my Magic Portal sounded rather inviting..." - Felicia Crestwillow (Steven Fellows)
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Human Priests
Human Priests are the spiritual and religious
backbone of society in the game. They train as
warriors and have good fighting abilities,
working well as ''second line'' combatants.
Unlike Crusaders, there are no 'specialist priests'
in the game, since the Church does not allow it.
A priest's ''job'' is to preach the gospel of all six
of the Gods of Light, interpreting their (often
conflicting) words to the common man. Human
Priests can be male or female.
Armour Restrictions
Human Priests have no armour restrictions.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Priests have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Heal Self
Through prayer, the priest can ask the Gods of
Light to heal their own body when they have
been injured. There is no limit to the amount of
'Heal Self' orders a priest can try in a turn.
Summon Mana Bread
Again through prayer, the priest can ask for the
boon of the holy food known as 'Mana Bread',
which can be given (transferred) to others for
their own use or used by priests. Mana Bread
has the power to heal wounds! There is no limit
to the amount of 'Summon Mana Bread' orders
a priest can try in a turn.
Special Disabilities
Human Priests have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
Religion in the game is more thoroughly
covered in its own section. All priests in the
game have been ordained by the Church of
Light and are subject to the rule of the current
''High Priest'', who in turn answers to the King.

"...and with the blessing of Selador, Emperor of Light, Lord of Hosts, ye shall trample thine enemies, O ' chosen, and
they shall drink the sour wine of their unbelief; and they shall be vanquished." - Lord Fatahl al Akla (Larry Haberke)
"oh... NOW you want to talk to me! You told me to shut up last night when I wanted to tell you all about
Bethseline's love for the common man. But as soon as you get wounded you're all ears! Yes, yes. I know. You're
bleeding. Just eat this mana bread while I read you some scripture..." - Shannon Faithe (Darren Miles)
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Human Necromancers
Human Necromancers are a more mysterious
magic-user class in the game. Their magic
involves the summoning of undead and
manipulation of the forces of entropy! Human
Necromancers can be male or female.
Armour Restrictions
Human Necromancers cannot wear any body
armour or gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Necromancers have no weapon
restrictions.
Special Abilities
Spellcasting
Necromancers can cast spells, but to do so they
must have magical parchments. Necromancers
start the game with eight parchments, two each
of four different spells. Other parchments must
be found by playing the game.
Parchment Copying
Necromancers also have the ability to copy their
own parchments. This costs them gold pieces
and to do so they must have an original copy of
the parchment they are copying (so *always*
keep one copy in your backpack!)
Special Disabilities
Human Necromancers have no special
disabilities.
Special Notes
To find out how to cast and copy their
parchments all Necromancers must Investigate
the parchments. It is strongly advised that on a
Necromancer's first turn you use the Investigate
order on all four different parchments!
It is a common misconception that
Necromancers are evil. They are not.
Adventuring Necromancers are a class that have
chosen to use their skills for the cause of good.
(Mostly)

"There are worse things than death, little man!" - Tarek Bonemaster (Matt Sansam)
"I have all sorts of bad habits. Poor hygiene. Halitosis. Sometimes clumps of my hair fall out. So I don't have
many friends. But when you're a Necromancer, who needs them? I can summon friends! They aren't much for
polite conversation, but they look and smell worse then me!" - Reginald the Foul (Ian McCann)
"I want to eat.... brains!" A Zombie, Night of the Living Dead (tribute to classic pulp horror.)
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Human Assassins
Assassins are trained murderers who have taken
amnesty from their crimes, or have chosen to
use their skills for a more heroic profession.
Instead of murder and outlaw-status, the
Assassins chose to use their skills to destroy
monsters! While they are fairly good fighters,
they are somewhat weaker and not so finelytrained. However, they have other skills and
abilities that make them very useful. This class
can be male or female.
Armour Restrictions
Human Assassins cannot wear plate mail or
gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Assassins have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Curved Dagger
All Assassins start the game with a special
'curved dagger' which only Assassins can use.
The curved dagger, when used with poison, is a
very effective weapon.
Make Poison
Assassins have the ability to make poison from
herbs they find which can be applied to a
normal dagger or their special curved dagger.
This poison can even be used by other
characters once the Assassin has made it. To
find out the exact process by which herbs are
found and poison is made you need to
investigate the Assassins equipment.
Special Disabilities
Human Assassins have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
It is a common misconception that Assassins are
evil. They are not. Adventuring assassins are a
class that have chosen to use their skills for the
cause of good. (Mostly)

"Hold on a minute, you've got some dust on your back. Let me brush it off for you..." Finale Magdalene
(Christopher Wren)
"You can fight the Ogre if you want to. Me... I'm just going to slip around the back here... <crunch>... Oh dear, the
Ogre hit my curved dagger with his back." - The Eel (Eddie Marsh)
"People don't like me. I'm not sure why." Gutslasher Darkheart, Assassin for hire (Kyle Haylock)
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Human Crusaders
These men and women form the militant arms
of the Church in Bereny. They are pious
warriors, not priests, fighting their honourable
battle on behalf of the Church. While Priests
must worship all the Gods and Goddesses
equally, Crusaders follow one in particular
(although they still worship all six in prayer.)
Crusaders of the male gods are always men,
while the female deities have women Crusaders,
as required by the edicts of Selador in his Book
of Words.
Armour Restrictions
Human Crusaders have no armour restrictions
(except Shanna).
Weapon Restrictions
Human Crusaders have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Various Abilities
Human Crusaders have various special abilities,
depending on which arm you chose (see chart
to the right.) Human Crusaders *start* with a
Shield and Metal Armour as well as their initial
50 GPs.
Squires
Crusaders can start the game with a subcharacter 'Squire' (although squires do have a
small fee per turn in real money - see current
price list) if you wish. Simply specify that you
want a squire.
Special Disabilities
Human Crusaders have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
A Crusader position may mean a lot more
roleplay and each Crusader 'arm' is controlled
by a 'Lord Crusader' whose word is *law*. The
Lord Crusader can command other Crusaders
under their command at any time and must
receive immediate obedience! This class is
recommended for experienced players only!

Crusader of Selador
Father of the Gods (males only)
Sworn task to uphold the true religion and
decry false gods and heretics. Special: Immune
to 'Supernatural Fear' status.
Crusader of Marial
Queen of Healing (females only)
The great hospitallers, although well-trained in
the arts of combat they decry violence without
cause. Marial Crusaders are seen on the edge of
the battlefield healing the wounded, or at
scenes of plague and disease which they
actively combat. Special: "Heal Disease" Power.
Immune to "Diseased" and "Plagued" statuses.
Crusader of Bethseline
Queen of Love (females only)
These Crusaders are the keepers of peace. They
are often found around great battles or in deep
dungeons bringing love and hope to the
beleaguered innocents while battling evil
warmongers. Special: Immune to 'Charmed'
status.

Crusader of Cambron
King of Justice (males only)
Believed to be the strictest, most zealous of the
Crusaders, Cambron's Men swear lifelong
chastity, giving their lives in pursuit of the
righteous. Special: "Remove Fear" power
Crusader of Merl
King of Fair Trade (males only)
Known by the nickname 'The Taxmen' they
stand for furthering the practise of honest trade
and have a particular hate for bandits and
robbers. A small arm of Merl's Crusaders is used
by the Crown for tax collection because their
honesty is beyond doubt. Special: Immune to
"Confused" Status
Crusader of Shanna
Queen of Nature (females only)
Committed to protecting the natural world &
battling against the unnatural, such as demons
and undead, Shanna Crusaders are never
allowed to wear plate mail or gauntlets of any
kind. Due to special training they have high
natural defense levels.

"The moustaches worn by the Crusaders of Cambron are said to represent the scales of justice, but sources within
the order deny this strongly." - Anon (Dan Shirley)
"They gave me a Crusader Shield and a suit of armour, which seemed like a good deal until they pointed towards a
dark mass of seething energy with demons spilling out in every direction and said 'Go get 'em!' " Lord Burlan,
Crusader of Selador (Terry Hunt)
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Bards
Entertainers, actors, jesters, musicians! Bards
learn the use of musical instruments and other
avenues of entertainment which can be used to
almost magical effect in many situations and
complement this with their own able skills in
combat. Bards can be male or female and can
also be human or elven. You should specify
which race/sex you prefer when signing up a
bard.
Armour Restrictions
Bards cannot wear plate mail or gauntlets of
any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Bards have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Bards have several abilities which will be fully
detailed when a Bard is taken as a character.
The abilities are 'inspire', 'demoralise' and
'soothe', all of which are used on other
characters to cause a variety of effects.
Special Disabilities
Bards have no special disabilities.
Special Notes
When you start a Bard as a Main character you
must choose *one* starting talent for them. This
may either be Drummer, Piper or Lute-Player.
You will start the game with 50 GPs (as usual)
and the musical instrument which matches your
choice of starting skill.
Magical Notes: Bards are *not* considered to be
a magical class, although some of their abilities
can seem to be magical in effect. Neither do
they consider themselves to be mages of any
kind!

"Hello! It's very nice to see you! Let me read you one of my poems! <ugh> <agh> Philistines!" - Jonas
Tunemeister, Elven Bard (Daniel Taverner)
"Elven bards may be able to play the lute like it was born in their hands... but hey... those guys snap if you hit them
with a drumstick. At least we can survive a fight!" - Joe Shakespeare, Human Bard (Tim Petty)
"Once upon a time, in a galaxy far, far away..." anon.
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Elven Warrior Maidens
A terrible tragedy in the Elves' past caused all
the males to be weakened, a magic that still
takes its toll to this day. Instead, the females of
the Elven World choose to bear arms in their
menfolk's stead and are proud warriors of noble
tradition. Male Elves do not become
adventurers, except a very rare few who become
Bards. In the Elven community the men are the
home-makers and artists while the women are
the defenders!
Armour Restrictions
Elven Warrior Maidens have no armour
restrictions.
Weapon Restrictions
Elven Warrior Maidens have no weapon
restrictions.
Special Abilities
Elven Warrior Maidens have no special abilities.
Special Disabilities
Elven Warrior Maidens have no special
disabilities.

"Moonlight filtering through the forest canopy, alighting upon the fairies as they dance in their glittering ring.
Unicorns grazing in shady clearings. Nymphs swimming in a clear and bubbling brook. That's what I remember of
my home." - Melissian, Elven Warrior Maiden (Tony Barber)
"Human men? Why would I be interested in human men? Our Elven men are slight and petite, like men should be!
All those muscles look funny on the males of the human species! Hah! They aren't even good at housework!" Elvira Shadowsong, Elven Warrior Maiden (Ken Bateman)
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Human Monks
Learning their skills in the most remote
mountain regions, Human Monks are the
masters of the martial arts. Dangerous with
even their bare hands, they have learnt to
transform their bodies into living weapons.
Despite this they shun needless violence and are
peaceful and often wise people. The secret
schools which teach monks their skills are stuck
in ancient ways and will not accept female
students, so Human Monks can only be Male.
(Although there are persistent rumours that
some females have managed to gain the
training, this is not generally available on startup, but does explain the picture!)
Armour Restrictions
Human Monks cannot wear body armour or
gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
Human Monks cannot use Great Swords.
Special Abilities
Human Monks have no special abilities.
Special Disabilities
Human Monks have no special disabilities.

"I remember my masters words, 'Look at this insect', he said, 'its life no less than your own. Yet you must struggle
to find your place in the world. This insect already knows its place. So is the insect, then, wiser than you?' I
wouldn't have been inclined to listen to his rambling if he hadn't been able to break a granite slab with his head." Lu Sen, Monk (Jan Faversham)
"Bah! Wielding a weapon! Real men use their bare hands and feet! <snikt> Uh... okay Illona... nice Strach... I take
it back! Your weapon IS decent. Now could you take it away from my nose?" - Lord Taren Kwondo, Monk (Peter
Mooney)
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Sub-Characters
In the game it is possible to gain control of a
variety of sub-characters. A 'Sub-Character' in
DungeonWorld is basically a mini-character.
They get fewer orders than a main character
(the exact amount varies), a much smaller map
printout (even if they have a high vision) and a
simplified turn-results section.
TM

Sub-Characters are for fun, for roleplay and to
give the game depth. They are deliberately
simpler and take up less turn-space in order to
keep them cheap (or free).
Buyable Sub-Characters
Buyable sub-characters are the ones you can
choose to purchase when starting the game or
during the game. These cost a small amount
(see current pricing for details) in *real money*
and often also cost an 'upkeep' in Gold Pieces.
Buyable sub-characters include Men-At-Arms,
Squires, Black Cats, Guard Dogs, Horses and
Timber Wolves.
Findable Sub-Characters
Findable Sub-Characters are the ones you get
control of as the result of in-game events which
you don't have a deliberate choice in, or which
are summoned through spellcasting. These
operate in the same way as Buyable SubCharacters, but they do not cost you *anything*
in Real Money. (In this way, there are no
'hidden charges' in DungeonWorld. Findable
Sub-Characters include monsters and undead
summoned by spells and a whole host of other
weird things!
Simplified Turn-Results
The simplified turn results of a sub-character
include (a) no 'entering' and 'leaving ' strings
(you aren't told when people come and go from
your square), no 'other characters I can see'
section, no item or backpack list for empty slots.
Simpler description strings when walking into
feature squares. The best advice is to keep your
sub-characters near the main ones... and then
you'll have all the info you need!

Healing Sub-Characters
While humanoid sub-characters usually have all
backpack and item slots active, many
subhumans or animals have many of the slots
disabled. However, all creatures always have at
least one backpack slot active. This enables you
to use the transfer order to give them mana
bread (or some other healing item) which they
can then use to repair damage.
Disallowed Orders
Different sorts of sub-character will have
different sorts of disallowed orders. Usually it's
obvious (for instance, a Guard Dog doesn't do a
lot of Bodybuilding) but a little experimentation
will soon set you on the right track.

Skills
Sub-Characters do not usually learn skills,
although humanoid ones can learn the general
skills available to everybody.
Wages and Upkeep
Some Sub-Characters cost 'upkeep' or wages in
GPs every turn. This money is automatically
deducted from whichever main character is
considered their 'controller'. If you ever cannot
afford to pay them they will attempt to 'pay
themselves' from their own purse. If they have
no money either they will permanently leave
you at the end of that turn... so be careful you
can afford them! (This *does* include pets,
Men-At-Arms... anything! Even horses, which
are considered to have died.)

"My pet is a human fighter called Bruce. I keep him safe and smell out danger for him. Without me, the poor
thing would die. He supplies me with food and I comfort him when he is sad." - Rover, Guard Dog. (Joe Ellis)
"Yes, sir, master, sir! Man-At-Arms Dav Emerson reporting for duty sir! Should I take point, or would you rather I
carry all that treasure for you, sir?" - Dav Emerson, Man-At-Arms. (Colin Blythe)
"Don't hit me... hit them!" - Stanley Montgomery, Merchant and Coward (and proud of it) indicating his
contingent of caravan guards to the bandit gang.
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Followers
Obviously some sub-characters are followers,
but we use the term here for a slightly different
sort of character. ''Followers'' are characters
which you do not get to issue orders for but are
still part of your position. They issue orders for
themselves, according to certain behaviour
patterns. The most common form of follower
being a 'Bodyguard' who can be hired to follow
your main character, merchant, or whatever and
protect them. Followers react to in-game
situations but you do not control what they do.
Some followers are better and more intelligent
than others!
Costs In Real Money
''Followers'' don't usually cost you anything in
real money, although certain special game
positions may amend that. Details will always be
supplied before you start the position.
Simplified Turn-Results
The turn results for a follower often consist of
little more than a single line telling you they
still work for you. You cannot see their turn to
see what they *did*, although the results of
what they do will often be obvious (six
bodyguard bowmen can make short work of a
bandit in the road...!)

marie

Healing & Maintenance
You cannot equip a follower... they equip
themselves. Its pointless to give them weapons,
armour or healing items, so don't do it!
Followers almost always cost 'upkeep' or wages
in GPs every turn. This money is automatically
deducted from whichever main character is
considered their 'controller'. If you ever cannot
afford to pay them they will attempt to 'pay
themselves' from their own purse. If they have
no money either they will permanently leave
you at the end of that turn... so be careful you
can afford them!
Getting Them!
The only way to gain followers is to find them
by exploring the game. None are available on
the first turn.

"You never know what followers might tag on as you travel through DungeonWorld . They aren't always guard
and servants... sometimes monsters, strange creatures or other weird things might decide you are fun to be around.
It's rare... but it can happen. As the player who ended up with a Hordeling as a pet would attest!" (For Hordeling,
see picture above.)
TM

"You don't give me orders, Boss. I'm a trained bodyguard. I know what's best for ya'. You just get on with your
work and I'll keep an eye on things."
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Human Alchemists
Alchemy. The mysterious art! Is it magic? Is it
science? Or some strange blend of the two?
Whatever the case there have always been those
individuals who wish to dabble with
alchemicals, mixing potions and strange brews,
dabbling with dangerous mixes and searching
for new compounds. Some of the stouter of
these fellows have been known to tread the
dangerous path of the adventurer!
Armour Restrictions
Human Alchemists cannot wear body armour or
gauntlets of any kind.
Weapon Restrictions
None.
Special Abilities
Alchemists start with the knowledge of four
'mixes' and the alchemicals with which to brew
them. Further alchemicals must be sought by
adventure and
new brews tested. Investigating the alchemicals
that they start with gives all the information
needed to start the new alchemist on the road
to discovery of the depth of their class. The
initial alchemicals are; Ashes, Sand, Iron Filings
and Mercury.
Special Disabilities
Human Alchemists have no special disabilities.

"The base compounds of an element are further reconstructed by the hereditary configuration of its alchemical
matrix. By combining a seditary element in a direct manner with a combustible faction, a skilled alchemist can
create exciting redirections of ... hey! Have you fallen asleep?." - Barbaro, Alchemist. (Edward Laing.)
"Yes, yes. I know we are being attacked by a Goblin Horde. Just give me ten minutes to finish this mix and we 'll
see if we can't give them something to remember us by..." - Kassandra, Alchemist (Tony Barber)
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Human & Elven Druids
The Kingdom of Bereny. Civilised? Maybe. Yet
thousands of square miles of desolate overland
is still as wild, untamed and unexplored as it has
always been. There, amid the black forests and
endless plains, the druids strive to keep the
natural balance, to work hand-in-hand with
nature itself, to serve the Goddess Shanna in
her works and to further the cause of good. Of
course, many also choose to join adventuring
bands for companionship.
Armour Restrictions
Druids are only allowed to wear 'natural'
armour of their own making. They start with
'bark' armour and can make other types of
natural armour as they learn more of their craft.
Weapon Restrictions
Druids can only use weapons made of wood,
such as clubs or staffs. There are a few rare
exceptions to this which can be found by
adventure. They start with an 'oaken staff'.
Special Abilities
Druids have the ability to tame certain animals
and gain their service.
Druids can heal sick plants and trees.
Druids can travel magically about the overland
using strange magic paths called 'lay lines'. All
these special abilities are either described upon
signing the character up or their use discovered
through play.
Special Disabilities
In general, Druids have no special disabilities.
However it should be noted that while Male
Elven Druids can be signed up, they are affected
by the same terrible magical weakness that
plagues all male elves in the game.

"The dense blackness of the forest at night is like a shroud, the heavy canopy blotting out the starlight so as to
make it seem that you have gone blind. Yet the sounds, the scents, the touch of nature is all around you,
embracing you, holding you to its heart." Elion the Warden, Human Druid (Colin Bryce.)
"The air would be clean, but for the black smog from the city. The water would be fresh but for the sewage which
runs with the current. The forest would be healthy but for the blight of man." - Patricia, Elven Druid (Simon
Chandler.)
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Human Rangers
Undaunted by the vast expanse of the overland,
the Ranger is an explorer, a tracker, an
adventurer in the many different terrains of the
surface world. Often hired as a guide through
uncharted areas or as a scout for traders and
other travellers, Rangers do also sometimes join
adventuring groups where their abilities and
qualities are highly respected.
Armour Restrictions
Rangers cannot wear plate mail or metal
gauntlets of any kind. Rangers cannot use
shields.
Weapon Restrictions
Rangers have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Rangers have the ability to tame certain animals
and gain their service.
Rangers can hunt for food in overland terrain
where normal foraging does not work.
Rangers start with a 'Rangers Bow' which grants
good attack and damage scores compared to
other bows, but requires upkeep to stay at its
high quality.
Rangers can set a status called 'scouting' on the
Overland, which increases their vision.
All these special abilities are either described
upon signing the character up or their use
discovered through play and investigation of
any applicable items.
Special Disabilities
Rangers have no special disabilities.

"You don't have to take my advice. By all means take the Northern route. If you don't mind the Ogres, the Bandits,
the Poisonous Man-Eating Plants and the quicksand that is. Is everything all right? You look kind of pale!" Dionne
Shadowswift, Ranger (Larry Burke.)
"Those merchants still haven't arrived? How overdue are they now, three weeks? Well, I ask you, who travels
Swinderlog Swamp without a ranger? If they're lost, injured or eaten by the Spindley Man then its nobodies fault
but their own!" - Old Ned, Shopkeeper.
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The powerful beautiful body and legs of a horse,
the torso, arms and head of a human, Centaurs
are a spectacular hybrid. These noble creatures
have long been the allies of adventurers, but
only recently have they come forth from their
remote forest homes in large enough quantities
to qualify for full adventurer status. Brave and
strong, Centaurs are a welcome addition to any
adventuring party.
Armour Restrictions
Centaurs can only wear special 'barding' armour
tailored for them, which can be purchased from
general traders.
Weapon Restrictions
Centaurs have no weapon restrictions.
Special Abilities
Due to their relationship with the faerie folk,
Centaurs can summon Leprechauns to assist
them as a free sub-character, but at a cost in
gold pieces.
Centaurs can call upon the power of Water
Sprites to heal them when standing in a shallow
water square, at a small cost in gold.
Centaurs start with a special Great Bow made
for them which grants impressive performance
compared to normal bows.
Centaurs can carry a rider and have better move
points than their two-legged companions.
All these special abilities are either described
upon signing the character up or their use
discovered through play and investigation of
any applicable items.
Special Disabilities
Centaurs have no special disabilities.

"Carry you? CARRY YOU? What do you think I am, a bloody horse?" - Tarantino, Centaur (Alan Matcalfe.)
"... and you can take those packs and stick them where the sun doesn't shine, my friend. Huh! Do I look like a
damn mule?" - Tarantino, Centaur (Alan Matcalfe.)
"... got any sugar cubes?" - Tarantino, Centaur (Alan Matcalfe.)
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Moving Around

Move Points

When controlling any sort of DungeonWorld
character one of the main things you are going
to want to do is Move Around. In
DungeonWorld , you use the basic Move order
to achieve most normal movement.
TM

TM

Each Move order lets your character move one
square on the map. If you want to move more
than one square, you need to issue multiple
move orders.
Direction Codes
Telling the computer which direction you want
to move in is done by a simple 1-digit
''direction code''. To move in a direction these
are the codes:Direction to Move
North
North-East
East
South-East
South
South-West
West
North-West

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

On the surface world different terrain types
have different 'Move Point' costs to move over
them.. When your move points reach zero you
cannot move any more that turn. Your Move
Points recharge to full at the start of each new
turn. Your Move Points are calculated *before*
you move into a square. So, if you are trying to
move to 'Light Forest' (costs 3 MPs) and do not
have 3 MPs left, you will be unable to even
enter the square and your move will stop on the
previous square.

Here are the common costs to move over terrain
that you will find while travelling on the
surface world.

When writing a Move Order on your turnsheet
the format is as follows:_<Dir. Code>_

How far your character can move in a single
turn is decided by their "Move Points" (MPs).
Every time you use a move order and move a
single square on the map you use some move
points. Underground, in castles, in dungeons or
most other kinds of limited area you use only 1
MP per square you move.

Common Terrain Move Costs

How To Issue The Move Order

___M___

The MOVE Order

__________

As you can see, on the normal move order the
third order column is not used. You do not
need to write anything in it at all. Some
advanced Move Orders do use the third column,
but they for special circumstances and are
discussed elsewhere in these rules.

Open Land
2 MPs
Light Forest
2 MPs
Heavy forest 3 MPs
Gentle Hills
3 MPs
Steep Hills
4 MPs
Mountains
impassable
Body Of Water 4 MPs or impassable
Broken Land 3 MPs
Kings' Road
1 MP
Other Roads 1 MPs
Structure
1 MPs

The Compass Rose

8

The Compass Rose
To help you when moving around and to save
you from having to reference this page for the
codes every turn, there is a small graphic
printed next to every map. This graphic, called
''The Compass Rose'', shows you the move codes
for each direction as quick reference, set about
a small picture of a compass for ease-of-use.

N
1
NW

NE

2

W 7

3 E
6

SW

SE

5
S

4

Examples
___M___

_1_

__________

This order would move the character 1 square North

___M___

_4_

__________

This order would move the character 1 square South-East

___M___

_7_

__________

This order would move the character 1 square West

___M___

_12_

__________
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This order would fail. It is an error. '12' is not a valid direction code.

Player Notes
It's really easy for new players
to get confused by the icons
they can see on the map when
in a Dungeon. But once you
get used to it there's no
problem. Sure, different
symbols represent different
things, but there's really only
two different types of terrain
underground... stuff you can
move into and stuff you can't.
Stuff you can move into is open
doors, archways, open space
and water. Stuff you can't
move into is closed doors, walls
and pits. When you move you
use 1 Move Point, when you
don't... you don't!
Underground.. it's easy!
- Tony Barber, Player
New Players are often asking
me... how do I walk through an
open door? Is there a special
order to do it? The answer is
no, there is no special order.
Other than the fact that it says
you are walking through a door
when you enter the square, its
just like an empty square. A
simple move order walks into it!
- Steve Tierney, Chief Surgeon

DUNGEONWORLD
Combat Basics

Melee and Missile Weapons

The Combat System in DungeonWorld is very
simple, but very powerful. There are many
tricks to learn to get the most out of the
various orders and methods available to you for
combat. It is a learning process. But the most
basic and straightforward method of initiating
combat is using the Attack order.
TM

How To Issue The Attack Order
Telling the computer you want your character
to attack another character is done by using the
first and second order columns. In the second
column you specify *who* you want to attack,
by writing their Character ID No.
The format is as follows:__A__

The ATTACK Order

_<Target Character ID>_

_____

The third column is not used for the standard
attack order. Your character will attempt to
attack the character who's ID you wrote in the
second column.
This order does not move your character in any
way. It simply attempts an attack from the
square you are standing in with your currently
equipped weapon. If you are out of range of
the target character your order will fail. If the
character is dead at the point you try and
attack them the order will report that. If the
character has moved out of your field of vision,
is hiding behind something, or is tucked into a
corner, you will not be able to attack them.
Weapon Types
Range
Bare Hands
Own Square Only
Daggers/Knives
Own Square Only
Melee Weapons Own Square + Adjacent
Missile Weapons Varies
Spells/Specials
Varies
Bare Hands and Knives
Bare Hands, Daggers and other small weapons
can only attack characters who are standing in
the *same square* as the attacking character.
It's a common mistake to forget that *monsters
move too*. So although they may start the turn
in your square, they sometimes can and will
move out of it to get out of range of your
weapon!

Other Melee Weapons can hit the attacking
characters own square and all the adjacent
squares to it.
Missile Weapons are very effective in
DungeonWorld . They don't do much damage
usually, but have long ranges which can whittle
down opponents before they reach you, or
catch them as they retreat. Monsters can and
do hide behind things to get out of the line-offire of missile weapons (and spells) and will
often duck into and around corners.
TM.

To Use Or Not To Use
The normal Attack order is not always the best
order to use for combat. There are various ways
of attacking enemies explained in this rulebook,
but only through experience of play can you
work out the best way to attack in any given
situation.
As a rule of thumb, the Attack order is most
useful when you want to take shots at an
enemy without moving closer to do so. It is
most often used with missile weapons by 'back
line' adventurers.
The Straight ''A'' Order
Another powerful way of using the normal
Attack order is just to write ''A'' and not put
*any* target in the second column. This
instructs your character to choose a random
enemy within range and take a shot at them.
Useful in complicated situations where you
don't know who will be alive or who will be
near you.
What Is A Character?
Virtually any sort of individual you meet in the
game is a character; monsters and adventurers
too! All the characters you can see on your
map are listed on your turnsheet under the
headings 'Other Characters Present' (the ones in
your square) and 'Other Characters I Can See'
(the ones on the rest of your visible map.)
Character ID Numbers, which are needed for the
attack order, are shown after their names in
brackets.

Player Notes
I walked my Glacier Barbarian
and my Monk into combat with
the troops of skeletons I could
see. I was using other attack
orders to do that, but I didn't
want my Enchanter or my
Rogue to get into hand to hand
combat with those guys, they
were already injured from a
previous battle and they aren't
too tough to start with! So I
stood them back and used 'A'
orders on the undead. Great
fun! It worked a treat! While
my main fighters were toe-totoe duking it out, my backliners
were peppering the enemy with
arrows!
- Stuart Marron, Player
I was standing in the middle of
a huge cavern and there were
Hordelings everywhere! Some
other adventurers were at the
cavern edges taking shots with
their bows. I had no idea which
of the Hordelings would be
killed mid-turn, so I issued a
bunch of ''A'' orders with no
targets. Sure enough, I killed a
bunch of the furry little brats
who strayed too close with a
satisfying crunch of bone each
time!
-David Berry, Player

Examples
__________

This order would try and attack character 1226, if within range of attacking weapon.

___A___

_1226_

___A___

_77_

___A___

_505_

__________

This order would try and attack character 505, if within range of attacking weapon.

___A___

_____

__________

This order would try and attack a random enemy within range.

__________
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This order would try and attack character 77, if within range of attacking weapon.
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ITEMS & GOLD

Treasure...

Choosing Your Booty

Treasure comes in many forms in
DungeonWorld . Gems, weapons, armour,
strange artifacts, documents, maps, valuable
objects... almost anything you can think of is
out there to be found, stolen, bought, gathered
or otherwise procured. The Game System breaks
the treasure types down into two different
things... (1) Gold Pieces, and (2) Everything Else.

When you see the symbol for gold on a square,
you don't know how much is there until you
pick it up (but hey! Who cares? Money is
money!) Items are similarly unknown, but with
them you do have one option. If you *end your
turn* on a square with items in it you will see a
list of those available, each with an 'item code'
in brackets after it. You can then use special
versions of the Pick Up order to choose what to
get and what to do with it.

TM

... finding it ...
Treasure tends to be found 'laying around' in
Dungeons, in the overland, wherever monsters
are... or virtually anywhere else. Of course, the
treasure isn't really just laying there... there's
always a reason. Perhaps you found it in some
undergrowth, or maybe it was looted from a
dead body... some imagination is required on
the player's part, but for the purposes of the
game if you see an item or a pile of gold you
can pick it up! You know when there is treasure
around because small symbols are printed in the
squares on the map. These symbols overlay all
other graphics so they are always visible.

__P__ __<Item Code>__ _____
By specifying the item code in the 2nd column
and leaving the 3rd column blank you instruct
your character to pick up only that item and
equip it. If there is an item already equipped to
that body slot it will be dropped to the ground.
__P__ __<Item Code>__ __1__
As above, the item code in the 2nd column and
a '1' in the 3rd column instructs the character
to pick up *only* that item, to equip it
immediately and to place any originally
equipped item in that slot into your backpack.
__P__ __<Item Code>__ __2__
Or, substitute a '2' in the 3rd column to instruct
the character to pick up *only* that item and
put it straight into their backpack.

$
There is a pile of gold pieces here

?

But Most Often...

There are item/s of some kind here

... And Getting It!
If you see the $ symbol that means there is a
pile of gold in the square. All you need to do to
pick it up is walk to the square and issue the
''Get Gold'' order as follows:__G__ _____ _____
This order picks up *all* the Gold Pieces in the
square.
If you see the ? Symbol that means there are
items of some kind in the square. They could be
anything from a dead rat to a priceless gem...
the only way you are going to find out is to pick
them up, which you can do using the 'Pick Up
Items' order as follows:-

Just writing an order 'P' with nothing in either
column is still the most common method of
picking up items. Remember, just because you
see items and gold at the end of your turn
doesn't mean somebody else won't pick it up
before you do in the next turn... especially if
your area is crowded with player-characters.
Your Pick-Up and Get Gold orders might fail
simply because somebody beat you to the loot!
Give Gold Order
Finally, an order which allows you to give gold
to another character! The character must be
standing in the same square as you or a directly
adjacent square.
__G__

__<GPs>__

Player Notes
When a monster or playercharacter is killed in the game
you will see their name on the
'other characters I can see'
section with an 'R.I.P.' after it
on the turn it died. At the
beginning of the next turn the
body is 'cleared' (disappears)
and anything (gold or items) it
was carrying is dropped. So, if
you want to have a chance of
being first to the booty, on the
next turn you should walk to
the square where the body was
and you issue 'P's and 'G's there.
You won't have seen items or
gold there, but they will appear
in the first phase if the monster
was carrying any!
- David Barnes, Player
I hate Rogues. You really have
to watch those sneaky gits.
They lurk around behind the
other characters and wait while
you do the hard work of killing
the monsters. Then, while
you're guzzling healing potions
and snacking on Mana Bread,
they grab all the gold and
items! "That was my stuff!" you
cry. But they just smile and
look mystified, "I didn't take
anything!" Aargh!
- Trevor Tate, Player

__<Target Char. ID>__

__P__ _____ _____
This order picks up *all* the items in the square.

Examples
___P___

______

________

This order would pick up *all* items on the characters current square.

___P___

__5___

___1____

This order would pick up item (5) and equip it, placing an already-equipped in the backpack.

___P___

__5___

___2____

This order would pick up item (5) and put it straight into your backpack.

___G___

_187__

__2141___

This order would give 187 GPs to character ID 2141 (if in same or adjacent square.)
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BUYING THINGS

Courtyards

How To Buy Things

Shops, Traders and Merchants come in many
shapes and forms. However, the same system
for buying things works on all 'general traders'.
Most players start the game in the Dungeon
courtyard, which is one giant market. You can
tell you are in the courtyard because it is the
shaded area. On any actual courtyard square
you can issue Buy orders.

To Buy Stuff from any sort of general trader
you use the generic 'Buy' order. The format is
as follows:-

Overland Settlements
A settlement is a single square on the overland
map. Some settlements act as limited traders,
as instructed when you arrive on the square.
Some settlements allow you to actually enter
the city and look around (you'll be told if this is
possible) and if you do so there will sometimes
be a courtyard *in* the settlement too. Once
*in* a settlement you can't issue Buy Orders
unless you are standing in the courtyard
(market) area, even if the overland square
allowed you to do so.
Magical Traders
These mysterious fellows are extra-dimensional
merchants who live in the strangest of places.
They can be readily identified because when
they are present in a square there is an 'Ankh'
symbol there.

__B__

__<Buy Code>__

_____

The 'buy code' mentioned above is a unique ID
that things you can purchase on general supply
all have. This rulebook lists *all* the things you
can buy on general supply. Of course, there are
many more items in the game than that! But
many things can't just be bought from normal
traders, you have to find them as treasure or
find a specialist dealer (which are hidden in the
game). Go to the page/s headed 'Buy Codes' for
a full list of items you can buy from normal
courtyards and trade places.
One At A Time
Each Buy Order you do buys *one* of the items
you specify and charges you for it. If you don't
have enough gold pieces to buy the item your
order will fail. There is *no* way to buy multiple
items with one order (except in a couple of
special circumstances covered elsewhere in the
rules). If you want to buy two or more of
something you need to issue two or more buy
orders. (This is a deliberate rule maintained for
reasons of game balance, so please don't write
and ask for a multi-buy order. We won't be
doing one!)

This is an Ankh Symbol

Buying On Your First Turn

When standing on a Magical Trader you can issue Buy
orders exactly as if you were standing in a Dungeon
Courtyard, which is very useful for getting urgent
supplies while adventuring in inhospitable places.
Magical Traders are entirely neutral magical entities.
They sell to anybody who has the money to pay,
charging the same prices as all the other 'general'
merchants and courtyards. There is no limit to the
amount of characters who can be standing on the
same square at the same time buying from a magical
trader. But don't think you are safe... monsters can and
will still attack you while trading... and the Magical
Trader will watch your distress and do nothing to help!
Magical Traders are not 'true' beings. You won't see
them listed on your 'characters I can see' section and
they cannot be attacked.

Items you buy are placed immediately into your
backpack in the *first available space*. So, if
you examine your turn you'll be able to work
out where the item will go and equip it on the
same turn (if it is an equippable item). With
lots of orders affecting the way your backpack
is laid out this takes a few turns to get the hang
of... but you'll soon get to grips with it.
For instance, if you are an enchanter with
scrolls in your first four slots and nothing in
your fifth slot, if you buy a dagger... it will go to
slot (5) in your backpack. If you buy a scroll
though, it will go to the slot with the scrolls of
the same type in it (If there's space!)

Examples
___B___

______

________

This order would fail! You have not specified a 'Buy Code'.

___B___

__1___

________

This order would buy a short sword, if you had the money to pay for it!

___B___

__124__

___B___

__55__

________
________
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This order would buy a rations portion, if you had the money to pay for it!
This order would buy an amethyst, if you had the money to pay for it!

Player Notes
I crawled, desperate and bloody,
from the battle with the Ogre
Lord and his minions.
Somehow, struggling my last
ragged breaths out, I made it to
the Magical Trader who had
been watching the whole battle
with a distracted smile. Of
course, I couldn't buy 5 healing
potions with one order. It was
going to take me five orders. I
just hoped those remaining
Ogres wouldn't come over
before I'd got them all and
finish the job!
Dan Simmons, Player
Of course, taking Dan's example
(above) you can see why there
*is no* multiple-buy order. In
that example a person could be
virtually invulnerable if they
could buy unlimited healing
with a single order. The current
system balances the game
nicely.
Steve Tierney, Chief Surgeon
There is nothing so satisfying as
shopping. I don't care what you
say, when you finally have
enough cash to buy that +5
Sword and you issue the order...
knowing you can afford it... it's
just the best!
Emily Shannon, Player

DUNGEONWORLD

SELLING THINGS

Read 'Buying Things' First

The Trade Agreement

Although the Sell order has a different format
and is slightly more powerful than the Buy
order, the information about courtyards and
other traders still applies. You should therefore
read the 'Buying Stuff' page before reading this
page as it contains information you need to
understand the Sell Order. Anywhere you can
do a general Buy order you can also do a
general Sell order.

All courtyards, markets and magical traders pay
the same price for adventuring goods. You will
not find different prices in different places from
any general traders. It is possible (although not
common) to find a specialist trader who only
buys and sells very special items and gives
different prices. These are very clearly marked
and if you find one you will have no doubt
about it. If unsure, then it's almost certainly
just a normal trader.

How To Sell Things
Possible Pitfalls
To Sell Stuff to any sort of general trader you
use the generic 'Sell' order. The format is as
follows:_S_

_<Quantity>_

_<Backpack Slot-ID.>_

As you can see, selling things works differently
from buying things because you *can* sell
multiple things with a single order, so long as
they are in the same backpack slot (which will
mean they are the same sort of item.) You
write the quantity of the items you want to sell
in the second column; it might be one thing, it
might be dozens. In the third column you show
which backpack slot you are selling from! You
can't sell things you are equipped with.
(Please don't write and ask for a multi-buy
order. We won't be doing one!)
How Much Will I Get?
When you have things to sell, either because
you are getting rid of obsolete equipment or
selling treasure and items you have found, you
can either simply sell the stuff (taking whatever
price they give you without argument) or you
can use another order (the Valuation order) to
find out how much they will give you first.
Most people simply sell the loot and take
whatever they get as a nice bonus, but
sometimes with magical items it's worth
checking first. The money you get might mean
it's not worth selling the item. Traders do not
always place the same value on an item that
you do! One thing that is almost always true is
that traders will pay less for an item than they
would sell it for (if it is a general sale item).
They like to make healthy profits!

Trying to sell more items than you have in the
slot is a definite no-no. The order will fail
completely (it won't sell the max you have, it
will just send an error). So only try to sell
things you know you'll have on that phase.
Another common mistake that beginners (and
veterans sometimes, much to their chagrin)
make is putting the second and third columns
the wrong way around. Be careful! At best it'll
result in a lot of failed orders, at worst you
could end up selling stuff you just killed a tribe
of Ogres to obtain!
Selling To Other Players
There is no specific mechanism for selling
player-to-player in the game, but it does go on
and is possible. The only way to achieve it is
with somebody you trust, via the Give Gold and
Transfer Item orders. Long-distance sales aren't
allowed, so please don't ask your GM to manage
a trade between dungeons and characters...
they'll just tell you to do it yourself!
Meeting Places
The Magic Portal enchanter spell, the Fade To
Grey Necromancer spell and various other
mechanisms allow players to 'get together' from
wherever they are for a brief period. These
places are often used for quick trade to cover
the problem of inter-character sales and are
very good for this purpose.

Player Notes
You often end up finding lots
of smaller gems worth just a
few gold pieces. Doing one sell
order and getting a few coins
would be a bit wasteful so it
pays to have your characters
swap them around, each
character carrying only certain
types of gem. Periodically,
when you have a reasonable
collection, sell them in a batch
for a sizeable sum of gold! It's
much more satisfying selling
eight pieces of agate or quartz
than one!
Andy London, Player.
Gerard Bartholomew, rogue
extraordinaire, had been
collecting Azurites! The
beautiful little sweeties were
just laying around! Sure, some
of them were laying in other
people's pockets, but a guy's
gotta make a living, don't he?
When he saw that magical
trader twinkling at the end of
the corridor he grinned with
glee. All would have been well
if a trio of ogres hadn't
emerged from a doorway and
beat him to paste. His last
thought? He wished, he'd sold
some of them earlier instead of
hoarding. Then maybe he could
have bought those magical
leathers and saved his life...
Colin Marsh, Player

Examples
___S___

______

________

This order would fail! You have not specified anything in the 2nd and 3rd columns.

___S___

__1___

___5____

This order would sell *one* of whatever was in your 5th backpack slot.

___S___

__5___

___11___

This order would sell *five* of whatever was in your 11th backpack slot.

___S___

__55___

___3____
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This order would sell *fifty-five* of whatever was in your 3rd backpack slot. (If you had that many!)

DUNGEONWORLD

INVESTIGATING ITEMS

What It Does ...

Why Does It Work This Way?

The purpose of the investigate order is to give
you more information about a particular type of
item. It won't necessarily tell you everything
there is to know about the item, but will usually
give you valuable information nonetheless.

A common question players ask is why they
need to investigate an item to get the order
code to use it. The answer to this is easy. In
Dungeon there are *thousands* of different
items and lots of them have special powers,
special codes and suchlike. A book that listed
all those codes would be larger than this entire
rulebook and really not feasible. Furthermore,
it would ruin the excitement of finding items
you've never heard of. The investigate method
solves both problems. So, the general rule is, if
you find it ... check it out!

The second and even more important purpose
of the Investigate order is to get special order
codes for using special items which need them.
For instance, it's all very well buying a Healing
Potion... but how do you apply it to your
wounds? The only way to find out is to
investigate the Healing Potion, at which point
(among other things) you'll be told the order to
apply it. That order won't change though. You
don't need to investigate every healing potion
you buy... once you have the info you just need
to make a note of it somewhere for future use.
... When To Do It ...
Any time you find a new sort of item you
haven't encountered before it is highlyadvisable to Investigate the item! Gradually
you will collect a database of info which will be
useful and valuable for all your adventures! If
you have two Short Swords, there's no need to
investigate both of them, as they will both give
you the same info. But if you find a Short
Sword + 5, or a Short Sword of Flame, it's worth
checking them out, since they are new types of
item!
... And How To Do It!
Investigating your items is done by using the
Investigate order. The format is as follows:_I_ _<Body Slot-ID>_ _<Backpack Slot-ID.>_
The first thing you need to establish is ... where
is the item you are trying to Investigate? If you
have equipped it already then it will be in one
of your equip slots, in which case you write the
equip slot number it is in into the second
column and leave the third blank. However, if
the item is still in your backpack then you leave
the second column blank and write the
Backpack Slot number in the third column.

Trading Information
It is very common for players to trade
information that is discovered during the course
of your adventures. There are literally millions
of things to discover and trade and the stuff
you find out is valuable to many other players.
Guilds often have libraries of information to
trade. But it is still possible (and quite
common) for new players to find out things
nobody else knows... so don't think the veterans
necessarily know everything you do...
DungeonWorld grows too fast for that!
Remember, knowledge is power! Don't just give
it up without getting something in return!
Chain Investigations
Sometimes the information provided in your
turn will lead to a new item. For instance, if
you found a herb called 'Goldenglow' and were
told in the investigation that by doing the order
'X 44' and mixing two flowers of the plant
together in a bowl you would make
'Goldenglow Salve', then the Salve itself would
be worth investigating once you'd made it.

Player Notes
A battered barbarian swung his
sword in a wide arc to keep a
crowd of unfriendly goblins at
bay. Blood pouring from many
small wounds he reached down
to grab at the small bottle
hanging from his broad leather
belt. Grasping the healing
potion desperately like a
drowning sailor grasps a spar,
he dropped his guard to squint
at the tiny writing.
"Instructions for use: 1. Open..."
The barbarian sank to the floor
under the goblins' clubs.
If you've got it, look at it!
Dan Shirley, Player.
Knowledge is power. Just
because it says on your turn
'short sword' doesn't mean that
the information is no use to
you! How much damage does a
short sword do? What is its
range (in squares)? What sort
of damage does it do? If you
are going to compare weapons'
effectiveness then you need
information to work with!
Andy London, Player.

No Information Available
On some occasions your investigations will
result in very little, or possibly no information
at all. This is because you know nothing about
the item in question and can't find out
anything more. Sometimes this is simply
because the item is a weird mystery. Other
times the truth can be more dangerous.... so be
careful!

Examples
___I___

__1___

________

This order would investigate whatever item type was in Body Slot 1 (on your head)

___I___

______

___4____

This order would investigate whatever was in your 4th backpack slot.

___I___

______

________

This order would fail. No Body or Backpack Slot target has been set.

___I___

__14__

________

This order would investigate whatever item type was in Body Slot 14 (attack hand)
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LOOKING AROUND

In Dungeons

Writing the Look Order

A great many of the rooms in a Dungeon, Castle
or other similiar area have *individual*
descriptions for them. (Not all of them, but a
*lot* of them). When you look at your turnmap all you see is the generic layout; where the
doors, walls and open space are. To actually
*see* what the room looks like you need to issue
the 'Look' order. There are literally tens of
thousands of different special locations in the
game and it's very important, if you want to
play the game well, that you issue a 'Look' order
in each new area you enter.

In order to tell your character to take a look
around the area they are in your simply write an
'L'. Nothing else! Like this:-

But What Is An Area?
Working out what a new area actually *is* so
you know when to issue a Look order is an easy
trick. The single-square-wide stretches in a
Dungeon are 'corridors' (there's not usually any
need to do a look order in them.) Anything
wider than a single square (except the very
occasional double-width corridors) is a new
'area', or 'room' if you prefer. Each new room
you enter will often have its own 'look'
description. There is no need to do more than
one Look order per room though... doing one on
every square would simply get the same info
again and again!
On The Surface
On the surface the Look order plays a slightly
different role. It can give you more information
about the area you are in (sometimes) or maybe
it will tell you which area of the Land you are
in. If you are standing on a special feature (the
graphic will be something different to a plain
terrain square) the Look Order may give you
information about it.
But Why Should I Bother?
Some players do play the game without ever
issuing a Look order. These are people who
simply want to see monsters and fight them!
This is generally a bit crazy, since lots of
important information is hidden in the Look
description including storyline hooks,
background information and valuable game
effects!

__L__ ____ ____
Easy as that!
Special Look Orders
Quite often when you look around, the
description of the area you are given will offer
you some additional sources of enquiry. For
instance you will be told that
''I am standing in a dark room. At the center of
the room is a glittering pond full of light blue
water. To drink from the pool issue the order 'L
2'."
In these special instances you can (the following
turn) issue the extra order, or not, as you prefer.
Sometimes these special orders are helpful,
sometimes very dangerous, or sometimes simply
give further information. It is possible to take
damage from the results of these special look
orders, so you should consider carefully what
you choose to do.
What It Doesn't Do!
The Look Order is only for giving you 'static'
text descriptions of the room and its
furnishings, plus special things you can do
there. It doesn't talk about creatures or
characters in the area at all, since those things
change all the time. The information about
what or who inhabits the room can be found on
the 'other characters I can see' section of your
turnsheet. There is no need to issue the Look
order to find it out... you do so automatically.
The Look order doesn't change either, although
sometimes what you see will depend on your
character class, on one of your statistics, or on
certain other variable elements of the game. If
you visit a room again later it will still have the
same description unless (very rarely) some major
in-game event has altered the area.

Player Notes
Secret passages, traps in a
room, weird carvings, a button
to press or a lever to pull,
warnings scrawled in blood on
the walls, a bookcase full of
books, statues made of gold,
hidden compartments, teleport
devices, scrying pools, prisoners
chained to walls, dark mosaics
on the floor, unusual brickwork,
holes in the ceiling that swarm
with spiders, signs and portents,
fiery forges of arcane power...
you never see these things
unless you look!
Andy London, Player
I walked through a room whose
walls were made entirely of
flaky gold. A simple matter to
take my dagger and scratch off
shavings from the valuable
surface. Selling them later
would have gained me enough
money to buy upgrades on all
my equipment, a new horse and
a whole heap of other stuff! Of
course, 'would have' is the
operative word. I didn't look
around the room, I just walked
through it. To me, then, it was
just a bunch of plain squares on
the map.
Look Around or lose out!
Tony Barber, Player.

Examples
___L___

______

________

This order would instruct your character to Look Around his/her current location.

___L___

___2__

________

___L___

___99__

________

___L___

___13__

________

These are special look orders which would do different things depending
on where you issued them. The Look Description you gain from the initial
'L' order would give you full information on what special orders (if any)
are available. The second column could have any number in it, depending
on what you had been advised was the correct one to use. If there is
no special look orders available you will be given an error report.
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The TRANSFER Order

Giving Stuff To Others

Clever Order Use

There are many reasons why you might want to
give something you are carrying to another
character. Perhaps it is part of a trade you are
doing? Perhaps it is a healing potion or mana
bread to assist an injured friend? Perhaps you
are collecting similar goods to one character for
easier sale at a later point? Whatever the
reason, you are going to need the 'Transfer'
order.

It is entirely possible for a character to give
their friend a healing potion on order phase 4
and for the new owner to then use the potion
on order phase 5. Clever use of orders can be a
real boon for many reasons... and may even save
your life! But you'll need to work out a few
things... make sure the characters are in the
same square or adjacent to each other on the
order phase where you do the transfer... make
sure the receiving character has space in their
backpack and work out which slot the item will
go to in that phase. This may sound
complicated, but it isn't really. You'll soon get
the hang of it and then you'll be able to
manage some amazing character-interaction
during your turns.

How It's Done!
You can *only* give one item at a time to
another character. There is no way to transfer
more than one item at a time to another
character short of issuing several orders, one for
each item you want to give them. You can
*only* transfer an item which is in your
backpack, *not* one you are equipped with. In
order for a transfer to work the character must
be in the the same square as you, or one of the
eight adjacent squares. When you give away an
item it is called a 'transfer' and the order is
written like this:-

Adjacent Squares

_T__ _<Backpack Slot>_ _<Target Char.>_
As you can see from the example you need to
specify which backpack slot the item you want
to transfer is in and also which character you
want to transfer the item to! To find out the
character's ID No. to put in the third column
you can check it out in the 'other characters I
can see' or 'other characters present' sections of
your turnsheet (it's the number in brackets after
their name.)
Remember, no matter *how* many of the item
you have in the backpack slot, only *one* of
them will be transferred. If you want to
transfer more, you'll have to issue more transfer
orders.

This diagram is to show you where
a character must be standing to be
transferred to. The center square
is the character doing the transfer.
The target character must be in the
same square or one of the
adjacent squares (grey ones.)

Where Do They Go?

Non-Transferrable Items

Like any order which moves equipment, the
item will be placed into the target characters
backpack in the first available slot for an item
of its type. If the character has no room in
their backpack the order will fail.

Some items are not transferable. This usually
means they are either a special guild item, a
cursed item or an item with special
enchantments upon it to prevent transfer.
Investigating the item will usually tell you if an
item is non-transferable... but cursed items can
sometimes come as a horrible surprise...

Player Notes
"Here," said Chloe as she pulled
a dead rat from her pack, "you
hold this".
"Ugh," Lord Harrow complained,
"I don't want to!" Blatantly
ignoring him, Chloe continued
pulling items from her pack.
"Take this... and this... and
this...", she muttered, giving the
quailing lord a human eyeball,
an inky black potion bottle and
a salamander skin.
"Just what," Harrow blustered,
"am I supposed to do with
these?" Chloe gave him a
wicked grin and said, "no idea.
I just didn't want them in my
pack! They smell."
-Adam Hastings, Player.
If you don't choose to play a
priest yourself, then it's a really
good idea to at least travel with
one controlled by another
player. Priests have that great
ability to make Mana Bread...
and it's a (excuse the pun)
godsend when you've run out
of healing potions! Of course,
the priest has got to transfer
the bread to the characters that
need it, but with a bit of
planning you can be stuffing it
into your mouth and healing
even as you battle it out with
the enemy. Good food on the
move!
Hazel Smith, Player.

Examples
___T___

__1___

__347___

This order will transfer one item from backpack slot 1 to character 347.

___T___

__6___

__1211__

This order will transfer one item from backpack slot 6 to character 1211.

___T___

__4___

_______

This order to transfer from backpack slot slot 4 would fail. No Target Character ID No. has been set

___T___

______

__149___

This order to transfer to character 149 would fail. No backpack slot ID No. has been set
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The VIEW Order

Taking A Closer Look

A Cool Picture!

The purpose of the 'View' order is to take a
closer look at another character. Remember, a
character can be another adventurer *or* a
monster. If they are shown on your 'other
characters I can see' section with an ID number
in brackets after their name, then they are a
character. Issuing the order is a simple matter
as follows:-

Another neat thing the View order does is to
give you a small picture of the character type
you are viewing. This picture is not meant to
represent the actual character you can see, but
is merely a representation of a 'stereotype'
character of that class. All monster types in the
game have pictures, as do all the different types
of adventurer. This is great for giving you a
'feel' of the creatures you are fighting and the
characters you are adventuring with. But
remember... these are 'general' pictures only...
not character portraits!

_V__ _<Target Character>_ ___
As shown, all you need is to fill in the ID No. of
the character you wish to View and as long as
that character is in your field of vision at the
point you issue the order, you will get some
information about them.
Viewing Monsters
The 'View' order serves several different
purposes, but probably the most common use is
to find out more about a monster type. When
you view a monster you will be given some text
describing anything that is commonly known
about that monster type. Some rare or exotic
monsters may not have much information to
see because little is known about them. This
information could be vital since it may tell you
of any special attack forms they have, common
strategies they use or other valuable
intelligence. After the 'general' information
about the race you are also told what the actual
individual you viewed is currently equipped
with (but *not* what's in their backpack or
hidden about their person.)
Viewing Adventurers
Viewing adventurers gives you all the same
information that you get when you view a
monster. However, adventurers also have the
option to have a 'description' set about them,
which is individual to the character. If you View
an adventurer who has a description set up you
will also be given that information. This could
be useful for many reasons, but is most valuable
as a roleplay tool. Sometimes players use the
description to tell something about their
motivations, which might help you decide
whether to travel with them or get out of there
as fast as you can move!

Character Descriptions
As has been mentioned you do have the option
to set up a character description which is
individual to your character. There is a small
charge for this (see current price list.) Many
players use it to give an individual feel for the
character or to note something about their
characters' motivations or outlook. For
instance, if you set up a description for your
Human Fighter then anybody viewing the
character would see the general 'human fighter'
information *and* your special description.
All you need to do to set up a character
description is to write it on a slip of paper with
'character description for .... (name) (ID No.)'
and send it *with your order sheet* to the GM.
Please remember there is a small charge for
each character description you set up.
Passing On Contact Info
Another very useful thing the view order does,
in combination with the special description, is
to allow players to pass on their contact
information. Of course, you can do this
through the game noticeboard, but this is a
more direct and immediate method! It works
like this... when you set up your special
description, you simply include a brief ''contact
me at...'' detail in there and anybody who views
the character will see who is running them!

Player Notes
The Tale of Sonja Crimson
"I know. I didn't view them.
But how was I supposed to
know that they had a tail that
was barbed with poison.. or that
the effect of the poison was to
solidify my body... to turn it to
stone! What? I would have
been told that if I'd viewed
them? Hell... I know that NOW!
Fat lot of use YOU are! Now,
while you're there, could you
scratch my head and get some
of this moss off my face...."
Clive Thorson, Player
I like travelling with other
players. Sure, you can travel
alone and that works okay, but I
really like the diplomacy and
co-ordination that comes with
multi-player adventuring
groups. Of course, I never
would have met any of the guys
I travel with if it hadn't been
for the View order. I spotted
them walking my way en masse
and picked up their e-mail
addresses from a couple of view
orders. The rest is history!
David Sandford, Player

Examples
___V___

_1166_

______

This order will View the character with ID No. 1166 if within your vision.

___V___

_420__

______

This order will View the character with ID No. 420 if within your vision.

___V___

______

______

This order will fail. No target character ID No. is specified.

___V___

______

_345__

This order will fail. The Target Character ID. No. has been put in the wrong column.
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DROP & REMOVE

Getting Rid Of Stuff

No-Drop Items

When you decide you don't want something
any more there are two orders which are very
useful to you. The 'Drop' order is used when
you want to just throw something away
completely. The 'Remove' order is used when
you want to unequip an item, putting it back
into your backpack.

To simply throw an item you don't want
anymore onto the ground use the 'Drop' order.
The format is as follows:-

Similiarly, some items cannot be dropped, for
most of the same reasons as the ones that can't
be de-equipped. Guild items are usually
impossible to drop though, while most of them
can be removed. In order to get rid of guild
items you need to resign from the guild. To do
that you should contact your Guild Leader, who
may or may not let you leave (depending on the
guild.) You should *not* contact your GM about
guild-related matters though. If the guild
leader chooses to let you leave (or throw you
out) the items will disappear between turns. If
not... you're stuck in the guild!

_D_ _<Body Slot ID>_ _<Backpack Slot ID>_

Keep An Eye On Your Backpack!

When doing a drop you should issue a Body Slot
ID in the second column if you are dropping
something you are equipped with, or a
backpack slot ID in the third column if you are
dropping something from your backpack... but
not *both*. It's one of the other. Only *one*
item is dropped per order.

It will not be possible to remove an item if you
have no space in your backpack to put it! A
certain amount of 'backpack management' is
required if you are lucky enough to have filled
it up with treasure, loot and gear! One good
way to keep your backpack clear is to sign up a
Man-At-Arms (or a squire if you are a crusader)
and let them carry a load of stuff for you!

Dropping It!

Removing It!
Things You Have Dropped
To stop using an item (to de-equip it) you
would use the 'Remove' order. The purpose of
this order is to take something off of the body
slot it is in and place it in the first available
backpack slot. The order is written thus:_R_ _<Body Slot ID>_ _____
In this order only the 1st and 2nd columns are
used. The item in the body slot shown in
column 2 will be taken off and placed in the
backpack.
Non-Removable Items
Some items will not allow you to remove them
once they have been equipped. This may mean
they are a cursed item, or possibly a special
guild item or other magically enchanted gear.
Or it may just be that the item gets 'stuck' on in
a mundane fashion. Either way, there is no way
to remove these items short of finding some
special in-game method of doing so. This may
take quite a bit of exploring... or you may never
find a way!

When you Drop something it will go to the
floor and will then be possible for other
characters to pick up. (Or for you to pick up
again, if you wish.) Of course, monsters pick
stuff up sometimes so you can't count on it
being there forever...
If You Die...
All items you are carrying will be dropped if you
are reduced to less than 'zero' current health at
the end of the turn. However, items are not
dropped at the end of the turn, they are
dropped at the beginning of the *next turn*,
just before order phase 1. Players who go to
the square of a dead character and issue a PickUp order there, ready for the items to appear,
are robbing the dead. (A fairly common
practice for adventurers, sadly, and entirely
legal.)
When a summoned creature's time runs out
they do not actually 'die', they merely return to
whence they came.. taking anything they were
carrying with them!

Player Notes
Summoned creatures can do
more than fight! While your
characters are busy killing
monsters, a summoned goblin
can wander about behind the
action, picking up treasure and
dropping it in a handy pile at
the summoner's feet. I pushed
it too far though, forgetting
that sooner or later a
summoned creatures time runs
out! My goblin disappeared
carrying a pile of weapons and
armour! (Who says Goblins are
stupid!)
Andy London, Player.
Here's something to save you
wasting orders! You DON'T
NEED the remove order if you
are equipping a new item. For
instance, if you are equipping a
Long Sword and are already
using a Short Sword the two
will simply swap when you issue
the Equip order. The Long
Sword will go to your attack
hand, while the Short Sword
will go automatically to the
first available backpack slot.
The main use for the Remove
order is to take off an item for
some other reason, perhaps
because it is interfering with
the use of a skill (Monks' bare
hands attacks spring to mind.)
Alan Bevan, Player.

Examples
___D___

_10__

______

This order will cause you to drop the item in Body Slot 10 (finger)

___D___

_____

__9___

This order will cause you to drop *one* item from Backpack Slot 9

___R___

__4__

______

This order will remove the item from Body Slot 4 (waist) and put it in your backpack.

___R___

_12__

______

This order will remove the item from Body Slot 12 (left arm) and put it in your backpack.
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Be Afraid!

The FEAR Factor

How Low Can You Go?

Combat in DungeonWorld can be a fast and
bloody affair. It can also be a very
unpredictable thing and your ability to do well
in a fight has a lot to do with your
understanding of when and how to issue
different orders that are available. Sure, there's
a lot of guess-work to be done and it can go
horribly wrong! That's part of learning the
game! But there is a safety-valve available to
you in the form of the 'Fear Factor' which can
offer some assistance when plans go awry.

There is no 'safe level' to set your fear factor at.
Even if you set it at twenty, you could be set
upon by a large group of monsters and
murdered. DungeonWorld is a dangerous
place! New Players are recommended to set the
Fear Factor at about 12-14 for fighters using
melee weapons, although this is still no
guarantee of safety. You'll get a better feel for
it as you experience play. Remember:- all
characters start with a Fear Factor of Zero, so if
you want to set it... don't forget to do so!

The Purpose Of The Fear Factor

Reply Attacks

You can never be sure how much damage your
character will take during a turn. You can never
be sure how tough a new monster is going to
be. The big problem is that if you take a chance
and issue a whole bunch of attack orders on the
enemy, then every time you attack them... they
are going to attack you back! If you take a very
serious wound on your second blow, you really
don't want to keep attacking and thus incurring
'reply' attacks. That's where the Fear Factor
comes in. Essentially, if you set your Fear Factor
to, say, 10, then any time you issue an order to
attack the system will check your current
health. If your current health is equal to or
lower than the fear factor you set, your attack
order will *not* be used (your character will just
stand still.)
IMPORTANT NOTE: Fear Factors do not make
you run away, nor do they stop monsters
attacking *you*. All they do is halt any attack
orders you have issued.

Your own reply attacks are not stopped by your
Fear Factor. While the system will ignore your
actual attack orders once you pass the Fear
Factor you have set, if monsters choose to
attack you then you will still get your reply
attacks upon them (ie. you'll defend yourself,
but won't initiate combat.)

TM

Setting Your Fear Factor

TM

Getting Away
The only way to actually retreat from combat is
issuing Move Orders to do so. If you get your
turn back and see you've taken a beating... don't
hesitate to run! Many a character has hung
around *just too long* trying to grab the last
few trinkets from the floor... it's a sure way to a
shallow grave!
Be Very Afraid! (Or Not)
Should you decide you no longer want to have
*any* fear factor set you can restore it to the
starting value of zero by issuing the obvious
order:-

In order to set up your fear factor you need to
issue an 'F' order. The format for this order is as
follows:-

_F_ __0__ _____

_F_ _<Fear Factor>_ _____

It's brave too! (You'll probably end up dead, but
its brave!)

The third column is not used. The second
column simply states the amount of health you
are prepared for your character to be reduced
to before you want the computer to start
ignoring your Attack orders.

Player Notes
Swiftnick had a lucky escape.
He's a 15-year-old rogue so I
set his Fear Factor at 15 to
reflect his ''care'' in combat.
One day he had managed to get
himself into a whole mess of
Lizard-Men. The only reason he
wasn't hacked to death is
because his Fear Factor kicked
in. I had issued enough attack
orders that the dozen or so
monster reply attacks would
have diced and cubed him.
Luckily, as soon as he went
under 15 health he stopped
firing his bow, which meant the
Lizards weren't annoyed enough
to keep coming after him (they
had other more aggravating
enemies.) Some of them still
did, of course, and Swiftnick
crawled from the battle, beaten
to within an inch of his life...
but he *was* still alive and
could lick his wounds and fight
another day (just). A close call.
-Rick Gonzalez, Player.
I was fighting a Cavern Giant
and the bloody fool would not
fall down. I kept hitting him
and hitting him and he kept
hitting me and hitting me. And
He Would Not Fall Down!! I
was, in fact, still hitting him
when I died.
No Fear Factor, no brains!
John Hunt, Player.

Examples
___F___

_15__

______

This order would set your Fear Factor at 15.

___F___

__8__

______

This order would set your Fear Factor at 8.

___F___

__0__

______

This order would set your Fear Factor at zero.

___F___

_____

______

This order would also set your Fear Factor at zero (empty spaces are the same as zeros.)
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AGGRESSION Settings

Aggressiveness

How To Set Your Aggression

No matter what sort of class a character is, no
matter what skills they know or what weird and
wonderful combat styles they display, there is
one thing that holds true for *anybody* in
combat:- how recklessly do you throw yourself
into the fight? In DungeonWorld this is
represented by the Aggression Setting.
Basically, this setting reflects how aggressive
your character will be in combat. How hard
they will throw themselves at their opponent,
even risking their own injury. The Hostility
Setting can only be one of three things:(1) Cautious / Defensive
(2) Normal
(3) Aggressive / Gung-Ho

A straightforward 'X' order is used to set your
aggression. 'X' orders are used for many things
(it is a generic order that you will see all over
the place as the game progresses) but in this
instance you can use it as follows:-

TM

to set (1) Cautious / Defensive :_X_ _2001_ _____
to set (2) Normal :_X_ _2002_ _____
to set (3) Aggressive / Gung-Ho:_X_ _2003_ _____

Cautious / Defensive
When you set your Aggression to (1),
Cautious/Defensive, you gain a +10 on all your
defence types, but you lose -10 on your attack
rating. This reflects your character playing it
safer, trying to avoid being hit by using a
defensive style. It makes them tougher to score
a hit on, but reduces their chance to hit. This
setting is usually used when a character is
trying to escape combat or is worried about the
toughness of a new and unknown monster.
Normal
The Normal (2) setting is the standard one
which your characters starts with. It gains no
combat pluses or minuses at all and is basic,
straighforward combat with no extremes of
caution or aggression. This is a setting to use
for the majority of your adventuring career, or
if you are in any doubt as to the correct style
for a situation.
Aggressive / Gung-Ho
The character who chooses this setting is going
all-out to hit their opponent, even sacrificing
their own safety to do so. This setting grants a
+10 on your Attack score, but causes a -10 on
all your defence statistics. It can be a
dangerous setting to use and is often saved for
times when you are surrounded by weaker
monsters who need a real bashing... or simply
because you want to be really violent! Of
course it can backfire quite badly if misused!

As you can see the third column is not used for
the setting of your aggression. The second
column has either 2001, 2002 or 2003
depending on which aggression setting you
wanted to use.
Understanding The Order
The aggression setting doesn't actually change
the *way* you fight in regards to the text
strings you receive on your turn. It simply gives
you the hit and defence modifiers and no more,
but is still remarkably useful in tight situations.
It was originally added in response to playtester
comments and has proved a popular and
interesting addition to the combat system.
Common Queries
We are often asked if the chosen aggression
setting has any effect upon your Fear Factor.
The answer is no, it doesn't. Fear Factor still
works as normal no matter which Aggression
Setting you choose.
We are also asked regularly if different races or
character classes work differently in the
aggression settings. Again, the answer is no,
this is a very generic order. A Dwarf with the
beserker skill can still set their aggression at
cautious (although, from a roleplaying point of
view you it could be considered a bit suspect, it
isn't actually against the rules) and a weak
mage can still go Gung-Ho! (Risky!)

Examples
___X___

_2001_

_____

This order would set your Aggression to 'Cautious / Defensive'

___X___

_2002_

_____

This order would set your Aggression to 'Normal'

___X___

_2003_

_____

This order would set your Aggression to 'Aggressive / Gung-Ho'

___X___

_____

______
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This order would fail (no setting has been specified).

Player Notes
I just hate undead. Stinky,
smelly, foul, reeking
abominations! That's what I
call them! (And that's on my
good days.) As a Crusader of
Shanna it's my duty to banish
them from the face of the
earth, so when I see a bunch...
up goes my aggression to
Gung-Ho and in I run... hacking
and slaying... smashing bone
and pulping their rotting flesh
with each swing of my great
sword. Sometimes this has left
me badly injured myself...
people ask me why I don't play
it a little safer sometimes... but
where's the fun in that?
James McCulloch, Player
Half of the group had been
killed in the first wave.
Spriggans, they're called. Cute
little fellows, until they start
throwing rocks at you and
biting your ankles! I saw Tanja
go down out of the corner of
my eye and knew it was time
for a bit of common sense... and
I ran for my life! It was a close
call. I doubt I would have made
it at all, if not for my 'cautious'
aggression setting. That extra
+5 on defence can make *all*
the difference...
Craig O'Donnell, Player

DUNGEONWORLD

HOSTILITY Settings

Hostility

Neutral

Every character has a Hostility Setting, which
reflects how they will react upon encountering
*other* characters. There are three different
possible settings for your Hostility, but generally
only one is ever used except in the most
unusual of circumstances, or when playing
special positions. The settings are:
(1) Passive
(2) Neutral (this is the normal setting)
(3) Hostile
Adventurers will almost always be neutral as
this is the most functional and suitable setting
for them.

By setting your Hostility to Neutral (2) you will
be telling your character to consider
adventurers as allies and monsters or evil nonplayer-characters (NPCs) as enemies. This is the
setting you start the game with and is the
normal setting to use for most of your
adventuring career.
WARNING:- Do not change from this setting
unless you are an experienced player and know
exactly what the results will be... it can be a
serious mistake otherwise! If you ignore this
warning and get yourself into deep trouble it
will be nobody's fault but your own!

How Combat Works

Hostile

In order to understand the Hostility Settings
and their function within the game you need to
know how combat works. This is covered in
more depth elsewhere in the rules, but
essentially, every single time you issue a move
order, your character will (automatically) look
around for an enemy within range of their
currently equipped weapon. If there is one they
will attack that enemy. If there is more than
one they will randomly choose a target and
attack them. This takes no orders at all and is
called a 'Hostility Attack'. Without ever issuing
any attack orders at all you can have quite an
active combat-life through your Hostility
Attacks alone. But how does your character
decide who is and who isn't an enemy for the
purposes of Hostility Attacks? Through correct
application of the Hostility Setting, that's how!

This very-dangerous setting instructs your
character to consider *everybody* as an enemy,
unless they are controlled by the same playernumber as them. So, all other adventurers not
controlled by you in your current position, all
monsters, absolutely everybody will be
considered an enemy! As a rule of thumb:Don't Use This Setting unless you know *exactly*
what you are doing.

Passive

_H_ __3__ _____ to set as 'hostile'

If you set your hostility to 'Passive' (1) you will
be instructing your character not to view
anybody or anything as an enemy! No monster,
no character, nobody! They will never do *any*
automatic hostility attacks at all! They will still
respond to attacks upon themselves with their
reply attacks in self-defence but will not initiate
any combat. This setting is used when you are
escaping from a dangerous situation and do not
want attention from the bad guys! Other than
as a getaway ploy, this setting is seldom used.
Even as a get-away it's not normally necessary,
since the Fear Factor tends to handle the
problem anyway.

Outlaw Status

How To Set Your Hostility
Setting Hostility is achieved by the 'H' order as
follows:_H_ __1__ _____ to set as 'passive'
_H_ __2__ _____ to set as 'neutral'

Should you (for any reason) attack and kill
another adventurer or citizen of the Kingdom
of Bereny you may be branded an outlaw and a
bounty placed upon your head. This usually
means your character will be killed by bountyhunters within a couple of turns. It may sound
exciting, but it isn't much fun! Saying, ''it was a
mistake, I set my hostility wrong'' is *not*
considered a defence. See the section ''The
Laws of the Land'' for more about law and order
in the game.

Examples
___H___

__1___

_____

This order would set your Hostility to 'Passive'

___H___

__2___

_____

This order would set your Hostility to 'Neutral'

___H___

__3___

_____

This order would set your Hostility to 'Hostile'

___H___

______

_____

This order would fail (no setting has been specified).
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Player Notes
"Yarr!" said Sir Fred as he put
his sword through the grocer's
lad. "A-ha!" said Sir Fred as he
made the dwarf even shorter by
lopping off his head. "Keryah!" said Sir Fred as he
skewered the sleeping
Enchanter.
Thunk-bang! said twelve
arrows, three swords, a
poisoned dagger and a ball of
flame.
Hostile is bad. Especially in
courtyards!
-Anon, Player.
There were adventurers and
monsters everywhere!
Everybody was hacking at each
other with swords, or peppering
each other with arrows. Now
I'm sure it seemed a great idea
to be in the middle of that
chaos for all of those big, beefy
fighters, but not to little ole'
me! I set my Hostility to
Passive so as not to attack
anybody and thereby arouse
attention... and nipped around
picking up the loot! Hardly any
of the monsters bothered with
me... they had other things on
their minds! My companions
came out of it with dozens of
wounds. I came out of it with
bulging pockets. A nice day's
work!
Amanda Dunton, Player

DUNGEONWORLD

The ATTACK Order (1)

When To Use The Order?

How To Issue The Attack Order

As you can probably imagine the 'Attack' order
is a popular one in DungeonWorld since its
purpose is to cause your character to initiate
combat on another character. However, it is
not as commonly used as you might first
suppose because there are a number of other
ways to get into a fight in the game and this is
not always the best method to use. The
DungeonWorld combat system is simple to use,
but fairly complicated in application and the
trick to doing well is learning when to do which
sorts of orders. Although these rules try to help
you understand the concept, there are many
tricks and clever ploys to using the Combat
System and the only real way to learn is by
playing!

To Attack another character/monster you simply
need to find their ID number (in the ''Other
Characters I Can See'' section of your
turnsheet... it's the number in brackets after
their name!) and write the order in the
following format:-

TM

Player Notes

_A_ _<ID Number>_ _____

TM

What Does The Order Do?
When you issue an attack order you are
instructing your character to attack another
character using their currently equipped
weapon as long as the character is within range
when you attempt the attack. If you are using a
bow then you'll fire an arrow at them. If you
are using a scimitar you'll slash at them. If you
have a poisoned dagger you'll try to stick it in
their back. The order only causes *ONE SINGLE
ATTACK*, it does not initiate a long and drawnout fight with your target. If you wish to attack
a character (remember, monsters are counted as
characters too, we aren't talking about other
adventurers here) multiple times, you have to
issue multiple attack orders.
But When Do I Stop?
New Players often wonder how many attack
orders they need to write in order to 'kill' a
monster. The truth of the matter is that
advanced players wonder that too! You get
better at judging after you've fought a few
things and start to get an idea how tough
things are... but guessing the correct amount of
attack orders is part of the game and an
important part of learning to use the combat
system. There is no easy way, other than
through experience. There are other orders
which cause attacks and sometimes they are of
more use than the straight Attack order for this,
but that's up to you to decide.

Things To Watch For!
Careless use of the attack order will result in a
whole lot of ''I could not attack the target''
results if you forget to check a few simple
things. (1) Is the target within range of your
equipped weapon when you issued the order?
(2) Are they still alive? (3) Do you have lineof-sight (for missile weapons) on the target?
(4) Is the target still within your field of vision
(the map you see on your turn).
It is very common for players to issue a whole
bunch of Attack orders only to see them all fail
because they killed the monster on the first
attack, or because the monster ducked behind
an outcropping to avoid being hit by their
arrows (many monsters are smart enough to do
this.)
It is also important to note that the Attack
order does not MOVE your character AT ALL. If
you are just one square out of range of the
monster you are attacking your attack orders
will still all fail... your character *will not*
choose to take the step closer that is needed. If
you want your character to move towards and
attack monsters there are other orders to do
this.
Most Common Use
While players are always finding new ways to
use the combat orders, the most common use of
the attack order in its generic form is for
archers or mages standing at the back of an
area and firing their ranged weapons. Since
these characters are often weaker than the
front line fighters they don't want to move
forwards towards the enemy. The Attack order,
then, is perfect for them, while the long range
of their weapons cuts down on the misses due
to out-of-range problems.

Examples
___A___

_999__

________

This order would instruct your character to attack character ID. 999 *once*.

___A___

_1315_

________

This order would instruct your character to attack character ID. 1315 *once*.

___A___

_2121_

________

This order would instruct your character to attack character ID. 2121 *once*.

___A___

__5___

________

This order would instruct your character to attack character ID. 5 *once*.
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I watched the Barbarian, the
Monk and the two Warriors
crash into the front lines of the
Orcish Horde in awe. Every
time they swung a sword they
took a step further into the
fray! Blood was flowing, bone
was crunching... it was fierce! I
looked down at my own thin
arms and knew that no matter
how impressed I was... I wasn't
impressed enough to join them!
Instead, I unslung my bow and
begun letting arrows fly... one..
two... three Orcs down! Still
doing my part, but doing it
safely... at the back!
Steve Steele, Player
Personally, I like to know where
I am going to be at any given
point in a turn. If you start
issuing the various 'Move And
Attack' orders you can never be
sure quite which square you'll
end up in, but with the good
old generic attack order you
will always end up exactly
where you intended to be! Any
mistakes then, of course, are my
own!
Ron Mergeler, Player

DUNGEONWORLD

The ATTACK Order (2)

The Other Uses

Using Several 'A' Orders

The Attack order does have a couple of other
uses beyond the standard one. Both of these
are a little harder to explain. You may find that
you won't fully grasp some elements of this
until you have actually played for a while, but
don't let that worry you! Give it a go and you'll
quickly work out what is effective and what
isn't!

If you are standing in the midst of a large battle
with enemies everywhere and you issue a series
of straight 'A' orders without targets your
character will whirl from side to side attacking
different enemies who stray within range. If
your character is equipped with a bow or a fire
sprite or some other longer-ranged weapon this
can be very effective indeed, although it is still
useful for a barbarian with his huge axe to cut a
mass of small monsters to ribbons too. Even if
the monsters don't seem to be within range of
you on your turnsheet you should remember
that monsters move every phase too... quite
often towards you with the idea of skewering
you... so if you can guess their movements the
'A' orders will still work fine.

Attack A Nearby Enemy!
The first and most common alternative use of
the attack order is achieved simply by writing
an 'A' in the first column without putting *any*
target. Like this:___A___ _______ _______

Setting Your 'Final Target'
This order is for times when you aren't sure who
will be near you when you issue the order. It
instructs your character to attack *anybody*
who is within range of your currently equipped
weapon (one attack only).
If there are multiple enemies within range at
the time you issue the order it will choose one
randomly from the crowd (not necessarily the
nearest one, it will be a totally random choice.)
Just who an 'enemy' is for the purposes of this
order is set by your current hostility choice (see
the page entitled 'hostility settings').
No Movement!
As with the other use of the Attack order the
alternative use of the Attack order does not
move your character anywhere. They will
simply stand on the spot and attack enemies
who stray within range.
For long-bladed melee weapons like swords and
axes the range is your own square or a directly
adjacent square only, for missile weapons the
range is longer and varies by weapon. For bare
hands or daggers the range is your own square
only. Details of all weapon's specific ranges can
be found by investigating the item.

The other use of the 'A' order is done as a sideeffect of your issuing normal attack orders. The
system *remembers* the last character you
issued an 'A' order with an actual target ID on.
This comes into play when you use the 'Move
and Attack' order (explained elsewhere). The
computer considers your last targeted 'Attack'
order as your ultimate target in the present
situation and any 'Move and Attack' orders will
head steadily towards that character. This is
more clearly explained on the 'Move and Attack'
page and is mentioned here only for
completeness. It has no bearing on standard
attack orders at all.
Reply Attacks
As with all attacks you do on other
characters/monsters, the character you attack
gets an automatic reply attack (subject to
range/vision in exactly the same way you are).
So if you swing at an Orc, it'll get a swing back
immediately afterwards. If you fire an arrow at
an Orc from across the room then it probably
won't be able to attack back (unless it has a
bow or other missile weapon) but it may well
choose to walk across the room so it's close
enough to give you a whack! Don't assume you
are safe just because you start off out of range.
Monsters move too!

Player Notes
"A", I took a swing at the goblin
with my short sword, cleaving
its head from its body. "A", I
thrust the tip of my blade
straight through a
Demogoblin's chest. "A", I
slashed the guts out of a feisty
Giant Rat. Quick pause to
change weapons and equip my
bow and then... "A" I put a shaft
into the bandit's throat! Oh I
love the straight A order. You
don't know who you'll kill, but
you can sure that you'll attack
*somebody*... if they get close
enough!
Harry J. Briteson, Player
I'd just walked out of the
courtyard and there were two
Giant Ants literally waiting for
me just beyond the threshold!
"Well", I thought, "I'll see about
this!" I issued ten straight "A"
orders and waited excitedly for
the results. "Oh!" The Ants did
not move any closer, they
simply watched my funny
antics. I waved my sword
about, thrust it at empty air,
cleaved several molecules of
nothing in half and shouted
angrily at invisible enemies. The
ants were out of range! I
wasted a whole turn doing
nothing. Check your distance
and remember... monsters don't
always choose to move closer!

Examples
___A___

______

________

This order would attack a random nearby enemy within range *once*. You will not move.

___A___

______

________

This order would attack a random nearby enemy within range *once*. You will not move.

___A___

______

________

This order would attack a random nearby enemy within range *once*. You will not move.

___A___

______

________

Same again! It's hard to come up with examples for such a simple order!
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The FOLLOW Order

Why Follow?

Just Follow

There are many reasons you might want to have
your character follow another character. The
Follow order achieves this quite well, but it is
also the most misunderstood order in the game,
causing more player-errors than almost any
other order. So we'll be sure to go through it
clearly and carefully...

This order is helpful when you are travelling
with characters controlled by another player.
The order works just like the 'Follow and Attack'
order except that you will not try and attack
the target you are following as part of the
order. (You may still do so because of your
hostility if you have it set so that they are an
enemy.) The order is written like this:-

Player Notes

The Move Order
___M___ ___9___ __<Targets ID>__
There is actually not a 'follow order' as such.
Instead, the system uses the 'Move' order in a
slightly different way to achieve various types
of following. There are three different uses of
the order, 'Follow & Attack', ' Follow & Attack
Any Enemy' or 'Just Follow'. Whichever you use,
all the normal rules which apply with the Move
Order are still the same. You must issue one
order for each square you want to move. Each
Move costs 'Move Points' as per the terrain you
are crossing (or 1 MP in Dungeons over almost
all terrain.) See the page detailing the Move
Order for the full rules.
Follow & Attack
This is probably the most common usage! By
issuing this order you are instructing your
character to take a step one square closer to a
specified enemy and if they are within range of
your currently equipped weapon... to attack
them! The order is written like this:___M___ ___0___ __<Targets ID>__
Notice that the second column has a zero order
written in it (or is left blank, as you prefer) and
that the third column has a target characters ID
Number. Your character will take a step
towards the target and try to hit them with the
currently-equipped weapon if they are within
its range.

The ''9'' in the second column is always a nine
for this order and is there to identify the order
as a 'Just Follow'. If you are in the same square
as the character you are following the order will
return an 'I'm already here' type report.
Follow & Attack Any Enemy
This very powerful order instructs your
character to look around their field of vision,
randomly choose a target according to your
current Hostility settings and then issue a 'Move
and Attack' order upon them. You do it like
this:__M__ ____ ____
Yes, it really is just an "M". You can't be sure
which direction this will take you in, since you
don't know what your opponent will do, but its
very useful in mass combat when you are using
a melee weapon rather than a missile one. This
order works in *conjunction* with the "A" order
for ''setting your final target" (see the 'A' order
page for full details.) Essentially, you issue an
'A' order to set your final target and then a
bunch of "M" orders to chase them down. You
*will* still attack other enemies who block your
path, while heading steadily towards the target
you want to kill off!
Things To Watch For!

The order is very helpful for 'going after'
particular targets who may be fleeing or hiding
out of range, since you have no way of knowing
what they are going to do during the turn. The
order will not work though if the target
character manages to get out of range of your
current 'vision' range, or if they are killed
during the turn of course!

All the follow orders use computer artificial
intelligence to plot the route they will take to
their final target. While the computer is very
smart, its not as smart as most players so will
not always take the route you expect. And
remember... one Follow order, like any move
order, only moves you *one square*. Issue
multiple orders for multiple following.

The sprite giggled in the
enchanter's palm as the old
man issued his instructions.
"Ignore those skeletons, they
are just sent to distract us. See
the Skeletal Master, stood in
the shadow of that pillar? Blast
Him!" Striding forwards, his
cloak billowing out behind him,
the enchanter headed towards
the dark master of the undead,
pausing only to clear the lesser
monsters from his path while
heading ever closer to their
lord.
Jeremy Baxter, Player.
"Hey, wait up!" Corinne cried
out as their erstwhile leader
Torrios dashed into the gloom
ahead. She sighed, used to his
eager thirst for monster blood
and turned to her other
companions who were just
catching up. "Come on, we
better follow him or who knows
what trouble he'll get into? He
went that way.... towards the
room with all the webs in it!"
Up ahead, Torrios struggled to
free himself from the sticky
strands, eyed the grotesque
arachnid that was scuttling
towards him and hoped his
companions wouldn't be too
long in coming to his aid.
Vince Miller, Player

Examples
___M___

__9___

__6701__

This order would instruct your character to take a step closer to character ID. 6701

___M___

______

__6701__

This order would instruct your character to take a step closer to character ID. 6701
and attack them if they were within range of your current weapon.

___M___

__5___

__2178__

This order would fail. The number "5" in the 2nd column is not a valid order.

___M___

______

________

This order would instruct your character to take a step closer to a random enemy
and attack them if they were within range of your current weapon.
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The TRAINING Orders

Philosophising

The ''Y'' order in DungeonWorld has numerous
uses, some of which can only be discovered by
playing the game. However, the most common
use of the ''Y'' order is for training. The purpose
of training is for a character to practice in
various ways in an attempt to increase one of
their basic statistics.
TM

Taking time to sit down and contemplate the
meaning of life and your place in the world is
achieved by philosophising. This can be done
anywhere, although it has a better chance of
success in peaceful meadows and quiet woods.
It increases Wisdom. The order is:___Y___ ___3___ _______

It should be noted that this is a slow process...
don't expect to see results overnight. On
average, there is a chance of between 25-1 and
40-1 for a stat increase for each training order
you attempt. So if you spend your whole turn
practicising the same statistic you would still
only have a 25%-50% chance of an increase.
Some characters are really unlucky and take
forever to get an increase, while somebody else
might pull it off on the first try! That's the
natural way!

Juggling
Juggling and other feats of manual ability are
used to hone and perfect a character's
Dexterity. No special equipment is needed. The
order is:___Y___ ___4___ _______
Grooming

Training orders are used, primarily, as ''fill in''
orders. When you've done everything else you
want to do and you have some order slots spare,
you can use them for training. They also
become quite important to reach minimum
levels for learning skills.

Cut your hair, wash your face, dust off your
clothing, polish your armour and boots.
Grooming is the method by which a character
can increase their appearance score. This is a
harder statistic to increase than the others. No
special equipment is needed. The order is:-

Studying

___Y___ ___5___ _______

This is the training you do to increase your
''Intelligence'' stat. Studying can only be
achieved if you have found a Study Book. These
are not available on general sale, since they are
quite expensive and rare... but you can find
them while adventuring and some guilds supply
them too. This is how you write the order for
studying:-

Practice Makes Perfect!

___Y___ ___1___ _______

Remember, the more orders per turn you use to
practice, the more chance you have of an
increase, through sheer law of mathematics! It
is plain silly to leave order spaces blank for your
main characters because even if you have
absolutely nothing else to do, you can always
use your time constructively... training!

Bodybuilding

The Human Maximum

When you want to increase your strength you
need to do bodybuilding. No special equipment
is needed and you can do this anytime,
anywhere, pretty much. The order is:-

The maximum of any of the base statistics for
an adventurer is 20. Once a stat has reached
twenty it hits a natural barrier and cannot be
increased further without magical assistance.
However, once it has passed twenty the
character is considered ''superhuman'' in that
statistic and can then continue increasing it
indefinitely. Characters with a stat of higher
than twenty are ''supernaturally'' gifted in that
area.

___Y___ ___2___ _______

Player Notes
I had been in the habit of
leaving a few orders blank.
Then, one turn, I thought I'd
give some training a go! I did
four different training orders
and THREE of my stats
increased! I've learnt since that
it was an incredibly lucky feat...
but imagine if I'd left those
orders blank too! Don't waste
your orders! If you're at a loose
end... train!
-Gary Marriott, Player
There is no system in
DungeonWorld for characters
to be taken ''out'' of the game
if somebody is going to be
going on holiday. It's a phasebased game in its own time
stream and as such characters
are always there. So if you are
going on holiday... why waste a
turn? Send in a second sheet of
orders before you go and
clearly mark them for ''use next
turn because of holidays''. If
nothing else, you can spend the
whole turn training and it
won't be a waste!
-Steve Tierney, Madhouse UK

Examples
___Y___

__1___

________

This order would instruct your character to do some Studying.

___Y___

__4___

________

This order would instruct your character to do some Juggling.

___Y___

__5___

__2178__

This order would ignore the unnecessary third colum and just do some Grooming (Y 5)

___Y___

______

________

This order would fail... no training type has been set in the second column.
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Foraging

Eating & Sleeping

Sleeping

In DungeonWorld characters need to eat or
they will starve. This is quite a slow process and
shouldn't cause a character undue problems
unless they are somewhere in which food is
scarce and have forgotten to buy rations. Of
course, while you can buy your food from a
trader, you can also hunt for it yourself. The
Forage order lets you attempt to find edibles in
your surrounding area. The chances of
succeeding vary according to where you are. If
you do succeed, no matter what sort of food
you find it will be converted to ''a portion of
rations'' in your backpack. The order to forage
your surrounding area is:TM

In the same way that there is a 'last ate' counter
on your character there is also a 'last slept'
counter. Going without some decent sleep over
long periods is dangerous for anybody and so
the system works in a similiar fashion to that of
food. Three to nine turns without sleep result
in invisible negative modifiers in combat and
other game actions... after the tenth turn you
will begin to take damage which gets
progressively worse each turn thereafter. It is
entirely possible to die of sleeplessness.

___Y___ ___6___ _______

Adventurers are a hardy bunch. They are used
to grabbing their rest almost anywhere and so
no special location is needed for sleeping. You
only need to issue a simple order...

Dinnertime!

___Y___ ___8___ _______

You will notice that every character in Dungeon
has a 'last ate' statistic which shows how many
turns it has been since they last had a full meal.
This is not something you need to worry about
until after it passes five turns. At this point
your character will begin to suffer invisible
minuses in combat and in other game actions
due to hunger pains, these negative modifiers
becoming increasingly worse each further turn
no meal is eaten. The matter becomes
particularly serious after ten turns, when your
character will begin to starve, taking actual
damage which gets progressively worse each
turn thereafter until they either eat... or starve
to death!

Sub-Characters
Sub-Characters and summoned monsters have
no 'last ate' and 'last slept' statistic. This is not
to suggest they do not need to sleep, only that
the game does not deem it necessary to keep
track of such things for minor characters which
are meant to be 'simple' additions to a position.
It is assumed the Sub-Characters are quietly
sleeping and eating whenever they get a chance
without you needing to do orders or provide
rations. The 'upkeep' you pay certain subcharacters automatically is also assumed to
cover food and suchlike, where necessary.

Player Notes
An Anubian Warrior came at me
from the left, while its
companion, a Midnight Elf
Priestess, cast a spell from in
front of me. I had loads of time
to respond... I'd taken worse
than this pair of jokers many
times... and yet as I swung my
blade I felt my concentration
waver! The icy chill of a dark
enchantment crept over my skin
and my parry of the Anubian's
blade was weak and useless. I
stumbled backwards in time for
my own friends to come to my
rescue and I learnt a valuable
lesson. It doesn't matter how
good you are... without sleep
your skills go to hell! Next
chance I got I lay down on the
cold Dungeon floor and
grabbed a few hours sleep. It
was hardly 'quality' rest, but it
was enough.
-Darren Carmichael, Player

Notes
In order to eat a meal you must have a portion
of rations. Then all you need to do is issue one
simple order and the rations will be eaten. That
order is...
___Y___ ___7___ _______
Eating a single portion of rations resets the 'last
ate' counter to zero.

It is a common misconception that while you
are eating or sleeping, monsters or other
characters could sneak up on you and attack
you. This is not true. There is no attack
advantage during these orders. For ease of play
we decided to treat combat the same during
these orders. They are simply there to refresh
your character's mind and stomach!

I didn't bother to buy any
rations for my trip to
Daemonrift. I knew that
foraging was usually easy. Of
course... Daemonrift isn't part
of the real world and it turned
out there was nothing to hunt
or scavenge! I can beat the bad
guys... but I'm starving to death.
Victim of my own lack of
preparation!
-Kelly Pearce, Player

Examples
___Y___

__6___

________

This order would instruct your character to forage for edibles in the nearby area.

___Y___

__7___

________

This order would have your character make a meal from one portion of rations.

___Y___

__8___

________

This order would just make the character grab some sleep.

___Y___

______

________

This order would fail... no order type has been set in the second column.
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Praying & Healing

The Power Of Prayer

Healing Other Characters

Priests in DungeonWorld are able to pray to
the Gods of Light in an attempt to heal their
own bodies or to grant the holy boon of Mana
Bread. Without special skills these are their
only special powers.

Using Mana Bread is the only way priests have
of healing other characters when they first start
the game. Obviously, to issue an order to eat
the mana bread the other character needs to be
conscious... so if a character is killed the priest
cannot heal them. Certain special skills, like
''Healing 1'', grant a priest the ability to heal ''at
range'' without using Mana Bread... although
the amount of healing they do is much less.

TM

Healing Yourself
A Priest can pray to the Gods Of Light to heal
wounds upon their own body. This is achieved
by using a plain ''W'' order as follows:___W___ _______ _______
The order may or may not succeed, depending
on various hidden factors. Priests can issue as
many ''W'' orders as they have order slots each
turn and each will have the same chance of
success. When a ''W'' order succeeds it heals
the priest of five points of Damage. A priest
cannot heal themselves higher than their ''max
health''.

Prayer For Non-Priests
Any character can issue the ''W'' order and pray
to the Gods Of Light. Only Priests have a
chance to heal themselves with prayer, but
other characters might like to do so just
because they are pious and good...
Common Mistakes
Players who have been in other fantasy games
of various types often have misconceptions
about Priests in DungeonWorld . You should
note that this game's priests do not have spells
to cast. They do not have the ability to heal by
'laying on hands'. They do not have ranged
healing at all without special skills to give them
that power. This is a deliberate part of the
flavour of this game and this setting, an
intrinsic part of the game balance!
TM

The Gift Of Mana Bread
Priests also have the ability to pray for a holy
boon which is called ''Mana Bread''. Again,
there is a chance per order that the prayer will
succeed and multiple orders can be issued per
turn. Each time the order succeeds the priest
will be granted one loaf of Mana Bread. This
holy food can then be given to other character
companions to eat (or eaten by the priest). The
order to pray for Mana Bread is:___W___ ___1___ _______
Giving Mana Bread to another character is done
using the ''Transfer'' order (described in its own
section). They must then issue a special order to
eat the Mana Bread. This order can be
discovered by Investigating the Mana Bread.
Mana Bread can also be used for healing subcharacters and animals of damage. All animals
have at least one backpack slot, which means it
is possible to transfer Mana Bread to them for
consumption.

Examples
___W___

__1___

________

This order would instruct a priest to pray for Mana Bread.

___W___

______

________

This order would have your character pray to the Gods of Light.
For priests this order has a chance to heal themselves.

___W___

__5___

__2610__

This order would fail... since it is absolute nonsense.
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Player Notes
It's generally NOT a good idea
to stand in the middle of a knot
of monsters and pray for
healing. For every successful
prayer, two or three monsters
hit you. You lose more points
than you gain and you tend to
die, which isn't much fun! The
same applies for munching on
Mana Bread. They are great
after you've reached a quiet
place... but mid-combat you
have to know exactly what you
are doing...
Ray Stevens, Player
Like all items in DungeonWorld,
you have to investigate Mana
Bread to know how to use it.
It's no good having a dozen hot
loaves if you haven't found out
the order to eat them. You'll
wish you'd spent an order slot
investigating when you're
laying in a puddle of blood,
your backpack bulging with
unusable holy bread! All that
healing within your grasp and
you're still going to die...
Mia Mensch, Player

DUNGEONWORLD

The EQUIP Order

Using Your Gear

Cursed Items!

Anything you buy, pick-up or otherwise acquire
in the game will be placed into your backpack.
If they are items that can be worn, you can
choose to put them on (activating any bonuses
they give you) by using the Equip Order.
The order is written like this:-

You should be aware, when equipping items,
that there are cursed items in the game! If you
equip a cursed item it will magically fix in place
and be impossible to remove except in very
special circumstances. When you buy items
from an official Trader or Market place you are
safe from cursed items. But while adventuring,
if you find something that you've not heard of
before that sounds weird, it's a good idea to
investigate it and/or diplomacise with other
players before equipping it... just in case!

___E___ __<Backpack Slot ID>__ ____
The second slot contains the ID number of the
backpack slot where the item you want to equip
is stored. You do NOT need to write a number
to show where the item is being equipped to,
since all items in the game can only go in one
slot... and the computer already knows what it
is!
Already Something Equipped?
If there is already an item in the body slot
which you are trying to equip something to,
that's no problem! The system will
automatically de-equip that item and replace it
with the new one you have ordered it to equip,
placing the old one into the backpack. Only
two things can cause you a problem with this.
The first is if the item that is already equipped is
a non-removable item (usually cursed), which
will cause the order to fail. The second is if
there is no room in your backpack for the item
you are removing, which will cause it to fall to
the ground.

Equipment Limitations
Remember, some characters are unable to use
certain sorts of equipment. Rogues and
Enchanters, for instance, couldn't equip a suit
of plate mail. In the same way, certain
equipment requires minimum statistics, a
certain skill or some other pre-requisite to
enable you to equip it. All these things can be
discovered by reading the section on character
types in this guide and by investigating the item
in question.

Equip Things Fast!
When you start a character in the game it is
important to remember to equip everything you
can right away! Walking into a roomful of Orcs
while your armour and sword are still stored in
your backpack is not a smart move!
Non-Equippable Items
Some items (quite a few, actually) can't be
equipped or do not need to be equipped to be
used. Enchanter's Scrolls, Necromancer's
Parchments and various special items are all
examples of this. To find out about an item you
should investigate it.

Player Notes
I pulled on my leather boots
and leather cap. I reached into
my pack and pulled out my ring
of protection + 5, which I
slipped onto my finger, feeling
its warmth tingle a path
through my body. I buckled my
leathers on and gripped my
long sword firmly in my right
hand. Taking a deep breath, I
pinned my Medal of Bravery
onto my chest and surrounded
myself with a Magical Nimbus
of Energy which hovered over
my body, its protective energy a
sanctuary in the darkness. Now
I was ready. It was time to
venture into the Dungeon.
P. McClusky, Player
It sure looked pretty!
Glimmering there in my hand, a
tiny blue and green stone. Tiny
sparks flew from its surface as I
stared, transfixed by the
strange magic! I already had a
ring, but this one was far more
inspiring and exciting. I
couldn't resist... quickly I pulled
off my old ring and thrust the
new one into its place.
Immediately I felt my strength
began to fade, screaming in
agony I tried to pull the ring
loose... but it had fixed tight as
it sucked the life from my
muscles!
Tony Barber, Player

Examples
___E___

__5__

_____

This order would equip the item in Backpack slot No.5

___E___

_____

__7__

This order would fail. The backpack slot number should be in the 2nd column!

___E___

__5__

__7__

This order would equip the item in Backpack slot No.5. The system will
ignore the unnecessary number in the third column.
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The VALUATION Order

What Is This Worth?

The Valuation Order is a simple way to find
out what price something you are carrying
will fetch, if sold to a magical trader, in a
courtyard or in a marketplace. This can be
very useful because the various traders
often value things far lower than you
might expect. Sometimes it is better to try
and arrange a trade with another player
who needs the item.
Rogues Do It Anywhere!

The Valuation Order can be used by
Rogues in any location. It is an innate skill
they have to estimate something's worth.
Other character types may appear at a
later date which can also use this order
anywhere. For information on this see the
new character descriptions as they appear.
Traders Only!

The rest of the character types can only
issue the valuation order on an actual
courtyard, market or magical trader
square.
The order is issued as follows:_I_

_100_ _<Backpack Slot ID No.>_

The 'I' and the '100' are always present
when issuing this order. The third column
is used for the backpack slot ID where the
item you want valued is stored. You
cannot use the Valuation Order on items
you are equipped with.

Player Notes
Darran of Settledell approached
the trader. "Look at this
amazing item I've found! A
huge diamond with an ebony
skull set in the middle. It glows
with a strange orange hue and
when I lift it above my head it
sings a soothing lullaby. I can
fire bolts of pure energy from
its core at my enemies and
when I'm hungry I can use it to
summon a sumptuous meal and
a bottle of the finest Jobollan
wine! So... how much will you
give me for it?"
"5 GPs," the Trader said. "Times
are hard."
"Forget it," Darran told him.
"Go suck an egg."
Darran of Settledell approached
the trader. "Here! I'll sell you
this! A huge diamond with an
ebony skull set in the middle. It
glows with a strange orange
hue and when I lift it above my
head it sings a soothing lullaby.
I can fire bolts of pure energy
from its core at my enemies and
when I'm hungry I can use it to
summon a sumptuous meal and
a bottle of the finest Jobollan
wine!
"5 GPs," the Trader said. "Times
are hard."
"Damn," Darran muttered,
wishing he'd valued the item
before selling it. He went off to
suck an egg.

Examples
___I___

_100_

__1__

This order would value the item type in Backpack slot No.1

___I___

_101_

__1__

This order would fail. The number '100' is always in the 2nd column for valuation.

___I___

_100_

_10__

This order would value the item type in Backpack slot No.10
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Rough & Tumble

Brawling is an order that is used primarily
for roleplay. It was introduced as a
simulation for the kind of massive tavern
and street fights that any self-respecting
adventurers gets involved with at one time
or another in fantasy novels, films and the
like. The results of Brawling do not cause
any real damage, it cannot ever kill the
PCs involved or even harm any more than
their pride.
When issuing an order for your character
to Brawl you use the letter "A" just like
you would a real attack. The big different
is that there is nothing put in the center
column. Only the first and last column are
used. It is the fact that the second column
is empty and the target ID number in the
third column which tells the computer it is
a Brawl, rather than a real attack, that you
want to do.
_A_

_____ _<Target ID No.>_

You can only Brawl a character who is in
the same, or an adjacent square as you at
the time you issue the order. If that
character has moved out of this range
earlier in the turn, the Brawl order will
simply fail. Consequently, it is most useful
for instances where two players have
agreed to a brawl to find out who is the
toughest in a fistfight.
Brawl Mechanics

When Brawling the characters do not use
weapons, even if they are equipped. Nor
do any magic items which reduce damage
or negate 'normal' damage types function
for the period of the brawl. They do not
do real damage of any kind, but rather
they score damage against an invisible
'brawl' health which is calculated from
various statistics and skills they have. The
brawl lasts until one of the fighters is
knocked senseless and then ends.

The BRAWL Order

Brawling has no real in-game effect
beyond roleplay and so, even if a character
has just been knocked out in a brawl they
can still defend and attack monsters as if
nothing had happened.
Something To Think About

Possibly one of the most potentially
dangerous mistakes you could make in the
game would be to try and do a brawl order
but write it incorrectly. For instance, if
you wrote the target ID number in the
second, instead of the third column, that
could be a major disaster. The computer
would action an attack order instead of a
Brawl order, doing real damage. If this
resulted in the death of the target
character then your attacking character
would become an Outlaw, as per the Laws
of the Land. It would be no good saying
"but I used the wrong order!", because
your character did still commit murder and
the mistake was yours. It is important that
players are aware of this potential danger.
The Outlaw status is very difficult to
survive without careful planning.
Brawling Monsters

The Brawl order is intended for use
between PCs, simply for a bit of fun. It is
entirely possible to Brawl with monsters,
but its a pretty silly thing to do and really
not the reason the Brawl order was
invented. After all, while you are Brawling
the monster (and doing no damage to it)
the monster is likely to be pounding on
your head with its largest and most lethal
weapon.

Player Notes
The smoke-filled bar was
bursting with adventurers.
With no room to breathe and
not a hell of a lot of air even if
there had been, with tempers
high and strong ale addling
their brains, it was only a
matter of time before the
trouble started. When it
happened it was like a force of
nature. Arms and legs and
bodies flying in every direction,
glass breaking, chairs thrown.
The chaos quickly spilt out into
the street and the violence was
everywhere. The town guard
would arrive soon, but not
before a lot of heads had been
busted. The normal townsfolk
stayed well clear. Adventurers
never seemed to seriously hurt
themselves in these brawls, but
they weren't at all sure the
same was true for them.
Andrew Mathieson, Player

Examples
___A___

____

__1621__

This order would cause your character to have a brawl with the character with ID number 1621.

___A___

____

__9887__

This order would cause your character to have a brawl with the character with ID number 9887.

___A___

__1621__

______
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This order would be a mistake, since it is not a brawl order it is an attack order.
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The MOUNT Order

Mountable Characters

Riding An Unwilling Mount

It is possible to gain quite a variety of
different mounts. The most common
mounts are horses, of course, which are a
sub-character you can buy from stables.
Many other sorts of mountable characters
can be found. All mounts, no matter what
they are, are still considered 'characters'
just like any other.

It's even possible to ride a mountable
character which is not willing to be ridden.
Usually, its wise to only mount something
you control, but if you wanted to you
could jump onto the back of, for instance,
a Dark Centaur, and attempt to ride it.
This will usually result in the Dark Centaur
having you nice and close so it can
continually attack you every phase, so its
not a common tactic. Unwilling mounts
can also attempt to throw you off. If they
manage to do so, you will probably take
some damage when you fall.

Mounting

Once you have found a mount you can
have a character ride it by issuing the
Mount order:-

Dismounting

_Z_ _<Target ID No.>_ ______
You can only mount a character which is
in the same square as you, and which is a
mountable character type (like a horse).

When your rider is ready to dismount, a
simple non-targetted Z order will have
them climb off the mount and be free to
move on their own again. The order is:-

Riding

_Z_ _____ ______

Once you have mounted a mountable
character you are then considered to be
riding. As long as you are riding the
mount your character will move with that
mount according to the mounts move
orders. The rider does not need to issue
move orders, they will be carried along
with the mount as it moves, using the
mounts movement points and limits
instead of their own. Some mounts have
an effect on defense, attack or other stats
of the rider, which is expained when the
'View' order is used on the mount if
applicable.

Why Ride?

Riding is mainly used on the overland, to
allow characters to move faster over the
high move point cost terrain found on the
surface. It is possible to ride underground
though, if a suitable mount is found. The
Centaur character class is capable of
carrying a rider, for instance. Owning a
mount and riding is a status symbol in
Bereny. The better horse or other mount a
character has the more respect they will
earn from the general populace. Any
noble worth anything would certainly buy
and keep a horse at the first opportunity.

Riding Limits

Player Notes
"Ride," said Dajin, "ride like the
wind!"
So we spurred the horses on
and rode into the sunset, with
the sound of the demons
behind us and the voices of
destiny in front.
Adam Layzell, Player.
"So let me get this straight,"
said Carmaline as she looked
the wyrm its strange green
slitted eye. "You'll fly me up to
the top of the mountain as long
as I promise to bring back one
of those eggs?"
The dragon nodded its huge
head, a gaseous puff of scarlet
smoke rising from its nostrils.
"All you have to do," it said, "is
climb on board."
"You'll just sit there while I
climb onto your back? You
aren't going to eat me, or
something?"
"That's right," the Dragon
breathed. Heat from its mouth
warmed her face.
"How do I know I can trust
you?" Carmaline asked.
The dragon smiled, a wide and
toothy grin, "you don't."
-Tony Barber, Player.

Non-Living Mounts

Some mounts can carry more than one
rider at a time. Most horses, for instance,
can carry two. Centaurs can only carry
one. The different limits are usually fairly
obvious, and where they are not the
information is given in the View Order for
the mount.

Some mounts, like a Wagon for instance,
are still considered a character by the
game system and climbing onto the wagon
works in the same way as with a living
mount. The Wagon would still have an ID
number like any other character.

Examples
___Z___

______

__805__

___Z___

__4150__

_____

___Z___

_______

_______
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This order would fail, the ID number should be in the second, not the third, column.
This order would cause you to try and mount character ID 4150, if it was in the same square.
This is a dismount order. If you are mounted, you will climb off the mount.
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The NARRATIVE Order

Non-Player Characters

Prolongued Conversation

Non-Player Characters (NPCs) are what we
call all those characters which wander
around being controlled by the system
rather than by a player. Many of them
will be monsters, but it is possible to
encounter friendly ones, particularly in
places like cities. These are usually fairly
easy to spot. For instance, you are unlikely
to think a 'Baker' that you encounter in a
city is a monster. If in doubt, use the view
order for more information on the
character type. Try not to kill a good guy
(like the baker mentioned above) since
they could result in your being given the
outlaw status.

The standard Narrative order shown above
will really only engage the target
character is some very basic chatter
according to their nature. However, it is
possible that when making small talk the
character may say something which you
can encourage them to talk more about.
For example, if you issued an N order on
the baker he might say:"Hello! Im John Smith the Baker. I've
lived in this city for most of my life, but I
was born in Hampton (1). My wife is the
leader of the Emerald Widows (2), a group
of women's rights activists operating out
of the city center."

Talkative NPCs

Some of the NPCs you meet might be the
sort you can have a chat with. If this is
the case they will have the letters (NPC)
after their name, or after their character
type, on your 'Other Characters I Can See'
list. If you see NPC after their name, that
means you can engage them in
conversation (if you want to.) To do so
you can issue the Narrative Order:_N_ _<Target ID No.>_ ______

In the above example, you would have
been given the option to talk further
about (1) the place, "Hampton", or (2) the
group "Emerald Widows". Issuing another
Narrative order which targetted the thing
you wanted to know more about would
attempt to continue the conversation
along one of those paths. As follows:_N_ _<Target ID No.>_ __1___
would try and talk about "Hampton."
And:-

You can only use this order to talk to a
character in the same, or an adjacent
square as yourself.
Please Note:- There is absolutely no point
in trying to talk to characters who do not
have the letters (NPC) after either their
name or their character type. They will
not have anything useful to say to you.
Talkative characters are quite rare in most
situations, but become more common in
certain places.

_N_ _<Target ID No.>_ __2___
would try and talk about the Emerald
Widows.
If no additional numbers in brackets are
available in a narrative conversation then
there are no obvious further avenues to
chat to the NPC about.
It is possible for conversations to follow a
'trail', with each new item offering more
options. But this only works if you are
prepared to spend several turns hanging
around and talking.

Examples
___N___

__121___

_______

With this order I would try to talk to character ID 121.

___N___

__121___

___3___

With this order I would try and talk in more depth with
character ID 121 about item (2) of a previous conversation.

___N___

_______

_______
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This order would fail. No target has been specified to chat to.

Player Notes
I walked past the Town
Guardsman four times, ignoring
his suspicious looks and surly
grunts. As the day began to
fade I was beginning to despair
of ever finding the Hall of
Records. The city streets, no
less busy for the imminent
nightfall, seemed determined to
hide the source of my frantic
search from me. Finally, as the
Guard headed towards me, I
reached the end of my patience.
"What?" I shouted at him. "Is
there a law in this city that says
I can't walk around and get
lost? Am I a troublemaker
simply because I look like an
adventurer? Or is it because
you have something against
seven-foot tall barbarians?"
The guard seemed a little taken
aback by my outburst and his
voice was a little shaky. "No
sir," he replied respectfully, "I
was just wondering if I could
help you find something?"
"Not unless you know where
the damn Hall Of Records is," I
snarled.
"Sure," he smiled, "second on
the left, the big red building.
You can't miss it."
"Huh?" I muttered, feeling
about as stupid as I had ever
done.
-Dane Everitt, Player.
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Order

Letter

Order Slot 2

Attack

A

Attack (Brawl)

A

Attack Target

A

Target ID

Buy Sharpen Weapon Service

Order Slot 3

Notes
Attack random enemy in range (no movement).

Target ID

B

500

Buy Item

B

Buy Code

Cast Spell

C

Varies

Drop Equipped Item

D

Equip Slot

Drop Item From Backpack

D

Equip Item

E

Backpack Slot

Fear Factor Setting

F

New Factor

Get Gold

G

Give Gold

G

GP Amount

Hostility Setting

H

Hostility Code

Investigate Equipped Item

I

Equip Slot

Investigate Backpack Item

I

Harmless brawl, no weapons are used, no damage is done.
Attack chosen target (no movement).
Sharpen blunt weapons at courtyard/trader. Cost: 3 GPs.
Buys item at current cost from courtyard/trader.

Varies

Used to cast some spells. See spell scroll/parchment for info.
Drops item from chosen equip slot number to the floor.

Backpack Slot Drops item from chosen backpack slot number. to the floor.
Equips item from chosen backpack slot number.
Chooses new factor (number of health points) for Fear Factor.
Get all loose gold from square you are standing in.
Target ID

I

Look Around

L

Up/Down Stairs In Dungeons

L

2

Move

M

Direction Code

100

Give some gold to target character in same/adjacent square.
Set New Hostility. 1=Passive. 2=Neutral. 3=Aggressive.
Investigate item in chosen equip slot number.

Backpack ID

Valuation Order

Move & Attack Target

Quick Reference Chart

Investigate item in chosen backpack slot number.

Backpack Slot Ask what sale value of item is at courtyard/trader.
Look around current area and reveal additional area info.

M

On stairs square this will order ascent or descent as applicable.
Move In Chosen Direction.
Target ID

Follow Target

M

Pick Up All

P

Pick Up Specific & Equip

P

Floor ID Code

Pick Up Specific & Store

P

Floor ID Code

Remove Item

R

Equip Slot

9

Target ID

Move towards target and attack if in range.

8

N
1
NW

NE

SW

SE

2

W 7

3 E
6

Move towards target (follow).

5
S

4

Pick Up all loose items on the floor in current square.
Pick Up specific item only and immediately equip it.
2

Pick Up specific item only and put it in backpack.
Remove an equipped item and place it in your backpack.

Sell Item/s

S

Quantity

Transfer

T

Backpack Slot

Target ID

Give 1 item from backpack to target in same/adjacent square.

Inspire

U

100

Target ID

Bard Ability. Inspire ally with music.

Demoralise

U

200

Target ID

Bard Ability. Demoralise enemy with music.

Soothe

U

300

Target ID

Bard Ability. Soothe target character with music.

Unlock

U

1

View

V

Target ID

Pray

W

Pray For Mana Bread

W

1

Set Aggression

X

Style Code

Pick Pockets

X

32

Training

Y

Train Code

Forage / Eat / Sleep

Y

Code

Mount

Z

Target ID
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Backpack Slot Sell quantity of items from a backpack slot at courtyard/trader.

Direction Code Rogue ability. Try to pick locked door in chosen direction.
Take closer look at chosen character/monster in field of vision.
Pray to the Gods of Light. (Chance to heal priests.)
Priest Ability. Pray for mana bread.
Set Aggression. 2001=Cautious. 2002=Normal. 2003=Gung Ho.
Rogue Ability. Pick pockets in courtyard.
1=Int. 2=str. 3=wis. 4=dex. 5=app.
6=Forage for food. 7= Eat Rations. 8= Sleep.
Mount horse (or other) in same square. Just "Z" dismounts.
Many Thanks to Mark Hayes for his help in compilation.
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Skills & Talents
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DUNGEONWORLD
Character Improvements
The primary ways to improve your characters in
DungeonWorld are by buying and finding
more and better equipment... and by learning
skills!
TM

Experience Points
As your character has adventures you will see
their 'experience' points increase. You earn
experience points by killing monsters, by using
your powers and abilities or by exploring the
game. Exactly how many points you get for
different things is a game secret which you will
learn more about through play.
Buying Skills
In this section you will find a 'list of skills',
which is a column-based chart showing you all
the skills presently in the game. Additions to
the chart will be sent to you in future to be
added to these rules, as and when new skills are
added to the game.
The Skills Chart
The following is a list of the different aspects of
the skills chart... and what they mean!
Skill Name: This is the name of the skill. If the
skill name has a number after it then that
means it is an 'upgradable' skill (for instance
Healing 1). Higher levels of the same skill will
be available now or later. Higher level skills
cannot be learnt alone, you must first learn the
lower level and then 'upgrade' it.
Who Can Learn?
These columns refer to which classes can learn
the skill. Abbreviations are used as follows:HF=Human Fighter, DF=Dwarven Fighter,
GB=Glacier Barbarian, EW=Elven Warrior
Maiden, B=Bards, N=Necromancers, P=Priests,
E=Enchanters, C=Human Crusaders, A=Assasins,
R=Rogues, M=Monks

GP Full
This column shows you how many gold pieces
you need to try and learn the skill. If you
succeed in learning the skill this amount will be
deducted in GPs from your purse.
GP Penalty
This column shows you how many Gold Pieces
you lose if you try to learn the skill and fail to
do so. This is called a 'penalty gold charge'. If
you try and fail to learn the skill on three
separate orders, you will be charged three
separate penalty gold costs.
Teacher
This column tells you where you need to be to
learn a skill. There are three possibilities. (1)
Self, which means you teach yourself and can
try to learn this skill anywhere. (2) Trader,
which means the skill is taught at any trader,
merchant, magic trader or courtyard square.
You must be standing on the trader square to
try and learn the skill. (3) Instructor, which
means that you must find out where to learn
the skill by exploring the game.
Pre-Reqs:Most skills have statistic requirements before
you can learn them. For instance, to learn the
'awareness' skill you must have a wisdom of at
least 10. This column shows you what prerequisites exist for learning the skill.
% Chance
This column shows you the percentage chance
to learn the skill per order tried. These chances
are *not* cumulative. For instance, if the
percentage chance is 25% then it will (on
average) take four attempts to learn the skill.
Then again you might get lucky and learn it on
the first try, or be very unlucky and learn it on
the twentieth try! This should be considered as
an 'aptitude' (or not) for the skill in question.
Code
This column shows the Skill Code needed to try
and learn the skill. You write the Skill Code in
the second column of an X order to make an
attempt to learn a skill.

XP Full
This column shows you how much experience
you need to try and learn the skill. If you
succeed in learning the skill this amount will be
deducted from your experience point total.

The X Order

XP Penalty
This column shows you how much experience
you lose if you try to learn the skill and fail to
do so. This is called a 'penalty experience
charge'. If you try and fail to learn the skill on
three separate orders, you will be charged three
separate penalty costs.

__X__ _<Skill Code>_ _____
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The Skill System

While the 'X' order has many uses, one of the
main ones is to learn skills. Each skill has a code
(shown in the 'code' column). To try and learn
the skill the order is written like this:-

The third column is not used.

Multiple Attempts
Each order you write is one attempt to learn the
skill. If you want to try and learn it multiple
times you should write multiple orders.
Remember, your attempts to learn could (and
often do) fail multiple times too!
It is quite safe to try and learn a skill multiple
times as long as you can afford the penalty
charges (in experience and sometimes gold) for
failing. If you tried to get a skill with six orders
and succeeded on the second order you *would
not* be charged penalty costs on the remaining
four orders, they would simply report 'I already
have that skill.'
Pre-Skill Levels
Once you succeed in getting a skill you still do
not have it immediately. Instead, you get a preskill level. This will usually be level 1 or level 2.
This represents the skill being very new and not
yet practised enough to be fully used. Each
turn there is a 20-50% chance (depending on
various hidden factors) that the skill will
increase. You do not need to issue orders, you
are considered to be 'practicising' automatically.
Remember... once you have got the pre-skill
then you *have* learnt it... you can't lose the
skill... you just need to wait until it 'matures' to
its fully-active level. The pre-skill levels start at
(1) or (2), go through (3), then (4) and finally
mature to a full skill at the fifth level. No costs
are attached to the advancement of pre-skill
levels.
Limits
Each character can have up to twelve skills.
Upgraded skills replace the original lower level...
they don't take an additional slot. Skills cannot
ever be removed. Once you have learnt them,
they are permanent. Some caution is needed to
be sure you don't use up all your skill slots and
then wish you had space for a new skill added
to the game later... but that's up to you!
A Last note
When learning 'trader' skills in a courtyard or
market you can ONLY learn them when standing
on an actual courtyard or market square.
Unlike buy and sell orders, the skills cannot be
learnt from other terrain squares within the
courtyard like guild houses, water or stairs.
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The Skill Chart (1)

Who Can Learn?
XP Full

XP Penalty

GP Full

GP Penalty

Teacher?

Pre-Req's

% chance

Code

Awareness

100

10

None

None

Self

Wisdom 10+

25%

1001

Athlete 1

100

10

None

None

Self

Strength 13+

25%

1002

Fishing

100

10

100

10

Trader

Wisdom 13+

25%

1003

Running

100

10

None

None

Self

Willpower 11+

25%

1004

Jeweller

200

30

200

30

Trader

Intelligence 13+

25%

1005

Melee Combat 1

100

10

None

None

Self

None

25%

1006

Real Grit 1

100

10

None

None

Self

None

25%

1007

Arena Combat 1

100

10

100

10

Trader

Willpower 13+

25%

1008

Disarm Opponent

100

10

100

10

Trader

Dexterity 13+

25%

1009

Weaponsmith

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Intelligence 13+

25%

1010

Beserking

100

10

None

None

Self

None

25%

1011

Healing 1

100

10

100

10

Trader

Intelligence 13+

25%

1012

Natural Lore

100

10

100

10

Instructor

Wisdom 13+

25%

1013

Oration

150

20

150

20

Trader

Appearance 13+

25%

1014

Quivering Palm

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Wisdom 13+

25%

1015

Iron Fist

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Willpower 14+

25%

1016

Serpent's Dance

100

10

None

None

Self

Dexterity 14+

25%

1017

Scouting 1

100

10

None

None

Self

Wisdom 13+

25%

1018

Gambling 1

150

20

150

20

Trader

Wis 14+, Dex 14+

25%

1019

Shadow Blending 1

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Dexterity 13+

25%

1020

Cold Rage

100

10

None

None

Self

None

25%

1021

Endurance

100

10

None

None

Self

Willpower 13+

25%

1022

Astrology

150

20

150

20

Trader

Wis 13+, Dex 14+

25%

1023

Summon Familiar

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Intelligence 14+

25%

1024

Demonology 1

200

30

200

30

Instructor

Intelligence 15+

25%

1025

Faerie Magic

100

10

None

None

Self

Wis 13+, App 15+

25%

1026

Magical Aura 1

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Intelligence 13+

25%

1027

Spirit Of Valhalla

150

20

150

20

Instructor

Willpower 15+

25%

1028
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Monks

R M

Rogues

A

Assassins

C

Crusaders

Priests

E

Enchanters

Bards

= CAN Learn

N P

Necromancers

Glacier Barbarians

Elven Warrior Maidens

Human Fighters

HF DF GB EW B

Dwarven Fighters

Skill Name
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The Skill Chart (2)

Who Can Learn?
Skill Name

XP Full

XP Penalty

GP Full

GP Penalty

Teacher?

Pre-Req's

% chance

Code

Self-Defence 1

100

10

100

10

Trader

Wisdom 8+

25%

1030

Adventuring 1

100

10

None

None

Self

None

25%

1031

Martyr's Blessing

200

20

None

None

Self

None

25%

1032

Holy Fire

200

20

None

None

Self

Wisdom 13+

25%

1033

Healing 2 (upgrade)

200

20

200

20

Trader

Intelligence 14+

25%

1034

Shadow Dancing

200

20

200

20

Trader

Wisdom 14+

25%

1035

Scouting 2 (upgrade)

200

20

None

None

Self

Wisdom 14+

25%

1036

Open Chests

150

15

150

15

Trader

Dexterity 13+

25%

1037

Assassinate

250

50

250

50

Instructor

Dex 16+, Wis 15+

25%

1038

Make Antidote

150

15

150

15

Trader

Intelligence 13+

25%

1039

Mantis Sting

150

15

150

15

Trader

Dexterity 13+

25%

1040

200

20

200

20

Trader

Willpower 14+

25%

1041

Magical Analysis

150

15

150

15

Trader

Dexterity 13+

25%

1042

Ghost Form

200

20

200

20

Trader

Willpower 14+

25%

1043

Shortbow Expert

400

40

600

60

Trader

Dexterity 15+

10%

1044

Longbow Expert

700

70

1200

120

Trader

Dexterity 17+

10%

1045

Short Sword Expert

400

40

600

60

Trader

Dexterity 14+

10%

1046

Long Sword Expert

600

60

1000

100

Trader

Dexterity 16+

10%

1047

Great Sword Expert

1000

100

1200

120

Trader

Str 17+

10%

1048

Dagger Expert

300

30

600

60

Trader

Dexterity 15+

10%

1049

Battle Axe Expert

1000

100

1000

100

Trader

Dexterity 15+

10%

1050

Hand Axe Expert

400

40

600

60

Trader

Dexterity 14+

10%

1051

Scimitar Expert

600

60

1200

120

Trader

Dexterity 17+

10%

1052

Wooden Staff Expert

400

40

600

60

Trader

Dexterity 15+

10%

1053

2H Strach Expert

1000

100

1200

120

Instructor

Str 17+

10%

1054

Arena Combat 2
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Monks

Rogues

Assassins

Crusaders

Priests

Enchanters

Bards

= CAN Learn

Necromancers

Glacier Barbarians

Elven Warrior Maidens

Human Fighters

Dwarven Fighters

Weapon Expert Skills

DUNGEONWORLD

The Skill Chart (3)

Who Can Learn?
XP Full

XP
Penalty

GP Full

GP
Penalty

Teacher?

Pre-Req's

% chance

Code

Self-Defence 2 (upgrade)

300

30

300

30

Trader

previous level

25%

1509

Self-Defence 3 (upgrade)

800

80

800

80

Trader

previous level

25%

1510

Self-Defence 4 (upgrade)

1500

150

1500

150

Trader

previous level

25%

1511

Adventuring 2 (upgrade)

300

30

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1512

Adventuring 3 (upgrade)

800

80

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1513

Adventuring 4 (upgrade)

1500

150

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1514

Healing 3 (upgrade)

500

50

500

50

Trader

previous level

25%

1531

Healing 4 (upgrade)

1000

100

1000

100

Trader

previous level

25%

1532

Scouting 3 (upgrade)

500

50

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1539

Scouting 4 (upgrade)

1000

100

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1540

Arena Combat 3

(Upgrade)

800

80

800

80

Trader

previous level

25%

1520

Arena Combat 4

(Upgrade)

1500

150

1500

150

Trader

previous level

25%

1521

Skill Name
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Awareness 2

(Upgrade)

500

50

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1500

Awareness 3

(Upgrade)

1000

100

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1501

Awareness 4

(Upgrade)

1000

100

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1502

Athlete 2

(Upgrade)

300

30

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1503

Athlete 3

(Upgrade)

800

80

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1504

Athlete 4

(Upgrade)

1500

150

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1505

Melee Combat 2

(Upgrade)

300

30

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1506

Melee Combat 3

(Upgrade)

800

80

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1507

Melee Combat 4

(Upgrade)

1500

150

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1508

Real Grit 2

(Upgrade)

300

30

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1517

Real Grit 3

(Upgrade)

800

80

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1518

Real Grit 4

(Upgrade)

1500

150

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1519

Shadow Blend. 2

(Upgrade)

400

40

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1541

Shadow Blend. 3

(Upgrade)

800

80

None

None

Self

previous level

25%

1542

25%

1544

= CAN Learn
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= CANNOT Learn

Spare

previous level

Spare

Instructor

Rangers

None

Druids

None

Alchemistss

80

Monks

800

Centaurs

(Upgrade)

Rogues

Magic. Aura 3

Assassins

1543

Crusaders

25%

Priests

previous level

Enchanters

Instructor

Bards

None

Necromancers

None

Glacier Barbarians

40

Elven Warrior Maidens

400

Human Fighters

(Upgrade)

Dwarven Fighters

Magic. Aura 2

DUNGEONWORLD

The Skill Chart (4)

Who Can Learn?
XP Full

XP
Penalty

GP Full

GP
Penalty

Teacher?

Pre-Req's

% chance

Code

Expert Horsemanship 1

500

50

500

50

Instructor

On Horse

25%

1515

Acupuncture

1000

100

1000

100

Instructor

Int. 14+

25%

1516

Hard Case

200

20

None

None

Self

App. less than 12

25%

1522

Build Battle Engine

1000

100

1000

100

Instructor

Int. 12+

25%

1523

Hard Drinking

200

20

None

None

Self

None

25%

1524

Mining

1000

100

1000

100

Instructor

Wis. 14+

25%

1525

Brewing

300

30

300

30

Instructor

Int. 12+

25%

1526

Wodesserain

300

30

None

None

Self

Str. 14+

25%

1527

Way Of The Wild

500

50

None

None

Self

Wis. 12+

25%

1528

Beer Breath

300

30

None

None

Self

Dex. 12+

25%

1529

1st Circle (Adamant)

200

20

None

None

Instructor

None

25%

1530

2nd Circle (Derimant)

1000

100

None

None

Instructor

previous level

25%

special

3rd Circle (Deacon)

2500

250

None

None

Instructor

previous level

25%

special

Blessing

500

50

500

50

Trader

Wis. 14+

25%

1533

Bless Food

200

20

200

20

Trader

None

25%

1534

Pilgrim

500

50

None

None

Self

Wis. 13+

25%

1535

Death's Door

500

50

500

50

Instructor

Will. 15+

25%

1536

Speak With Dead

200

20

200

20

Instructor

Will. 12+

25%

1537

Psionics 1

300

30

300

30

Instructor

None

25%

1538

Bladesing

300

30

300

30

Trader

Dex. 12+

25%

1545

Mantis Strike

300

30

300

30

Instructor

Dex. 13+

25%

1546
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= CANNOT Learn

Spare

Spare

Rangers

Druids

Alchemistss

Monks

Centaurs

Rogues

Assassins

Crusaders

Priests

Enchanters

Bards

= CAN Learn

Necromancers

Glacier Barbarians

Elven Warrior Maidens

Human Fighters
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Dwarven Fighters

Skill Name

DUNGEONWORLD
Awareness 1
Lets a character scan their surroundings better
and understand possible dangers. Actual
adjustment is 'Vision' + 1. Higher levels grant
higher bonuses.
Athlete 1
Grants an additional +5 Max Health due to high
level of physical fitness. Higher levels grant
higher bonuses.
Fishing
This skill lets a character fish in water for
rations. Some unusual results can occur...
Running 1
A runner is able to move further due to fitness
and movement training, gaining +1 Move
Points. Higher levels grant higher bonuses.
Jeweller
This skill lets a character cut and set certain
base gems into attractive bases.
Melee Combat 1
Hard training in basic combat styles with
assorted weapons and with bare hands enables
this skill to grant +2 to 'Attack' score. Higher
levels grant higher bonuses.
Real Grit 1
Gruelling training in this skill grants a higher
level of pain tolerance and thus +5 on 'Max
Health'. Higher levels grant higher bonuses.
Arena Combat 1
More demanding and more skilful than Melee
Combat (although both can be learnt), this skill
grants +5 to 'Attack' score. Higher levels grant
higher bonuses.
Disarm Opponent
This skill allows a practisioner to disarm an
opponent. Although quite difficult even to the
skilled, its very effective when it works.

Skill Descriptions (1)

Healing 1
Very useful indeed, this skill allows a priest to
make holy water (in a shallow water square) and
then, by splashing it on a target character, to
heal them at range. Higher Levels grant more
points of healing per use.
Natural Lore
This skill grants a priest the ability to find
'healing herbs' in an overland (surface world)
area.
Oration
By speaking in public areas (courtyards and
market places) the user of this skill preaches the
word of the Gods. Sometimes this can result in
an Acolyte or follower joining the priest.
Quivering Palm
This ability adds a point of damage onto any
blow struck by the bare hands of a Monk.
Iron Fist
A Monk using the legendary 'Iron Fist' adds a
point of damage onto any blow struck by his
bare hands. (Stacks with Quivering Palm.)
Serpent's Dance
An intricate series of winding and swaying
movements, this skill grants a Monk a +5 bonus
on all defence categories.
Scouting 1
This skill allows the character to automatically
scout an area without actual movement or
orders, essentially giving them +1 to their
'Vision' score. Stacks with Awareness. Higher
levels grant higher bonuses.
Gambling 1
A gambler can find games or bets in almost any
courtyard or market area and involve
themselves in them... quite often (although not
always) to their advantage for the cost of a
small stake.

Weaponsmith
This skill allows a character to sharpen blunted
weapons and make weapons (in a suitable
workshop)... which can (rarely) even be
magical...

Shadow Blending 1
This skill gives the character a +5 bonus on all
defence categories by teaching them to move
and use shadows and darkness to their
advantage in combat. Higher levels grant
higher bonuses.

Beserking
This skill is a two-edged sword. When in
combat, the character will go crazy, granting
them +10 to 'Attack' score, +1 to 'Damage' and
-5 to defence. This skill cannot be 'turned off'.

Cold Rage
A character with this skill becomes fierce and
merciless in combat, gaining +5 to their 'Attack'
score and +1 to their damage range.

skills section : 4

Endurance
Rigorous training allows a character with
endurance +1 to their ''Move Points'' due to
exceptional health and fitness.
Astrology
This skill grants a mage an additional +1 vision
and will sometimes (rarely) warn of hidden
dangers.
Summon Familiar
This skill lets a mage call upon an animal
familiar to serve them. The animal is not real,
but is summoned from the magical ether, much
like a summoned monster. This skill is magical
in nature and eats up 50gps per use. The
animal that comes is a sub-character but is
*free* to play as long as it lives, although you do
have to feed them (upkeep charges apply as per
normal sub-characters.)
Demonology 1
Although it is a forbidden magic, some mages
choose to try and learn the dark art of
Demonology. While in a Temple of Minh a
mage with Demonology skills can summon
Demons and bind them to their will. This is a
dangerous skill... sometimes the Demons will not
be bound... Higher Levels allow for more
powerful demons to be summoned.
Faerie Magic
This skill lets the character make Faerie Dust, a
neat ranged weapon which does magical
damage.
Magical Aura 1
The user of this skill can summon the powers of
faerie to create a magical field about
themselves that reduces the severity of any
wound by 1 point. Higher levels grant higher
bonuses.
Spirit Of Valhalla
This skill lets the Elven Warrior Maiden summon
a spirit from beyond which rides with them in
combat, granting them +3 damage to every
blow they strike. The Spirit, being magical, eats
25gs when summoned.
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Self-Defence 1
This most basic form of combat training is
available to anybody. It draws from the
experience of seasoned fighters and when
learnt, grants +3 to ''normal'' defence. Higher
levels grant higher bonuses.
Adventuring 1
This skill is gained simply by learning from
experience of adventuring. It covers a range of
useful information that can only be learned in
practice and grants +2 to Max Health and +1 to
Wisdom. Higher levels grant higher bonuses.
Martyr's Blessing
This skill is considered a 'gift from the gods'
themselves. A Crusader who can show true
piety and honour can be blessed with it. The
skill grants an additional +5 Max Health. The
skill can be 'burnt out' (the blessing used) by
the use of a special order which totally heals
the character. Once burnt out the skill can be
relearnt as a new skill.
Holy Fire
Like Martyr's Blessing this skill is a holy power,
this time granted by Selador, Emperor of Light.
Once learnt, the user of the skill gains the
ability to sacrifice their own life energy for the
power of light, blasting forth with a fiery
ranged attack. Each blast the user does costs
them health points.
Shadow Dancing
This skill gives the character a +5 bonus on all
defence categories by teaching them to move
and use shadows and darkness to their
advantage in combat. The skills learnt are
slightly different to those of Shadow Blending
and when used together the two skills are very
effective indeed.
Open Chests
A very useful skill, the student of Open Chests
learns important information about a variety of
small locks and traps commonly-used on them,
granting a better chance of successfully
opening a treasure chest when one is
encountered.
Assassinate
This skill has two uses. In settlements above
ground the skill allows the Assassin to practice
their trade (unlawfully, of course) to earn extra
money by taking out 'NPC' 'hits', although there
is no guarantee things will always go smoothly.
While adventuring, the Assassin gains a special
order which, when successful, allows them to
attempt to kill (or do very high damage) to an
enemy by means of an Assasination attack. This
can be quite difficult to achieve, but is very
powerful when it works.
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Skill Descriptions (2)

Make Antidote
By using this skill in conjunction with special
herbs an Antidote can be made which counters
the 'poisoned' condition.
Mantis Sting
Mantis Sting is a devastating Monk Skill. Using
a secret technique the character can deliver a
jarring two-fingered blow which causes
permanent nerve damage to the victim, losing
1-4 dexterity points permanently.
Magical Analysis
Mages who have practised hard enough can
learn the nature of magical attacks directed at
them and know the best means of avoiding
them. This skill grants the owner +6 on their
'magical defence'.

Ghost Form
Although it resembles a spell, Ghost Form is a
skill which enables the Necromancer to phase
himself partially out of reality into a strange
place called the 'quasi-zone'. While in this
semi-real state the Necromancer cannot issue
any move orders but gains +60 to 'normal'
defence.
Weapon Expert
The various different Weapon Expert skills grant
an additional +5 to 'attack' and +1 damage
when using that weapon. An Expert can later
upgrade to a Master and then finally, a Grand
Master.
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Expert Horsemanship
While mounted, the owner of this skill gains an
attack and defence bonus due to their excellent
horsemanship. When a Centaur gains this skill
it represents an increased ability to maneuver.
Acupuncture
Practitioners of this strange skill learn to use
small needles on nerve endings to access inner
strengths of another character. Very little is
known about this strange science.
Hard Case
This character spent too much time on the
wrong side of the tracks and as a result is
streetwise and tough, but scarred and ugly. +2
Willpower, -2 Appearance.
Build Battle Engine
This skill allows a dwarf to build a wheeled
vehicle that can be travelled upon and used
effectively in combat. However, actually
building a Battle Engine costs a lot of gold and
regular upkeep costs too. Still, it's a proud
dwarf that owns such a fine piece of
craftsmanship.
Hard Drinking
Expert at holding their beer and strong spirits,
the skilled can negate the drunken condition
and can use certain drinks to actually heal
them!
Mining
Allows a dwarf to mine dungeon areas for gold
and valuables.
Brewing
This skill allows the brewing of specialist beers
for use with the Hard Drinking and Beer Breath
skills and also for general trade. Ingredients
needed.
Wodesserain
This is a skill which is taken very seriously by
Glacier Barbarians who are proud of their
heritage. Wodesserain are branded body
tattoos which cover the chest and arms. The
presence of the Wodesserain marks a barbarian
of great courage and presence. It is a Barbarian
status symbol. Barbarians brand themselves, a
ritual which is incredibly painful, resulting in
wounds and weakness. However, later, this
skills negative effect on max health is reversed.
Among Barbarians the Wodesserain are an
important symbol of virility, passion, courage
and honour. Only Barbarians with this skill may
attempt the ritual quests of advancement and
legend, where they are found.
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Skill Descriptions (3)

Way Of The Wild
To become one with the wilderness you must
understand its very nature. The owner of this
skill gains +5 cold defence and +1 vision while
on the overland, to reflect their understanding
of survival techniques.
Beer Breath
Using a special beer, brewed to be flammable,
the barbarians have worked out a way to
literally breathe fire. However, this is more a
party trick than a real weapon and it can go
horribly wrong.
Crusader Circles
As Crusaders prove themselves in battle, service
to their deity and service to the people, so they
advance through a series of 'ranks'. These are
called 'Circles'. The 1st Circle is the rank of
"Adamant", the second the rank of "Deriment"
and the third the rank of "Deacon". Crusaders
may use these titles before their name once
achieved if they wish to. The actual effect of
the rank skill varies depending on which
Crusader type has gained it. All the ranks grant
one point of damage reduction, and each grant
a bonus on a statistic as follows; Bethseline Appearance, Marial - Intelligence, Shanna Wisdom, Merl - Willpower, Cambron - Strength,
Selador - Max Health. Damage reduction
means that any wound dealt to them is
automatically reduced by 1 point. Higher
Circles grant higher bonuses. Important Note:The Lord Crusader of each arm of Crusaders at
any time and for *any* reason, without offering
any explanation if they choose not to, can
remove ranks from a Crusader, demoting or
stripping them of rank entirely if they so
choose. The player controlling the Lord
Crusader has total and utter control over this
and players of Crusaders are reminded that this
special class is not an easy ride, which is why
they are recommended for experienced players
only! There are a total of nine ranks before the
Lord Crusader rank; other ones will be available
later.
Blessing
This spell allows the priest to place the 'Blessed'
status upon a character, or to remove the
'cursed' status.
Bless Food
This skill allows a priest to bless normal rations,
turning them into Mana Bread.
Pilgrim
The possessor of this skill can attempt to
convert a 'heathen' character to the religion of
the Gods of Light. This is mainly for use in
Frontier, but has some rare uses in Bereny.

Death's Door
Making a pact with death is a dangerous thing
to do and comes with hidden costs, but the
Necromancer who has achieved this skill takes
those chances for the right to return from the
dead if they are slain. Once used, this skill is
gone and must be relearnt if the Necromancer
wishes to have it again. In some instances,
Death refuses to deal fair and does not return
the skilled to life. In these cases, there is
nothing you can do... you can't argue with
death!
Speak With Dead
Allows a Necromancer to determine if
somebody who's adventuring license number is
known is alive or dead.
Psionics 1
Grants a telepathic attack upon a chosen target
within range... even through walls!
Bladesing
Bladesing is the use of the Kyrian weapon
known as a Scimitar in a whirling display of
swordplay that is entrancing to watch and
effective in use.
Mantis Strike
This difficult martial technique allows the monk
to strike nerve clusters to devastating effect.

